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The ability of the magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloy Ni-Mn-Ga to exhibit large
magnetic-field-induced strain (MFIS) of 6-12% makes it a promising actuation material
for small devices in which traditional mechanisms and piezoelectric materials are
impractical. As the grain boundaries in fine-grained polycrystalline material significantly
hinder twin boundary motion, large MFIS is almost exclusively obtained in oriented
single crystals. However, a moderate MFIS of ~1-4% can be obtained in bulk
polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga after a sufficient reduction of the grain boundary constraints
and the introduction of a strong crystallographic texture. The drawbacks of
conventionally manufactured single crystals and polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga, e.g. low
geometric freedom and high production costs, currently limit the development of novel
functional MSM devices. Therefore, additive manufacturing (AM) is attracting increasing
attention as a promising method for manufacturing polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga, especially
as it allows realization of complex geometries or device structures.
Here, a laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) AM process and a subsequent heat-treatment
process were developed for the manufacture of coarse-grained polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga
samples. It is shown that the chemical composition and resulting MSM-related properties
of the L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga can be precisely changed in-situ by adjusting the applied
L-PBF process parameters to control the selective evaporation of Mn. A repeatable and
fully reversible MFIS of 5.8% is demonstrated for a single crystalline grain of an L-PBFbuilt Ni-Mn-Ga exhibiting a five-layered modulated martensitic structure at ambient
temperature. The obtained MFIS is two orders of magnitude larger than the 0.01% MFIS
previously reported for additively manufactured Ni-Mn-Ga and is similar to that of
conventional single crystals exhibiting the same crystal structure.
The results indicate that L-PBF can be used to manufacture functional polycrystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga, facilitating a new generation of fast and simple digital components with
integrated MSM alloy sections that can be actuated by an external magnetic field.
Practically, the reported results will permit the exploration of polycrystalline-MSM-based
devices with a geometric freedom that has thus far been impossible with conventional
manufacturing methods.
Keywords: additive manufacturing, 4D printing, laser powder bed fusion, Ni-Mn-Ga,
magnetic shape memory, magnetic-field-induced strain, twinning
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Ni-Mn-Ga-based magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys can exhibit giant magneticfield-induced strain (MFIS). This straining phenomenon, called the MSM effect, occurs
when the crystal lattice of the alloy’s martensitic phase reorientates in response to
magnetic-field-induced stress (Ullakko et al., 1996; Ullakko et al., 1997). The strain can
be recovered by reorienting the applied magnetic field or by mechanical loading. Large
MFIS is almost exclusively obtained in oriented single crystals because twin boundary
(TB) motion is significantly hindered by the grain boundaries in fine-grained randomly
textured polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga. A sufficient reduction of these constraints and the
introduction of a strong crystallographic texture enable polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga to
develop moderate MFIS: ~1-4% in coarse-grained bulk Ni-Mn-Ga (Ullakko et al., 2001;
Gaitzsch et al., 2009) and up to ~8.7% in Ni-Mn-Ga foams (Chmielus et al., 2009).
The drawbacks of conventionally manufactured single crystals and polycrystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga, including low geometric freedom and high production costs, currently limit
the development of novel functional MSM devices. Hence, additive manufacturing (AM)
is attracting increased attention as a promising method for manufacturing polycrystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga, especially as it allows complex geometries or device structures to be
incorporated.
However, a severe shortcoming presented in recent research is that additively
manufactured Ni-Mn-Ga shows maximum strains of only 0.01% (Caputo et al., 2018;
Ullakko et al., 2018). There are numerous reasons for the lack of large MFIS, including
process-induced internal defects, metallurgical characteristics, e.g. a lack or randomness
of the crystallographic texture, or large grain boundary constraints.

1.2 Objectives of the dissertation
The overall aim of the research presented here is to determine whether laser powder bed
fusion (L-PBF) can be used to manufacture functional polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga-based
MSM alloys that can be actuated by an external magnetic field.
Publication I contains a review of the studies on the AM of stimuli-responsive materials,
such as Ni-Mn-Ga-based MSM alloys or magnetocaloric materials, conducted around the
time the second experimental investigation was published. The experimental part of the
research is presented in publications II-V.
The first objective of the research was to experimentally determine whether Ni-Mn-Ga
alloys can be manufactured via L-PBF and to understand the laser–material interactions
in the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga. Publications II and III report on the successful use of the
technique and reveal how the applied process parameters affect the composition and
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relative density of L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga. Publication III also identifies the optimal
processing conditions for obtaining high-density samples with minimal Mn loss. These
findings enabled the development of new gas atomized Ni-Mn-Ga powders with excess
Mn, allowing the experimental research to fulfil the next research objective.
The second objective of the research was to experimentally determine whether the initial
composition-dependent material properties can be retained via post-process heat
treatment and to understand the other effects of the applied heat-treatment conditions.
Publication IV reveals the optimal heat-treatment conditions for the improvement of
functional properties and grain growth, which are critical for achieving large MFIS in
bulk polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga manufactured via L-PBF.
The third objective of the research was to demonstrate the MSM effect in additively
manufactured Ni-Mn-Ga. Publication V reveals that L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga can develop
giant fully reversible MFIS of 5.8%. Furthermore, selective Mn evaporation during the
process can be used to control the chemical composition and resulting properties of the
built material.

1.3 Scope and limitations
This dissertation exclusively focuses on the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy to examine the specific
compositions known to exhibit modulated martensite crystal structures. The aim was to
identify properties significant to the development of the material for actuation purposes.
The potential magnetocaloric properties of the used materials were disregarded.
Moreover, the focus was also exclusively on the L-PBF process. Other prospective AM
processes, such as 3D ink printing, binder jetting or directed energy deposition, were
disregarded as these have been extensively discussed elsewhere in the context of
additively manufacturing Ni-Mn-Ga – see publication I for reference. The main reasons
for choosing L-PBF were threefold: 1) It offers the highest geometric freedom among the
mentioned AM processes; 2) unlike 3D ink printing or binder jetting, it does not require
liquid binding agents, allowing greater control over the built samples’ chemical
composition; and 3) L-PBF-built materials typically develop a crystallographic texture
due to the solidification conditions within the process. This was considered a benefit
because crystallographic texture enhances the occurrence of MFIS in polycrystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga.
Due to the limited number of samples produced in each study, the dissertation does not
majorly address the statistical aspects of L-PBF process optimization. Additionally, the
experiments within the dissertation were conducted for relatively simple sample
geometries to ease the sample preparation and characterization. Consequently, the
experimental findings are principally applicable for similar experimental setups.
However, the use of more complex sample geometries, different Ni-Mn-Ga powders,
different L-PBF devices, or different process temperatures will require the subsequent
re-adjustment of the applied processing parameters, which may influence the obtained
sample properties. In addition, the dissertation investigates the produced Ni-Mn-Ga alloys
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in both as-built and post-process heat-treated conditions. Other post-process treatments,
such as hot isostatic pressing or thermomechanical and magnetic treatments, are not
addressed here. Nevertheless, as similar samples with corresponding properties can
potentially also be produced with other laser or electron beam-based AM processes, the
concepts and general results presented here are not limited to L-PBF processes.

1.4 Structure of the dissertation
The dissertation comprises five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces background, motivation,
and objectives of the dissertation and defines the scope and limitations of the conducted
research. Chapter 2 gives a short introduction into the Ni-Mn-Ga-based magnetic shape
memory alloys and the general principles of the laser powder bed fusion process. Chapter
3 provides an overview of the scientific methods, experimental setups and materials that
were used in the dissertation. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the original results
obtained in the dissertation. Chapter 5 provides the conclusions of the dissertation and
summarizes the scientific contribution and future research objectives.
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2 State of the art
This chapter provides a background to the results discussed in this dissertation by
presenting general information about Ni-Mn-Ga-based MSM alloys and the general
principles of the L-PBF process.
Apart from the research presented in this dissertation and the original publications, only
the studies of Ullakko et al. (2018), Laitinen et al. (2019), Nilsén et al. (2019), and
Maziarz et al. (2021) focused on the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga. Recent developments in the
AM of Ni-Mn-Ga-based MSM alloys and magnetocaloric materials were extensively
reviewed and discussed in publication I and are therefore excluded from this chapter.

2.1 Ni-Mn-Ga-based magnetic shape memory alloys
2.1.1

Crystal structure of Ni-Mn-Ga

The crystal structure and phase transformation temperatures of Ni-Mn-Ga are strongly
composition-dependent (Jin et al., 2002; Takeuchi et al., 2003; Lanska et al., 2004). Upon
cooling from liquid, a stoichiometric Ni50Mn25Ga25 alloy undergoes a phase transition
sequence from a disordered cubic B2´ to an ordered cubic L21 phase – also known as
austenite (Overholser et al., 1999). This alloy exhibits a cubic L21 crystal structure at
ambient temperature with a typical lattice parameter a ≈ 5.82 Å. Figure 2.1 shows the L21
structure of the austenitic phase, wherein Ga atoms (black) occupy the unit cell corners
and the centre of each facet, Mn atoms (green) occupy the centre of the unit cell and the
middle of each edge, and Ni atoms (red) occupy the centre of each of the eight cubic subunit cells.

Figure 2.1: The L21 structure of the austenitic phase of Ni50Mn25Ga25.
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When a Ni-Mn-Ga alloy with a suitable off-stoichiometric composition is cooled to
ambient temperature, it experiences a diffusionless phase transformation – known as
martensitic transformation – from the L21 phase into a low-symmetric martensite phase
(Vasil'ev et al., 1999; Richard et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2012). Ni-Mn-Ga alloys exhibit
three distinct martensitic phases: non-modulated (NM) martensite, five-layered
modulated (10M, also known as 5M) martensite, and seven-layered modulated (14M, also
known as 7M) martensite (Pons et al., 2000; Heczko et al., 2009). The crystallographic
lattices of these martensites are often described using the coordinate system of the cubic
parent L21 phase. In this coordinate system, NM martensite is described by a tetragonal
unit cell with a = b and c > a, 10M martensite is described by a pseudo-tetragonal unit
cell with the lattice parameters a ≈ b, c < a and γ > 90º, whereas 14M martensite is
described by a pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell with a > b > c, and γ > 90º. Each of the
modulated martensites exhibit lattice modulation over (220) atomic planes (10M – 10
planes, 14M – 14 planes) along the [1̅10] direction. The alternative names (5M, 7M) for
each modulated martensite are obtained if the modulation layers are counted in ‘unit
cells’, instead of using atomic planes. Some Ni-Mn-Ga compositions can also exhibit
intermartensitic transformations (Martynov & Kokorin, 1992; Straka et al., 2013).

2.1.2

Twinning

Twinning is a mechanism for crystal deformation, in which individual atoms can move
distances that are less than their interatomic spacing. In Ni-Mn-Ga martensites, twin
boundaries (TBs) are the reflection planes or axis of rotation that separate twin variants –
new crystallographic orientations – from the parent crystal (Jaswon & Dove, 1960; Saren
et al., 2016). An Ni-Mn-Ga alloy with a 10M martensite structure has been observed to
exhibit two crystallographically different types of TBs: type 1 with a rational twinning
plane and an irrational shear direction, and type 2 with an irrational twinning plane and a
rational shear direction (Sozinov et al., 2011; Straka et al., 2011). Different TB types
exhibit different projections with respect to the facets of a single crystal sample that is
perfectly cut along the {100} lattice planes of the austenite. Both TB types exhibit the
same ~45° projections on the two facets along the (010) lattice plane of the martensitic
phase; see Figure 2.2. The slight surface kink angle (typically ~3.7° with the 10M
structure) on the side face originates from the difference in spatial orientation between
each variant – see the figure inset. However, perpendicular to this plane, the type 1
boundary is almost parallel to the [010] direction of the crystal, whereas the type 2 TB is
inclined by ~6°.

2.1.3

Magnetic shape memory effect

The mechanism behind the MSM effect and the large MFIS observed in Ni-Mn-Ga is the
magnetically induced reorientation of the crystal lattice through TB motion (Ullakko et
al., 1996; Heczko et al., 2009). Figure 2.2 schematically illustrates the MSM effect,
wherein the TBs separate the twin variants with a different – by around 86° – orientation
of the c-axis. When the field reaches the minimum value, the martensitic twin variants

2.1 Ni-Mn-Ga-based magnetic shape memory alloys
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with the shorter crystallographic c-axis, which is the axis of easy magnetization, oriented
along the applied magnetic field (H) grow at the expense of other variants with different
orientations. The reorientation of the c-axis along the applied field and the subsequent
‘expansion’ of the corresponding twin variant cause the sample to physically contract
along the field direction; see Figure 2.2b.
The minimum field value depends on multiple factors, including chemical composition,
crystal quality and TB type (Straka et al., 2012). The maximum strain, which ideally
results in a single variant structure, is achieved when the applied magnetic field saturates
the material. During saturation, all magnetic moments in each twin variant are aligned
with the applied magnetic field, and the corresponding magnetic field-induced stress for
TB motion reaches its maximum value. As a result, any increase in the applied magnetic
field beyond the saturation field value provides no further increase in the magnetic driving
force for TB motion (Saren et al., 2016). The sample retains its shape after the magnetic
field is removed. A reverse transformation can be induced by applying a transverse
magnetic field or by mechanical force.

Figure 2.2: A schematic illustration of the magnetic shape memory effect in a single crystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga sample exhibiting a microstructure with two parallel TBs: Yellow variants with the caxis in the horizontal direction, and an orange variant with the c-axis in a vertical direction. The
b-axis is oriented normal to the plane of view. The inset contains a magnified image showing the
orientation of the unit cell on each side of the TB. (a) The sample before applying the magnetic
field. (b) The same sample after magnetic field (H) application in the direction pointed by the
arrow.
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Multiple factors determine whether a Ni-Mn-Ga alloy can exhibit large MFIS. The
foremost requirement is the crystal structure, which must be martensitic at the intended
actuation temperature – typically ambient temperature. Additionally, to exhibit the MSM
effect, the alloy must have high magnetic anisotropy compared to the energy needed to
move the TBs – the magnetic-field-induced stress should be higher than the twinning
stress, which defines the minimum stress needed to move an existing TB.
The theoretical maximum strain (ε) for the martensitic crystal lattice can be calculated
using the following equation:
𝜀 = 1−

𝑐
𝑎

(2.1)

where c (Å) and a (Å) correspond to the lattice parameters of the martensite unit cell
(Söderberg et al., 2005).
The largest MFIS at ambient temperature was observed in oriented Ni-Mn-Ga single
crystals exhibiting modulated martensite structures: up to 6% for 10M martensite (Murray
et al., 2000) and up to 9.5% for 14M martensite (Sozinov et al., 2002). Among the
modulated Ni-Mn-Ga martensites, the 10M is the most studied structure, mostly because
it has relatively low twinning stress and high work output while still maintaining a large
MFIS. Overall, the observed maximum strains are approximately two orders of
magnitude larger than the ~0.1 % strains obtained in competing giant magnetostrictive
materials (Engdahl, 2000). Additionally, Ni-Mn-Ga can exhibit high strain accelerations
of up to 1.6×106 m/s2 (Smith et al., 2014), and its fatigue life can exceed 2×109 cycles
(Aaltio et al., 2010). Although 12% MFIS has been obtained in a doped alloy exhibiting
an NM structure (Sozinov et al., 2013), a typical non-doped alloy with an NM martensite
structure has a twinning stress that is much greater than its maximum magnetic-fieldinduced stress; therefore, it does not typically exhibit large MFIS (Likhachev et al., 2006;
Chernenko et al., 2009).
The twinning stresses (in 10M martensite) of TB type 1 have been experimentally
determined as ~1 MPa at ambient temperature, whereas TB type 2 exhibits a drastically
different value of ~0.05-0.3 MPa (Sozinov et al., 2011; Straka et al., 2011). Additionally,
TB type 1 exhibits a large increase in twinning stress when temperature is decreased
(Straka et al., 2012), which is the reason why most functional Ni-Mn-Ga compositions
have been tailored to start the martensite to austenite transformation at ~40-50 °C.
However, TB type 2 shows considerably lower twinning stress temperature dependency
(Heczko et al., 2013). The stress required for the nucleation of another variant and the
formation of a completely new TB is typically higher than the twinning stress (Aaltio et
al., 2010b). There is also the concept of dynamic twinning stress, which describes the
twinning stress of the TB as a function of TB velocity (Saren & Ullakko, 2017).
Crystal quality is also a limiting factor in the MSM effect because TB mobility can be
affected by internal defects (e.g. crystal defects or particle/phase inclusions) and surface
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defects (Chmielus et al., 2011). These defects can result in the formation of pinning
obstacles and residual twin variants, which restrict TB motion. For example, the motion
of TBs is significantly hindered by the grain boundaries, which is the major reason why
large MFIS in Ni-Mn-Ga is almost exclusively observed in oriented single crystals, while
polycrystalline alloys typically do not exhibit large strains. In polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga,
some of these constraints can be removed by increasing the grain size and applying
training (Gaitzsch et al., 2011; Hürrich et al., 2011) or by inducing a ‘bamboo-grained’
structure with a crystallographic texture (Chmielus et al., 2009). Additionally, applying a
magnetic field and/or mechanical stress can help remove the complex self-accommodated
twin microstructure, composed of multiple twin variants, which appears during cooling
from austenite into martensite.

2.1.4

Applications

As MSM-based technologies are relatively underdeveloped compared to competing piezo
ceramics and giant magnetostrictive materials, the commercial applications of Ni-Mn-Ga
remain rather limited. However, Ni-Mn-Ga-based MSM alloys show the highest potential
for applications where the use of traditional mechanisms and piezoelectric materials is
impractical, as exemplified in the following:
•

•
•

•
•

The MSM effect can be used in unidirectional or bidirectional linear actuators
(Tellinen et al., 2002) and strain/displacement sensors (Hobza et al., 2018).
Additionally, twin variant redistribution during actuation changes the magnetic
permeability of the MSM element, which can be used for actuator self-sensing
and control (Hubert et al., 2012). The strain characteristically remains unchanged
in MSM materials after the magnetic field has been switched off. This produces
significant energy savings for many applications, especially on-off valves,
because magnetic field energy is only needed during the brief time when the shape
of the MSM element is changing.
TB movement can be used for mechanical damping (Nilsén et al., 2018)
A locally applied external inhomogeneous magnetic field can be used to generate
a local shrinkage of the MSM material. When the MSM element is embedded into
a casing, this shrinkage can carry fluid or gas, similar to a peristaltic pump
(Ullakko et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2015). This can be used for medical drug
delivery (Barker et al., 2016) or integrated into microfluidic circuits and
microreactors for life science and chemistry applications (Saren et al., 2018)
MSM materials can be used in microactuators to produce movement in adaptronic
devices (Kohl et al., 2014; Musiienko et al., 2018). Such microactuators can
theoretically exhibit working frequencies up to 100 kHz (Musiienko et al., 2019)
MSM materials can be used to generate electrical energy from mechanical
vibrations (Saren et al., 2015; Lindquist et al., 2018).
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a general L-PBF process. (a) powder recoater blade, (b) a
galvanometric scanner and focusing optics, (c) laser beam, (d) an L-PBF-built object, (e)
primary powder reservoir, (f) build platform, and (g) secondary powder reservoir.

2.2 Laser powder bed fusion
Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF), also known by the commercial names ‘Direct Metal
Laser Sintering’ or ‘Selective Laser Melting’, is an AM process in which a focused laser
beam melts and fuses selected regions of a powder bed layer-by-layer, forming a threedimensional (3D) object. This chapter focuses exclusively on the aspects relating to the
L-PBF of metals and disregards other materials, such as plastics and ceramics.
Figure 2.3 presents a schematic of a general L-PBF process. The main heat source for
melting in L-PBF is typically a focused laser beam produced by a single-mode fibre laser
emitting continuous wave radiation with a near-infrared wavelength of 1060-1080 nm
(Lee at al., 2017). Laser beam movement is typically achieved using a galvanometric
scanner. Typical L-PBF devices employ a build chamber integrated with a powder
delivery system, such as a hopper or reservoir located next to the work area, with a roller
or blade that spreads the powder evenly on top of the build platform (Van der Schueren
& Kruth, 1995; Lee at al., 2017). The build platform itself is connected to a piston or
other mechanism, allowing precise up/down motion in the build direction. Most L-PBF
systems use an inert gas atmosphere or partial vacuum in the build chamber to prevent
the processed material from reacting with oxygen during melting. The general principle
of the L-PBF process is as follows:

2.2 Laser powder bed fusion
•

•
•

•

•

2.2.1
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First, a 3D computer model of the manufactured object is prepared, including the
nesting and generation of the support structures. This is converted into object
cross-sections that correspond to the two-dimensional (2D) projections of the
manufactured object in the build direction. Lattice-like support structures anchor
the built object to the build platform during melting and provide heat dissipation
to prevent thermal distortion by lowering thermal gradients. They can also support
horizontally oriented structures and overhanging surfaces (DebRoy et al., 2018).
The powder delivery system is manually or automatically loaded with the metal
powder.
After the process environment has been prepared, the system spreads a thin layer
of powder across the build platform (metallic plate, typically compositionally
similar to the manufactured material). Next, the laser beam selectively melts the
spread metal powder layer based on the prepared 2D cross-sectional data and the
set hatch pattern. The use of hatched scan patterns ensure control over individual
laser scan track lengths and helps to maintain the overall consistency of the
melting conditions. The temperature in the laser–material interaction zone
increases above the material’s melting temperature, completely melting and
fusing the exposed material with the substrate and adjacent scan tracks.
Subsequently, the build platform is incrementally lowered according to the set
powder layer thickness, and another thin layer of powder is spread on top of the
previous layer. The selective melting is then repeated based on the 2D crosssectional data corresponding to the new layer. This process is repeated layer by
layer until the build job is complete and all layers have melted and fused.
At the end of the build operation, the manufactured object remains buried inside
the powder. Required post-processing steps include de-powdering, detaching the
manufactured object from the build plate, and removing the support structures.
Defect generation and microstructural characteristics

In general, L-PBF allows the realization of complex geometries, facilitating high
geometrical design freedom. However, the non-equilibrium conditions, rapid heating and
cooling, and complex laser–material interactions (Wang et al., 2002) during the layer-bylayer melting in L-PBF can cause several defects and produce certain microstructural
characteristics within the processed material.
Although L-PBF-built materials are often comparable with their conventionally
processed counterparts (Mower & Long, 2016), the applied process parameters have a
substantial effect on the properties of the manufactured materials. For example, grain
structure, crystal structure and chemical composition can vary locally within the built
material. During L-PBF, the melt pool dissipates heat into the substrate (previous layers),
creating a curved melt pool shape that is influenced by the applied processing parameters,
such as the applied laser power and scanning speed, and the thermo-physical properties
of the built material. Subsequently, the geometric features of the melt pool influence grain
growth and crystallographic texture (Vecchiato et al., 2020; Sanchez et al., 2021). The
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resulting grain structure is spatially highly anisotropic, often containing columnar grains
spanning from the substrate towards the top of the built object.
Defect formation in L-PBF is a complex phenomenon that can be influenced by multiple
different factors, including faults in the initial 3D model, the L-PBF equipment itself, the
processed feedstock powder, and the applied process parameters. Some of the formed
defects, such as large thermal distortions (Douellou et al., 2019) or the staircase effect,
are directly observable as they result in the failure of the L-PBF build or the large
dimensional inaccuracy of the built object. Defects that do not necessarily influence the
build itself include surface oxidation and roughness, loss of alloying elements (Mukherjee
et al., 2016), different types of material defects (such as particle inclusions or impurities)
(Young et al., 2020), keyhole porosity (Kamath et al., 2014; King et al., 2014) and large
lack-of-fusion defects (Tang et al. 2017). Additionally, the L-PBF process exhibits large
thermal gradients, resulting in the formation of residual stresses within the built object,
ranging in size from macroscopic to atomic lattice (Li et al., 2018; Bartlett & Li, 2019).
Residual stress formation is highly dependent on the applied process parameters and the
chemical composition of the processed material and can lead to the cracking or
delamination of individual layers (Louvis et al., 2011). Additionally, cracks can have a
significant impact on the fatigue characteristics and crack propagation behaviour of the
built objects.
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This chapter provides an overview of the scientific methods, materials and experimental
setups used in this dissertation.

3.1 Materials
In the course of the research, three different patches of Ni-Mn-Ga powders were
developed and used. The chemical composition, volume-weighted particle size
distribution and particle morphology (SEM image) of each patch are summarized in
Figure 3.1. All Ni-Mn-Ga powders were prepared at the Technical Research Centre of
Finland via an argon gas atomization process using high purity Ni (99.95%), Mn
(99.99%) and Ga (99.99%). The first patch (publications II and III) was pre-alloyed to
correspond approximately to the typical 10M martensite composition. In between
publications, new gas atomized Ni-Mn-Ga powders were developed, which were alloyed
with excess Mn to compensate for the expected evaporation of Mn during L-PBF. The
pre-alloyed amount of ‘excess Mn’ compared to the reference composition was
approximately ~0.6 at.% for the second patch (publication IV) and approximately
~2.2 at.% for the third patch (publication V).
Each patch was mechanically sieved to obtain a <80 µm particle size. The volumeweighted particle size distributions were determined using the Malvern Panalytical
Morphologi G3S automated optical particle analyser. The powders were further evaluated
using a Hitachi SU3500 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), which showed that each
patch mainly comprised spherical particles with only a minor amount of irregularly
shaped satellites and spatters observable within each patch. Before use in the L-PBF
process, the powders were kept at ~80 °C for 3 hours to remove excess moisture.
The compositions of the substrate materials used in publications II-V are summarized in
Table 3.1. The initial investigations into the single-track formation and the development
of the L-PBF process for Ni-Mn-Ga presented in publication II were conducted using
stainless steel 316L and Incoloy 825 substrate pieces, which were laser-cut from standard
pre-alloyed sheets and subsequently ground to the final dimensions of 10×30×5 mm3. The
Ni-Mn-Ga cuboid samples in publication II were manufactured on an Incoloy 825
substrate, whereas the extended process optimization presented in publication III was
conducted using stainless steel substrates. These substrate materials were used because
they provided a cost-effective approach for the initial parameter optimization. Later, to
minimize the risk of contaminating the built Ni-Mn-Ga with the alloying elements of the
substrate, we used other substrate materials that had higher chemical compatibilities with
Ni-Mn-Ga. In publication III, the optimized process parameters were used to build
samples on compositionally similar Ni-Mn-Ga substrate disks (Ø 22 mm, thickness
~4.1 mm) cut from an oriented single-crystalline bar prepared by AdaptaMat Ltd. In
publications IV and V, the samples were built on Ø 45×~6.1 mm2 high-purity Ni
substrates.
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Figure 3.1: Chemical compositions (at.%), volume-weighted particle size distributions and
particle morphologies (SEM image) of the Ni-Mn-Ga powders used in: (a) publications II and III,
(b) publication IV, and (c) publication V. The shown errors correspond to the measured standard
deviations in the chemical composition. (Modified from publications II-V.)
Table 3.1: Compositions (at. %) of the substrates used in publications II-V.
Material
316L
Incoloy 825
Ni-Mn-Ga
Ni

Al
0.7
1.0
-

Si
1.1
0.8
-

Ti
1.1
-

Cr
20.9
26.1
-

Mn
1.7
0.8
26.0
-

Fe
68.1
32.1
-

Ni
7.1
34.2
50.1
>99.5

Cu
1.9
-

Ga
23.9
-

Mo
0.2
1.8
-

3.2 Sample manufacture
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Figure 3.2: The in-house-developed L-PBF system used in publications II-V. (a) a galvanometric
scanner and focusing optics, (b) adjustment of the focal point position in the z-direction (equal to
the build direction), (c) argon inlet, (d) build platform with a detachable high-purity Ni substrate,
and (e) motorized mechanism for the adjustment of the substrate position in the z-direction. The
powder recoater system is absent in the image. The inset shows the measurement of the used laser
beam (at focal point) by a Primes MicroSpotMonitor.

3.2 Sample manufacture
3.2.1

Laser powder bed fusion

All samples in publications II-V were built using the L-PBF system shown in Figure 3.2,
which was developed and built in-house for material experimentation and testing. The
system was equipped with an IPG YLS-200-SM-WC continuous-wave single-mode
ytterbium fibre laser (λ = 1075 nm, maximum Pavg = 200 W), a SCANLAB intelliSCAN
10 galvanometric scanner head, and an F-theta lens. Both the laser and the scan head were
controlled externally using SCAPS SAMLight scanner software with 3D functionality. A
measurement with a Primes MicroSpotMonitor showed that this setup produced a laser
beam with near-Gaussian power distribution, a ~82 µm focal point diameter, a Rayleigh
length of 3.24 mm, and a beam parameter product of 0.53 mm mrad. The system was
equipped with a build platform system with a slot for detachable substrate pieces and a
maximum substrate size of Ø 46×10 mm2. The build platform was connected to an
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externally controlled stepper motor, which allowed precise control of the applied powder
layer thickness from layer to layer. The repeatability of the powder layer deposition from
patch to patch during the experiments was ensured by a delicate mechanical calibration
of the re-coater blade of the system with each substrate before melting the samples. The
build chamber of the system consisted of a Ø 120 mm (wall thickness of 5 mm) plexiglass
tube attached to the used focusing optics. The shielding gas (high-purity argon) tube was
directly connected to the chamber, and the gas was released into the chamber during the
L-PBF process with a constant flow of ~3 l/min. The system can also be operated without
the build chamber or with other build platform setups, as in Laitinen et al. (2019b), in
which case the shielding gas can be delivered directly through a welding gas nozzle.
The experiments in this dissertation were implemented in three separate stages:
1) Publications II and III: Development and optimization of the L-PBF process for
the manufacture of solid polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga samples. Investigation into the
main effects of the applied process parameters on the chemical composition and
relative density of the built material.
2) Publications III and IV: Development of a heat-treatment process for chemical
homogenization and grain growth. Characterization of the produced material in
as-built and heat-treated conditions.
3) Publication V: Demonstration of the MSM effect in L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga.
Single-track and hatch distance experiments
Before manufacturing the 3D samples, the single-track formation in the L-PBF of Ni-MnGa and the optimization of hatch distance values were investigated to enable the
estimation and determination of the initial process parameters for the manufacture of solid
Ni-Mn-Ga samples. The L-PBF process parameters and their increments (in parentheses)
used in the single track and hatch distance experiments in publication II are summarized
in Table 3.2. The length of the melted single tracks was 7 mm, and they were
manufactured in batches of 20 tracks (160 samples in total, with 80 samples for each
substrate material). A 1 mm wide gap was left between each track to avoid thermal
interaction between adjacent tracks. The experiments were repeated twice for each
parameter combination in randomized order. A bidirectional scanning strategy without a
contour scan was used for the hatch distance experiments. The size of the hatched areas
was 4×4 mm2.
Table 3.2: Summary of the applied process parameters for the single-track and hatch distance
experiments in publication II.
Parameter
Powder layer thickness (µm)
Laser power (W)
Scanning speed (mm/s)
Hatch distance (µm)

Single track experiments
50
80 → 200 (40)
100 → 1000 (100)
-

Hatch distance experiments
50
200
100 → 700 (200)
50 → 275 (25)

3.2 Sample manufacture
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Figure 3.3: Ni-Mn-Ga samples built via L-PBF in: (a) publication II, (b) publication III, and
(c) publication IV. (Modified from publications II-IV.)

Experiments involving the manufacture of 3D samples
The process parameters used for the manufacture of the 3D samples in publications IIV are summarized in Table 3.3. The samples have been renamed based on their respective
publication and sample number to facilitate comparison and to avoid confusion between
samples from different publications. The presented values of volume energy density
(VED, J/mm3) were calculated using the following equation:
𝑉𝐸𝐷 =

𝑃
𝑣ℎ𝑡

(3.1)

where P is the laser power (W), v is the scanning speed (mm/s), h is the hatch distance
(mm), and t is the powder layer thickness (mm).
Figure 3.3 shows the Ni-Mn-Ga samples (on substrates) built via L-PBF in publications
II-IV. All samples in publications II-V were built in an inert high-purity argon
atmosphere at ambient temperature (~22 °C) without substrate preheating. Powder layer
thicknesses were kept constant, at 50 µm for the samples in publication II and 60 µm for
the samples in publications III-V. The laser beam was focused on the surface of the
powder bed during sample manufacture. All samples were manufactured using a
bidirectional single-pass scanning strategy and a single contour scan with 90% overlap
with the hatched area. The same combinations of process parameters were used for both
the hatched and contour scans of the samples. The rotation of the scanning direction from
layer to layer was different in each publication; see Table 3.3 for the exact values. In
publications II and III, the built samples were oriented on the substrates so that the x-y
hatch directions of the L-PBF system were aligned with the side faces of the cuboids.
This approach was implemented due to the geometrical constraints set by the used
substrates. In publications IV and V, the samples were oriented on the substrates so that
the side faces of the walls were aligned at a 45° angle compared to the x-y hatch directions
of the used L-PBF system. This sample orientation enabled a smooth operation of the
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recoater blade along the x-direction of the platform and minimized the risk of recoater
collision with the built samples.
In publication III, the selection of the varied process parameters for the initial process
optimization was carried out using two partially overlapping Box–Behnken-based
experimental designs with three predetermined levels for each of the three varied
parameters of laser power, scanning speed, and hatch distance. The samples were
deposited in patches of eight samples (2×4 matrix, with a 1.2 mm gap between each
sample) on four substrates using a randomized sample order. Some parameter
combinations were repeated to allow the sample deposition reliability to be estimated. A
short delay of 60 s was set between melting the same layer of each sample to minimize
the thermal interaction between samples during the L-PBF. These samples were used to
investigate the effect of the applied process parameters on the relative density and
chemical composition of the built samples. After determining the optimized processing
parameters, a single patch of four samples (2×2 matrix, with a 5 mm gap between each
sample) was deposited onto the Ni-Mn-Ga substrate. These samples were used for the
initial characterization of the built material.
The applied L-PBF process parameters in publication IV were selected and adjusted for
the excess Mn within the used powder based on the L-PBF process optimization presented
in publication III. The samples were built in two patches of nine samples (3×3 matrix)
with a 5 mm gap between each sample within the same patch. These samples were used
to investigate the effects of the applied heat-treatment parameters on the properties of the
built samples and to perform a more thorough characterization of L-PBF-built Ni-MnGa.
In publication V, the applied parameters were selected so that the produced samples
would have high relative densities above 98.0% while exhibiting different volume energy
densities to produce different levels of Mn evaporation during the L-PBF. Each parameter
combination was used for two separate samples to facilitate comparison and reliability
estimation. The samples were built on the substrate in a single patch of a 2×6 matrix with
~4 mm distance between each sample. These samples were used to investigate the
possibility of using Mn evaporation to control the crystal structure and phase
transformation temperatures of the L-PBF built material. Additionally, the sample
geometry was chosen to enable actuation experiments to be performed to demonstrate the
MFIS in L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga.
The applied heat-treatment parameters in publications IV and V are summarized in
Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, while the heat-treatment procedure itself is discussed in the
following subsection.

3.2 Sample manufacture
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Table 3.3: L-PBF process parameters and heat-treatment parameters used in publications II-V.
Publication
Sample

Sample size
(mm3)

L-PBF process
P
v
h
(W) (mm/s) (µm)

VED
(J/mm3)

II-1
II-2
II-3
III-1
III-2
III-3
III-4
III-5
III-6
III-7
III-8
III-9
III-10
III-11
III-12
III-13
III-14
III-15
III-16
III-17
III-18
III-19
III-20
III-21
III-22
III-23
III-24
III-25
III-26
III-OPT
IV-1
IV-2
IV-3
IV-4
IV-5
IV-6
IV-7
IV-8
IV-9
IV-10
IV-11
V-1, V-7
V-2, V-8
V-3, V-9
V-4, V-10
V-5, V-11
V-6, V-12

7×7×1
7×7×1
7×7×1
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
3.5×3.5×3.5
10×0.8×5
10×0.8×5
10×0.8×5
10×0.8×5
10×0.8×5
10×0.8×5

200
200
200
50
85
85
100
120
150
150
200
50
50
85
100
100
120
120
150
200
200
50
85
85
100
120
150
150
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
190
180
160

133
80
57
133
567
142
111
320
333
111
222
222
56
151
148
49
533
133
111
296
99
67
283
71
56
160
167
56
111
74
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
34
44
64
84
107
142

300
500
700
125
50
200
300
125
150
450
300
50
200
125
150
450
50
200
300
150
450
125
50
200
300
125
150
450
300
450
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
1300
1000
700
500
375
250

100
100
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
75
75
75
75
75
75

Scan dir.
rotation
(º)
90
90
90
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
0
0
0
0
0
0

Heat-treatment
Th
th
To
(℃) (h) (℃)

to
(h)

1000
1000
1000
1040
1040
1040
1080
1080
1080
1090
1090
1090
1090
1090
1090

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6
12
24
6
12
24
6
12
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
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Figure 3.4: The in-house-developed heat-treatment system used in publications IV and V. (a)
high-purity argon inlet, (b) turbopump, (c) vacuum meter, (d) heat-treatment furnace, (e) coolant
flow meter, and (f) access to the main tube of the heat-treatment system with a vacuum window
allowing direct observation of the heat-treated samples.

Table 3.4: Heat-treatment parameters used in publications IV-V.
Parameter
Heating rate 20℃ → Th (℃/h)
Homogenization temperature, Th (℃)
Homogenization time, to (h)
Cooling rate Th → To (℃/h)
Ordering temperature, To (℃)
Ordering time, to (h)
Cooling rate To → 20℃ (℃/h)

Value
250
sample specific, see Table 4.3
sample specific, see Table 4.3
100
800
4
Furnace cooling

3.2 Sample manufacture

3.2.2
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Heat treatment

The L-PBF-built samples in publications IV and V underwent heat treatment using an
in-house developed system based on an MTI OTF-1200X furnace, as shown in Figure
3.4. The system holds a temperature ±1 ℃ from the set-point temperature within the
active length (~60 mm) of the main tube. The used heat-treatment procedure is presented
below:
•

•
•

•

•

Prior to the heat treatment, the samples manufactured via L-PBF were separated
from the substrate using a Princeton Scientific Corporation WS-25 high-precision
wire saw. The sample surfaces were ground and electropolished, after which
possible surface contaminants were removed with acetone. The samples were
subsequently washed in an ultrasonic bath of 2-propanol to remove any remaining
contaminated acetone.
The samples were placed on a high-purity alumina boat/sample holder with a
titanium oxygen-getter, which were subsequently placed inside the main tube of
the heat-treatment system.
The main tube was then sealed and sequentially vacated using a Pfeiffer vacuum
MVP 015-4 diaphragm pump and a Pfeiffer vacuum HiCube 80 Eco turbopump
(switched on at ~2 mbar) until a high vacuum was achieved. The exact pressure
within the main tube was monitored using an Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum PTR
90 N vacuum meter.
To prevent possible Mn evaporation during heat treatment, the main tube was
flooded with pure argon. The argon pressure within the main tube of the system
was adjusted to ~300 mbar at ambient temperature, thus taking into consideration
the thermal expansion of argon and the resulting increase of pressure during the
heat-treatment sequence.
The samples were first homogenized at a higher temperature; this was then
decreased for the ordering treatment. Subsequently, the samples were furnacecooled to ambient temperature. The heat-treatment parameters used in
publications IV and V are summarized in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively.

The solidus temperature (~1110 °C) and L21→B2´ transition temperature (~765 °C),
corresponding to the compositions of the as-built samples in publications IV and V,
were approximated based on the available literature (Aaltio et al., 2009; Schlagel et al.,
2000) and used to determine the corresponding critical temperatures for the heat
treatment. In publication IV, the samples were treated one by one in a randomized
sample order, and some treatments were repeated for secondary samples to permit
reliability estimation. Additionally, two reference samples – one without heat treatment
(IV-1) and one with the ordering treatment without prior homogenization (IV-2) – were
produced to enable a comparison. In publication V, all samples were homogenized in a
single patch using the same heat-treatment parameters. Before heat treatment, the edges
of each sample were cut off and ground to ensure a sample size (resulting sample size
~6×0.6×3 mm3) compatible with the used alumina sample holders and to allow all
samples to be simultaneously heat-treated in a single patch.
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3.3 Sample preparation
The samples in publications II-V were separated from the substrates and cut using a
WS-22 high precision wire saw from Princeton Scientific Corp, equipped with a WSG-02
goniometer. A boron carbide (B4C) 1:2 slurry mixed with 60% glycerol and cutting wires
with 40 and 60 µm diameters were used during the cutting.
The manufactured samples were incrementally wet-ground using SiC abrasives with
particle sizes ranging from 25 to 5 µm. The samples were mechanically polished using
an EQ-Unipol-1202 (MTI Corporation) equipped with a napless cloth and diamond paste
with 3 and 0.04 µm grain sizes.
Additionally, some of the samples in publications III-V were electropolished using a
constant voltage of 12 V at -20 °C in an electrolyte solution containing a 3:1 volumetric
ratio of ethanol to 60% HNO3, held in an externally cooled beaker. Constant voltage was
applied between the sample holder (anode) and the acid-resistant stainless-steel spiral
(cathode) immersed in the solution. The solution was mixed continuously via an
externally controlled magnetic chemical stirrer, which allowed the sample to be washed
by a constant flux of the electropolishing liquid and removed etching products from its
surface.
A Meiji Techno stereo microscope equipped with an EMZ-5TR microscope head, MA502
eyepieces, and PKL-1 SCS pole stand was used for observation of the samples during the
gluing and cleaning processes.

3.4 Sample characterization
The data processing and preparation of the illustrations for publications II-IV were
performed using the MathWorks Inc. MATLAB programming and numeric computing
platform.
In publication III, response surface methodology (2nd degree quadratic polynomial
model) was used for the approximation and visualization of the effects of the varied
process parameters on the relative density and chemical composition (Mn content, at.%)
of the as-built samples.
Additionally, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate the effects of the
applied processing parameters (L-PBF and heat treatment) on the selected material
properties in publications III and IV. In publication III, factors with a p-value < 0.01
were considered statistically significant, whereas those exceeding this threshold were
considered statistically insignificant. In publication IV, the cut-off value for statistical
significance was < 0.05. However, special consideration should be made when
interpreting the p-values due to the relatively low number of samples used in these studies.

3.4 Sample characterization

3.4.1
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Relative density

The relative densities of the as-built and heat-treated samples in publications III and IV
were determined by averaging the area fraction of pores on the top surface of each sample.
The measurements were performed using a customized optical microscope (Zeiss Axio
Scope.A1) combined with the open-source image processing software ImageJ. The results
were averaged from three consecutive cycles of sample preparation and measurement. In
between measurements, ~0.5 mm (publication III) or ~0.25 mm (publication IV) of
material was removed in the build direction of the sample. The contour scan area of each
sample, ~200 µm from the sample edge toward the centre of the sample, was ignored
during the measurement. For more specific details, the reader is referred to the original
publications.

3.4.2

Chemical composition

The average chemical compositions of the initial powder and the manufactured samples
in publications II-V were determined by averaging multiple measurements obtained via
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using an Oxford Instruments X-Strata 960 with a Ø 300 µm
collimator. The XRF system was calibrated with a Ni-Mn-Ga reference sample of known
composition. The absolute accuracy of the XRF measurements was 0.3 at.%.
Additionally, in publication III the chemical homogeneity and distributions of the atomic
elements in the sample-substrate interfaces of the as-built samples were studied via
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) using a Hitachi SU3500 equipped with an EDS
detector. The relative accuracy of the EDS measurement from point to point was ~1%.
For more specific details, the reader is referred to the original publications.

3.4.3

Microstructure

A Meiji Techno MT7000 trinocular metallurgical microscope equipped with polarised
light contrast lenses was used for the initial inspections of the twinned microstructures in
the studied Ni-Mn-Ga samples. The high-quality optical images presented in
publications IV and V were produced using a customised configuration of a Zeiss Axio
Scope.A1 microscope equipped with a CoolLED pE-4000 light source. The optical
image, shown in publication IV, was obtained with a long exposure due to the lower
overall contrast of the twins in comparison to standard 10M Ni-Mn-Ga single crystalline
samples.
SEM (Hitachi SU3500) was used for the microstructural characterization of the samples
in publications III and IV. Prior to each measurement, the samples were incrementally
ground using SiC abrasives, then mechanically polished and subsequently electropolished
to ensure smooth surface quality and remove possible surface defects that would have
influenced the measurement. The SEM images presented in the original publications and
in the ‘Results and discussion’ section were obtained with relatively low magnifications
of 200x and 400x using a backscattered electron detector and a relatively low acceleration
voltage of 3 kV to increase the channelling contrast. This approach provided a high grain
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contrast but was not ideal for observing individual twins that were generally too narrow
to be imaged via the used pixel resolution.
The volume-weighted distributions and average grain sizes of the as-built and heat-treated
samples in publications III and IV were determined with a linear intercept method using
a combination of the ImageJ software package and the MATLAB-based program
originally developed in Lehto et al. (2014). Prior to each measurement, the grain
boundaries were manually traced using the obtained SEM image.

3.4.4

Crystal structure

Prior to the measurement, the samples were electropolished to ensure smooth surface
quality and to remove possible surface stresses that might have influenced the
measurement. All samples were first inspected at elevated temperatures, where they
exhibited an austenitic crystal structure. Upon cooling, the corresponding austenite peaks
disappeared, and a new pattern emerged. Hence, the diffraction peaks at ambient
temperature must have originated from one or several martensite phases.
The crystal structure of the as-built sample and the initial powder in publication III were
studied using a PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer (Co tube, λ=0.17890 nm) equipped
with a hybrid monochromator and a PIXcel3D-Medipix3 detector. Additionally, a heating
stage was used to inspect the samples in the cubic phase above the martensite
transformation temperature. To increase the ratio of the peak intensities against the
background level, 2D detectors in scanning line mode and low background single-crystal
Si-111 were used to record the pattern for the as-built sample (III-OPT) at ambient
temperature.
For later investigations, presented in publications IV and V, we used an upgraded setup,
which included a PANalytical Empyrean 3 diffractometer (Cu tube, λ=0.15406 nm)
equipped with poly-capillary optics, a PIXcel3D-Medipix3 detector, and a Si-510 zero
background holder. A heating stage was used to inspect the samples in the cubic phase
above the martensite transformation temperature and to perform a stepwise in-situ XRD
measurement of a heat-treated sample with heating and cooling of the sample over
martensitic transformation. While the scans were typically performed over a 2θ range of
24–140°, the applied generator voltage and current were varied throughout the research
based on the sample- and equipment-related limitations.
The obtained diffraction data in publications III-V were processed using the PANalytical
Data Viewer and a combination of in-house-developed Excel and MATLAB software,
which enabled the precise estimation of the lattice parameters of the studied samples.
Only the main diffraction peaks were considered in calculating the lattice parameters.
Additionally, the lattice parameters in publication IV were refined using the Bruker
TOPAS software.
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Dr Alexei Sozinov designed and carried out the XRD experiments in publication III and
participated in the analysis of the XRD results in publications IV-V.

3.4.5

Phase transformations

The phase transformation and Curie temperatures of the samples built in publications
III-V were determined using an in-house developed low-field AC magnetic susceptibility
(LFMS) device. The LFMS measurements were conducted across a temperature range of
~30-120 °C. Additionally, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to determine
the phase transformation temperatures of the as-built samples and selected heat-treated
samples in publications III and IV. The DSC system used in publication III was a
PerkinElmer DSC4000, whereas the system used in publication IV was a TA Instruments
DSC250 coupled with an autosampler and an RCS90 two-stage refrigeration system. The
author acknowledges the assistance provided by Ms Erica Stevens (currently, PhD) in the
DSC measurements for publication IV.

3.4.6

Magnetic properties

The magnetostructural characterization of the observed martensitic twins within the asbuilt and heat-treated samples in publications III-V was performed by Dr Andrey Saren
via atomic force microscopy (AFM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) using a Park
Systems XE7. Prior to each measurement, the samples were electropolished to ensure
smooth surface quality and remove possible surface defects that would have influenced
the measurement.
Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) was used to perform the magnetic
characterization of the samples in publication IV. The measurements were done using a
LakeShore model 7407 with applied magnetic fields of up to 1.2 T. Each sample was
secured to the VSM sample holder using Teflon tape. The author acknowledges the
assistance provided by Mr Jakub Toman in these measurements.

3.4.7

Actuation experiments

D.Sc. Andrey Saren designed and carried out the AFM/MFM and LDV experiments and
the MFIS characterization in publication V. The author manufactured the samples and
prepared the actuated sample.
For the magnetic actuation experiments in publication V, the surface of the selected
sample (V-2, 10M martensite structure) was inspected using a Meiji Techno MT7100
polarized light optical microscope to identify suitable grains. The selected grains were
marked and cut using a WS-25 high-precision wire saw (Princeton Scientific
Corporation). The extracted sample was incrementally ground using SiC abrasive papers
with 10 and 5 µm grain sizes, and subsequently electropolished using the aforementioned
setup. The resulting sample was a ~4.0×1.1×0.4 mm3 polycrystalline cuboid that
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contained a large single crystalline grain, about 1.7×1.1×0.4 mm3 in size, at one end of
the sample. The other end of the sample was fixed to a 3 mm diameter sapphire rod using
an epoxy adhesive.
In the first experiment, a homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic field, created by an EMU-75
electromagnet (SES Instruments Pvt. Ltd.), was used to reorient the easy c-axis in the
active part of the sample. A Zeiss Axio Scope.A1 polarized optical light microscope was
used to determine the c-axis orientation from the sample’s front side, and a Park Systems
AFM/MFM microscope XE7 was utilized to follow the c-axis rotation at the TB on the
top side. In the next experiment, a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) based setup,
previously described in Saren et al. (2016), was used to examine the fast actuation of the
sample under sub-ms magnetic field pulses. In the present setup, a miniature solenoid
(with an inner diameter of 4.3 mm, a length of 16.3 mm, and comprising 140 turns of
insulated copper wire 0.2 mm in diameter, wound in 2 layers) was connected to a highvoltage pulse generator (EMC, Transient 1000) in series, with an additional coil (with
1.86 mH inductance and 0.83 Ohm resistance) providing a current pulse duration of
~250 μs. The sample, fixed to the sapphire rod, was placed inside the solenoid. The
actuation velocity and displacement of the sample’s free end were measured using an
LDV from Polytec (OFV-5000 and OFV-534). The solenoid current was calculated based
on the voltage drop on a wire resistor of 0.2 Ohm connected in series with the solenoid.
The transient velocity and displacement signals from the LDV as well as the solenoid
current were recorded using a 200 MHz oscilloscope (Metrix Scopix III OX 7204). The
magnetic field was calculated from the measured current using the solenoid parameters.
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This chapter presents and discusses the original results obtained in this dissertation. It is
divided into subsections based on the research approach and the stages of experiments
presented in Chapter 3.

4.1 Process development and optimization
This section reveals and discusses the results of the first stage in our experimental
research, namely developing and optimizing the L-PBF process for manufacturing solid
polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga samples and investigating the main effects of the applied
process parameters on the chemical composition and relative density of the built material.
This section discusses the results obtained using stainless steel 316L substrates since the
more advanced process optimization in publication III was performed exclusively using
this substrate material. Incoloy 825 was only used in the initial investigations presented
in publication II.

4.1.1

Single-track and hatch distance experiments

Figure 4.1 shows the primary results of the single-track and hatch distance experiments,
conducted using stainless steel 316L substrates in publication II. As single-track
formation and the use of hatching distance in L-PBF are well-understood phenomena, this
section reflects on the selection of processing parameters for Ni-Mn-Ga. Overall, there
were only minor differences in the parameter combinations that produced continuous
tracks between the two different substrate materials. However, the tracks melted on the
Incoloy substrates exhibited a greater propensity toward irregularity and balling, further
observable as larger track widths with a shallower penetration of the substrate. The
possible reasons for the observed differences range from variations in the thickness of the
spread powder layers and surface oxide films on the used substrates to different chemical
compositions and the resulting substrate properties; these are discussed in more detail in
the original publication. The analysis of the cross-sections of the produced single tracks,
shown in Figure 4.1a, demonstrates that both track width and substrate penetration
increase with increasing laser power or decreasing scanning speed. The abrupt increase
in the substrate penetration with high laser power and low scanning speed was previously
linked to keyhole formation in L-PBF (King et al., 2014); this is further discussed in the
following section. Based on the results of the single-track experiments, a constant laser
power of 200 W was selected for the hatch spacing experiments.
A critical requirement for a stable L-PBF process is the thickness of the spread powder
layer, which should remain nearly constant from layer to layer throughout the process.
This criterion is fulfilled only when each melted layer is consistently thick and has a
reasonably smooth top surface, allowing it to act as a substrate for the following layers.
The main aim of this experiment was to determine which combinations of the applied
process parameters fulfil this criterion. The analysis was qualitative and was conducted
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visually by dividing the surfaces into four different groups, as shown in Figure 4.1b. The
observed changes in the quality of the produced surface directly relate to the applied hatch
distance and scanning speed. With a constant scanning speed of 100 mm/s, low hatch
spacing values of 50 and 75 µm produced continuous surfaces that exhibit irregularity
and spattering (1st group), likely caused by excessive heat input during the process.
Increasing the hatch spacing value to 100-150 µm reduced these effects and yielded
smooth continuous surfaces (2nd group). This group is considered ideal for the
development of a stable L-PBF process. A further increase of hatch spacing values
reduced the spatial overlap between consecutive melted tracks, subsequently yielding
visibly rougher surfaces (3rd group) or surfaces without overlap between consecutive
tracks (4th group). An increase in the scanning speed (constant laser power) caused a
leftward shift of the optimal processing zone (2nd group) towards lower hatch distance
values due to the reduction in the width of the melted tracks. This was expected because
narrower tracks require smaller hatch distance values to achieve sufficient overlap
between consecutive tracks.

Figure 4.1: Results of the single-track and hatch distance experiments conducted using stainless
steel 316L substrates. (a) Evolution of the width and penetration depth of the melted single tracks
as a function of applied laser power and scanning speed. (b) Results of the hatch distance
experiments. The produced surfaces were categorized as follows: (1) continuous surface with
spattering and irregularity, (2) continuous surface with no apparent defects, (3) uneven continuous
surface, and (4) non-continuous surface. The scale bar is 1 mm. (Modified from publication II.)
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Table 4.1: Chemical compositions, relative densities and average grain sizes of the samples
manufactured via L-PBF in publications II-V. (Modified from publications II-V.)
Publication
Sample
II-1
II-2
II-3
III-1
III-2
III-3
III-4
III-5
III-6
III-7
III-8
III-9
III-10
III-11
III-12
III-13
III-14
III-15
III-16
III-17
III-18
III-19
III-20
III-21
III-22
III-23
III-24
III-25
III-26
III-OPT
IV-1
IV-2
IV-3
IV-4
IV-5
IV-6
IV-7
IV-8
IV-9
IV-10
IV-11
V-1, V-7
V-2, V-8
V-3, V-9
V-4, V-10
V-5, V-11
V-6, V-12

Chemical composition
Ni
Mn
(at.%)
(at.%)
52.21±0.71
26.93±0.99
50.99±0.26
27.23±0.33
50.84±0.18
27.41±0.22
51.64±0.71
27.13±0.85
64.57±2.67
19.14±3.93
51.25±1.01
27.42±1.29
51.89±1.33
26.70±1.68
58.69±1.50
20.97±2.51
59.14±0.83
19.87±0.83
51.66±0.44
26.47±0.48
56.76±0.81
21.82±0.78
52.66±0.92
26.57±1.21
50.29±0.29
27.92±0.42
52.57±1.50
26.26±1.58
53.57±1.24
25.00±1.33
50.82±0.38
27.38±0.38
64.24±1.71
17.20±2.06
52.47±0.67
26.13±0.70
51.90±0.86
26.43±0.99
58.34±1.00
20.63±0.96
51.56±0.44
26.72±0.49
50.00±0.62
28.05±0.59
56.19±1.96
24.43±2.96
50.33±0.56
28.07±0.71
50.84±0.43
27.38±0.41
53.66±1.18
25.41±1.35
53.40±0.77
25.19±0.89
50.63±0.24
27.55±0.27
51.73±0.58
26.69±0.75
50.92±0.43
27.43±0.46
50.47±0.20
27.50±0.32
50.66±0.29
27.27±0.29
50.57±0.22
27.36±0.28
50.62±0.15
27.46±0.27
50.76±0.27
27.22±0.30
50.52±0.26
27.70±0.31
50.57±0.19
27.54±0.26
50.78±0.08
27.08±0.17
50.60±0.21
27.40±0.25
50.66±0.18
27.34±0.08
50.72±0.10
27.21±0.09
49.38±0.09
29.38±0.12
49.71±0.09
28.92±0.12
50.08±0.12
28.37±0.22
50.47±0.11
27.79±0.15
50.79±0.16
27.57±0.27
51.91±0.21
26.72±0.26

Ga
(at.%)
20.86±0.35
21.78±0.12
21.75±0.15
21.23±0.30
16.28±1.55
21.33±0.42
21.41±0.54
20.35±1.13
20.98±0.20
21.87±0.11
21.43±0.08
20.77±0.60
21.79±0.17
21.17±0.50
21.43±0.24
21.80±0.10
18.56±1.09
21.40±0.14
21.67±0.24
21.03±0.13
21.72±0.12
21.96±0.58
19.38±1.24
21.59±0.30
21.79±0.13
20.93±0.44
21.41±0.26
21.82±0.09
21.58±0.19
21.65±0.12
22.03±0.24
22.06±0.14
22.07±0.15
21.92±0.14
22.02±0.15
21.78±0.24
21.89±0.13
22.14±0.13
22.00±0.14
22.00±0.15
22.07±0.09
21.25±0.07
21.37±0.07
21.55±0.12
21.73±0.14
21.64±0.13
21.37±0.14

Density
(%)
96.8±0.7
94.9±1.3
93.5±1.8
75.2±4.8
86.2±2.8
87.7±1.6
79.4±2.1
95.2±0.9
92.7±2.1
93.7±0.4
96.2±0.5
81.0±3.2
72.6±5.2
91.2±1.5
94.9±0.6
83.1±3.7
92.6±0.5
97.8±0.3
91.8±2.4
93.7±0.9
98.7±0.5
76.0±2.7
93.5±0.9
93.9±2.3
84.2±1.8
96.8±0.6
94.2±1.1
94.8±1.1
98.5±0.3
98.3±0.3
98.6±0.3
98.2±0.2
98.4±0.4
97.9±0.3
98.3±0.3
98.4±0.3
98.8±0.3
98.2±0.3
98.1±0.4
98.2±0.4
98.8±0.2
>98
>98
>98
>98
>98
>98

Grain size
(µm)
16.6±5.1
13.5±3.5
22.2±6.2
22.1±5.8
24.2±7.4
34.8±9.9
23.2±6.9
24.5±7.2
38.0±10.8
25.4±7.5
55.5±14.8
66.2±16.7
-
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Figure 4.2: Effect of the applied laser power and scanning speed on relative density (R2 = 0.855,
RMSE = 2.86) and Mn content (R2 = 0.927, RMSE = 0.82) of the as-built samples. (a) h = 100 µm;
(b) h = 75 µm; (c) and h = 50 µm. The locations of four selected VED levels are marked using
black lines. Sample locations are marked with symbols that correspond to the type of porosity
observed within the sample: ○ gas porosity, △ irregularly shaped lack-of-fusion pores, and ◇ a
combination of the two. For reference, see Figure 4.3. (Modified from publication III.)
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Table 4.2: ANOVA for the quadratic polynomial models fitted for the relative density and Mn
content of the as-built samples in publication III. (Modified from publication III.)
Relative density (%)
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

Model
P
h
v
P2
h2
v2
P*h
P*v
h*v
Error
Total

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
25

1257.04
1024.75
32.37
97.48
314.14
8.07
12.57
1.20
116.81
0.39
213.12
1470.16

139.67
1024.75
32.37
97.48
314.14
8.07
12.57
1.20
116.81
0.39
13.32
-

4.1.2

Mn content (at.%)
Fvalue
10.49
76.93
2.43
7.32
23.58
0.61
0.94
0.09
8.77
0.03
-

Pvalue
0.000
0.000
0.139
0.016
0.000
0.448
0.346
0.768
0.009
0.866
-

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
25

223.485
62.910
25.094
119.637
0.187
0.260
29.358
12.374
10.756
12.088
17.481
240.965

24.832
62.910
25.094
119.637
0.187
0.260
29.358
12.374
10.756
12.088
1.093
-

Fvalue
22.73
57.58
22.97
109.50
0.17
0.24
26.87
11.33
9.85
11.06
-

Pvalue
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.685
0.632
0.000
0.004
0.006
0.004
-

Process optimization for the manufacture of 3D samples

The chemical compositions, relative densities and average grain sizes of the samples
manufactured via L-PBF in publications II-V are summarized in Table 4.1. The shown
errors correspond to the standard deviations of the measurement. For the corresponding
L-PBF process parameters, the reader is referred to Table 3.3, presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 4.2 shows the contour plots of the two fitted quadratic polynomial models,
visualizing the effects of applied laser power, scanning speed and hatch distance on the
relative density and Mn content of the as-built Ni-Mn-Ga samples in publication III.
Both models have relatively high correlation coefficients (see figure caption), which
indicates moderate consistency between the experimental and predicted values.
Additionally, the ANOVA in Table 4.2 shows that both models are statistically
significant; thus, they can provide an adequate approximation and offer a good basis for
further process optimization within the applied range of parameters.
The contour plots of the model fitted for relative density, shown in Figure 4.2a, reveal
that for each used value of hatch distance, there exists a clear area of optimum processing
conditions where the highest relative densities are achieved. Variation of the processing
parameters toward low VED or high VED conditions results in a decrease in the relative
density. The p-values presented in Table 4.2 show that relative density appears to be
mainly affected by the applied laser power and its product with scanning speed, whereas
the other parameters are not statistically significant. The effect of hatch distance is mainly
noticeable as a shift of the area of high relative density towards lower values of scanning
speed with increasing hatch distance; see Figure 4.2a. Here, VED is used merely as a
reference as it is essentially a thermodynamic parameter that does not well describe the
complex physical phenomena connected with densification in L-PBF. Additionally, the
lack of high relative density samples at parameter combinations with low laser power and
scanning speed values implies that the parameter spacing in the used experimental design
may have been too large in this region.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of sample sections with different porosities observed by an optical
microscope. (a) a sample with irregularly shaped lack-of-fusion pores (P = 50 W, v = 125 mm/s,
h = 100 µm), (b) a high-density sample with a low amount of gas pores (P = 200 W, v = 300 mm/s,
h = 100 µm), and (c) a lower-density sample with an increased amount of gas pores (P = 150 W,
v = 150 mm/s, h = 50 µm). (Modified from publication III.)

As mentioned above, the highest relative densities for the built material in L-PBF were
achieved when the melted tracks exhibited adequate metallic bonding with the underlying
material and sufficient spatial overlap between consecutive parallel tracks, yielding layers
with reasonably smooth top surfaces and consistent thicknesses, and when these
processing conditions remained stable throughout the layer-by-layer melting. A variation
of the process parameters from these optimum conditions toward low VED conditions led
to the formation of lack-of-fusion pores with irregular morphologies (see the sample
sections exemplified in Figure 4.3) as the applied process parameters failed to fulfil the
above criteria. Additionally, balling and other phenomena linked to the instability of
single-track formation likely contributed to pore formation. The observed lack-of-fusion
pores were up to several hundred µm in diameter and possessed a highly irregular
morphology, which might explain the larger standard deviations in relative density
obtained for the lower-density samples. Meanwhile, a variation of the process parameters
toward high VED conditions led to the formation of small spherical pores with observed
diameters generally below ~70 µm. This was expected as high VED conditions (high laser
power, low scanning speed) may shift the process from conduction mode melting to
keyhole melting (Kamath et al., 2014; King et al., 2014), resulting in gas entrapment.
Additionally, some samples with intermediate parameter combinations exhibited pores of
both morphologies.
The initial results obtained in publication II showed that the selective evaporation of Mn
and Ga may occur during the laser–material interaction in the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga. This
effect was further studied in publication III. The p-values in Table 4.2 reveal that most
of the applied process parameters are statistically significant for the obtained Mn content.
Furthermore, Figure 4.2 shows that the effects of the applied process parameters on
relative density and Mn content are overall remarkably different. The slight decrease in
Mn content with VED values below ~50 J/mm3 occurs due to the model’s inaccuracy as
this area is located outside the applied range of parameters. Additionally, the marked
levels of VED are almost parallel to the contour lines of Mn content, implying that VED
can be effectively used as an explanatory parameter to visualize the effect of the process
parameters on chemical composition within the applied range of parameters; see
Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of the applied VED on the chemical composition of the as-built Ni-Mn-Ga
samples. (Modified from publication III.)

The samples with low VED values exhibited only a ~0.5-1.0 at.% decrease in the fraction
of Mn in comparison to the initial powder. Additionally, these samples exhibited standard
deviations of composition (shown in Table 4.1) approximately within the absolute
measurement accuracy of the used XRF device. A distinctive decrease in the fraction of
Mn and a corresponding increase in the fraction of Ni occurred when VED was increased
above ~75-100 J/mm3. Additionally, a decrease in the fraction of Ga was observed when
VED was increased above ~200 250 J/mm3. Notably, standard deviations of the
compositions increased toward the high VED samples, which may be linked to localized
segregation or the selective evaporation of certain elements on a smaller scale when VED
was increased (Schönrath et al., 2019). Here, compositional variations in the size scales
below the diameter of the used XRF collimator (300 µm) were undetectable. Selective
evaporation of Mn was expected because it has the lowest absolute boiling temperature
at ~2061 °C (Haynes et al., 2017) among the elements in Ni-Mn-Ga. The absolute boiling
temperature of Ga is ~2204 °C, which explains the selective evaporation of Ga at higher
VED values. The boiling temperature of Ni is ~2913 °C (Haynes et al., 2017), making it
unlikely that it will evaporate in large quantities without the simultaneous loss of Mn and
Ga. The obtained results are in good agreement with those obtained in publication II and
by Nielsen et al. (2019) and suggest that, with the used L-PBF system, high-density
Ni-Mn-Ga samples can be deposited with the controlled loss of Mn. However, an overalloying of Mn into the initial powder is required to counteract the evaporation of Mn.
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Table 4.3: ANOVA tables for relative density and Mn content, including homogenization
temperature (Th) and time (th) as continuous predictors. (Modified from publication IV.)

Source

DF

Th
th
Th2
th2
Th*th
Error
Total

1
1
1
1
1
3
8

Relative density (%)
Adj
Adj
FSS
MS
value
0.063
0.063
0.43
0.027
0.027
0.18
0.067
0.067
0.46
0.004
0.004
0.03
0.138
0.138
0.94
0.440
0.147
0.722
-

Pvalue
0.558
0.699
0.547
0.882
0.404
-

DF
1
1
1
1
1
3
8

Mn content (at.%)
Adj
FAdj SS
MS
value
0.001
0.001
0.05
0.151
0.151
5.89
0.024
0.024
0.92
0.008
0.008
0.30
0.000
0.000
0.01
0.077
0.026
0.280
-

Pvalue
0.832
0.094
0.408
0.620
0.935
-

4.2 Characterization of as-built and heat-treated samples
This section reveals and discusses the results of the second stage in our experimental
research, namely the development of a heat-treatment process for chemical
homogenization and grain growth and the characterization of the produced material in asbuilt and heat-treated conditions. The results presented here were obtained in
publications III and IV.

4.2.1

Relative density and chemical composition

Table 4.3 shows the ANOVA obtained in publication IV for relative density and Mn
content, including homogenization temperature (Th) and time (th) as continuous
predictors. Overall, the results demonstrate the high repeatability of L-PBF for
manufacturing high-density polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga with a consistent and predictable
composition. All samples in publication IV were highly dense (average ~98.4%) with
only minor between-sample variation and standard deviations in the range of ±0.15–
0.41% for all samples. The ANOVA does not show any dependency between applied
homogenization treatment and observed density. Considerable density changes were not
expected during the heat treatment because the density of the as-built samples was
relatively high.
The optimized sample in publication III exhibited a ~1.1 at.% decrease in the fraction of
Mn and a corresponding increase in the fraction of Ni compared to the initial powder,
with no clear change in the fraction of Ga. This was expected based on the parameter
optimization conducted earlier in the same publication. The as-built samples in
publication IV exhibited a ~1.6 at.% decrease on average in the fraction of Mn compared
to the initial powder. Consequently, the fractions of Ni and Ga each increased by ~0.8
at.%. Using a lower VED value (44.4 J/mm3) in publication IV than in publication III
likely led to the reduced evaporation of Ga during L-PBF, which explains this
observation. Additionally, the studies were conducted using different Ni-Mn-Ga powders
and substrates, further contributing to the observed differences. The ANOVA in Table 4.3
shows that the heat treatment did not influence the samples’ chemical composition. The
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observed compositional differences between samples (see Table 4.1) were not large
enough to impact their magneto-structural properties.
The XRF measurements did not reveal any distinct change of composition within each
sample in each publication. The EDS analysis conducted on a section along the build
direction of a sample (III-OPT) in publication III did not show any segregation or
scattering of the chemical elements. The composition of the sample was moderately
homogenous, with only a minor variation that could not be reliably distinguished from
the noise and uncertainty of the measurement itself. Importantly, the samples in both
publications exhibited standard deviations of the measured compositions approximately
within the measurement accuracy. In publication IV, the standard deviations of the
measured compositions were smaller in samples with longer homogenization times or
higher homogenization temperatures, implying an increase in chemical homogeneity.

Figure 4.5: SEM images of the microstructure obtained from: (a) a section of an as-built sample
(III-OPT) along the build direction; sections perpendicular to the build direction: (b) as-built
sample (IV-1), (c) a sample ordered at 800 ℃ for 4 hours (IV-2), (d) a sample homogenized at
1040 ℃ for 6 h (IV-6), and (e) a sample homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h (IV-11). The dotted
red lines indicate observed boundaries between adjacent laser-scanning tracks. (Modified from
publications III and IV.)
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4.2.2

4 Results and discussion
Microstructure

Figure 4.5 shows the SEM images obtained from a section of the as-built sample III-OPT
along the build direction and sections of the as-built sample IV-1 and selected heat-treated
samples (IV-2, IV-6, and IV-11) perpendicular to the build direction. Some of the
observed boundaries between adjacent laser scanning tracks are marked with red dotted
lines. The reader is advised to note the composition difference between the sample
produced in publication III and the samples produced in publication IV.
The microstructures of the as-built samples, shown in Figure 4.5a-b, are highly
anisotropic, with the boundaries and profiles of each deposited track clearly
distinguishable in the SEM images. Both samples exhibit a columnar grain structure
without the presence of dendritic cooling structures that are sometimes observed with LPBF-built materials. Some finer grains are located between the relatively larger columnar
grains at the boundaries between adjacent laser-scanning tracks. This grain texture
develops when columnar grains grow along the normal direction to the edges of melt
pools induced by the large directional thermal gradients during L-PBF manufacture.
Additionally, martensitic twin variants, observable as a parallel stripe-like surface relief
with contrasting areas, can be observed throughout the SEM image of sample III-OPT in
Figure 4.5a. Some of the observed twins cross the boundaries between adjacent tracks
and consecutive deposition layers. The orientation and width of the twins vary from grain
to grain. The twins are not as visible in the SEM images of the samples produced in
publication IV, mostly because the used SEM parameters were selected to enable high
grain contrast for grain size measurements; see the section about SEM in Chapter 3.
Figure 4.5e shows that the sample homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h displayed
considerable recrystallization, exhibiting a microstructure that predominantly consists of
large equiaxed grains. The boundaries between adjacent laser-scanning tracks are no
longer observable. The SEM images of intermediate samples, shown in Figure 4.5c-d,
demonstrate the gradual change from the columnar grain structure of the as-built samples
to the equiaxed grain structure of the sample homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h.
Some intergranular cracking was observed within the built samples in publication IV,
which was expected based on the results obtained earlier in publication II. The location,
size, number and distribution of the observed cracks appeared to be random. Overall, NiMn-Ga based MSM alloys possess low deformability (Wei et al., 2018), which makes
them brittle and highly susceptible to cracking in response to internal stresses
accumulated in L-PBF or during cutting and grinding in sample preparation. Cracking
was not observed with the as-built sample (III-OPT) in publication III, possibly due to
its different chemical composition and the different L-PBF processing conditions in
comparison to the samples in publication IV.
In publication III, the volume-weighted average grain size of the as-built sample was
determined as 16.6 µm. A similar value, 13.5 µm, was obtained for the as-built sample in
publication IV despite the obvious compositional difference between the two samples.
Overall, the average grain sizes of the as-built samples can be considered small but are
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within the typical range for L-PFF-manufactured materials (DebRoy et al., 2018). Figure
4.6 shows the effect of the applied heat-treatment parameters on the volume-weighted
average grain sizes of the samples built in publication IV. All heat-treated samples
exhibited grain growth in comparison to the as-built material. The ANOVA in Table 4.4
shows a statistically significant dependency between the observed grain size and the
applied homogenization temperature and time. The most significant average grain size
increase was observed for samples homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 12 and 24 h. The observed
grain growth was overall equal throughout the volume of each sample, although some
singular larger grains formed near the edges of these samples. For example, the sample
homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h exhibited a large quantity of grains exceeding 300 µm
in diameter; see the SEM image in Figure 4.5e and the polarized light optical image in
Figure 4.7e.

Figure 4.6: Effect of the applied heat-treatment on the average grain size of the L-PBFbuilt samples, as measured and averaged from multiple sections of each sample
perpendicular to the build direction. (Modified from publication IV.)

Table 4.4: ANOVA table for the volume-weighted average grain size, including
homogenization temperature (Th) and time (th) as continuous predictors.
(Modified from publication IV.)
Source
Th
th
Th2
th2
Th*th
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1
1
1
3
8

Average grain size (µm)
Adj SS
Adj MS F-value
803.610
803.610 12.38
776.410
776.410 11.96
180.620
180.620 2.78
24.510
24.510
0.38
150.690
150.690 2.32
194.770
64.920
2029.410 -

P-value
0.039
0.041
0.194
0.582
0.225
-
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4.2.3

4 Results and discussion
Magneto-structure

We conducted a series of combined AFM/MFM measurements to study the magnetic
properties of the martensitic twins in as-built and heat-treated Ni-Mn-Ga samples in
publications III and IV. To allow a comparison, a heat-treated and electropolished
single-crystalline sample with a 10M martensite structure (40° Ni50Mn28.5Ga21.5 alloy by
AdaptaMat Ltd.) was heated to ~80 °C and then cooled to ambient temperature to create
a random twin structure.
Figure 4.7a shows the MFM image of the 10M sample (two-variant structure) with the aand c-axes perpendicular to the plane of view. A labyrinth-like magnetic domain structure
is observable in the variants, with the c-axis perpendicular to the image plane. On this
scale, the TBs appear as clearly distinguishable straight lines, and the twin variants with
widths as low as ~1-2 µm exhibit a clear MFM contrast between the different twin
variants. Figure 4.7b shows the MFM image of the 10M sample with the c-axis oriented
approximately to the plane of view. A slight relief between the two variants visible in the
corresponding AFM image – see publication III – indicates that the sample was not cut
precisely along {001} lattice plane.
Figure 4.7c-d shows the MFM scans obtained from two sections of an as-built sample in
publication III. The MSM scans show very narrow stripes, below 1 µm in width,
exhibiting magnetic anisotropy (MFM contrast) that is considerably weaker compared to
the 10M reference sample. Additionally, there is minor variation between the MFM
contrasts between measurements, possibly due to minor compositional variation effects,
L-PBF-induced internal stresses, or the differences in MFM contrast between different
variants at different angles depending on the localized crystalline orientation of each
grain.
Figure 4.7e shows a polarized light image of a top surface section of the sample
homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h in publication IV. A few areas of the sample with the
largest features attributed to the twins were chosen for MFM scanning. The specified
locations corresponding to the MFM images A1 and A2 are outlined with white squares.
The optical image shows martensitic twins with widths at the limit of the optical
resolution and their orientation varying from grain to grain. This parallel stripe-like
surface relief with contrasting cannot be observed in some areas, possibly due to the
twins’ thickness lying under the optical resolution limit. Overall, the heat-treated sample
exhibits drastically improved MFM contrast in comparison to the as-built sample. The
MFM images reveal thick bands that correspond to the optical image and thinner bands
with thicknesses down to the nanoscale. Hence, the thicker bands are composed of very
narrow bands, which, in combination with the differences in MFM contrast between
different variants at different angles, explains the unusually weak contrast obtained for
the optical images; see Chapter 3 for reference. Additionally, the MFM image A1 shows
visible signs of branching in the central band. Overall, the observed twin structure is
consistent with polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga 14M martensites (Li et al., 2016), as also
confirmed by the XRD measurement.
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Figure 4.7: MFM images obtained from: (a) a section of a single-crystalline 10M martensite
reference sample showing a two-variant microstructure with the a- and c-axes perpendicular to
the plane of view; (b) a section of the 10M sample with the c-axis oriented in the plane of view;
and (c-d) two sections of an as-built L-PBF sample (III-OPT) perpendicular to the build direction.
(e) Optical image (left) with polarized light contrast of an L-PBF sample homogenized at 1080℃
for 24 h (IV-11). The image was taken perpendicular to the build direction. Areas A1 and A2
correspond to the locations of the two MFM scans shown on the right. (Modified from
publications III and IV.)
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Table 4.5: Critical phase transformation temperatures and martensite lattice parameters,
corresponding to the 14M, 10M and NM martensites, obtained for each sample in publications
III-V. The corresponding X-ray diffractograms were collected at ambient temperature. The
lattice parameters are presented in the cubic coordinate system of the parent austenite unit cell
with an approximate accuracy of ± 0.01 Å and ± 0.01º. (Modified from publications III-V.)
Publication
Sample
III-OPT
IV-1
IV-2
IV-3
IV-4
IV-5
IV-6
IV-7
IV-8
IV-9
IV-10
IV-11
V-1, V-7
V-2, V-8
V-3, V-9
V-4, V-10
V-5, V-11
V-6, V-12

4.2.4

Martensite lattice parameters at 22 ℃
Phase
a
b
c
γ
(Å) (Å) (Å) (º)
14M
6.21 5.82 5.52 90.5
NM
5.38 5.38 6.65 14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.47
10M
5.97 5.97 5.57 90.32
14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.48
10M
5.98 5.98 5.57 90.34
14M
6.1
5.85 5.56 90.53
10M
5.98 5.98 5.56 90.29
14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.50
10M
5.98 5.98 5.57 90.34
14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.51
10M
5.98 5.98 5.55 90.32
14M
6.11 5.85 5.55 90.51
14M
6.09 5.85 5.55 90.49
14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.46
14M
6.11 5.85 5.55 90.51
14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.50
14M
6.10 5.85 5.55 90.52
10M
5.97 5.90 5.57 90.34
10M
5.96 5.89 5.59 90.39
10M
5.95 5.89 5.58 90.32
14M
6.11 5.84 5.54 90.51
14M
6.11 5.84 5.54 90.47
NM
5.37 5.37 6.68 -

Vol
(Å3)
199.3
192.5
198.2
198.6
198.2
199.0
198.3
198.9
198.2
199.5
198.0
198.2
198.2
198.0
198.1
198.3
198.2
197.8
196.4
196.0
195.8
197.4
197.5
192.5

c/a
(-)
0.89
1.24
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.91
0.91
1.25

Transformation temperatures
TAS TAF TMS TMF TC
(℃) (℃) (℃) (℃) (℃)
103 135 122 97
52
22

64

57

16

73

46

58

54

42

90

49

62

58

45

89

46

57

54

43

90

46

57

54

42

89

50
50
51
49
47
48
52
47
46
53
57
59

60
60
60
58
56
56
59
55
54
58
66
71

57
57
57
54
52
52
50
46
47
51
62
67

46
47
48
45
44
45
45
40
40
46
53
56

89
89
89
90
90
92
98
99
96
99
92
83

Crystal structure

The approximate martensite lattice parameters obtained for the samples manufactured via
L-PBF in publications III-V are summarized in Table 4.5. All lattice parameters are
presented in the cubic coordinate system of the parent austenite unit cell. For the
corresponding L-PBF process parameters and other properties, the reader is referred to
Table 3.3 and Table 4.1. Figure 4.8 shows the X-ray diffractograms obtained for each
sample in publication IV at ambient temperature. The identified peaks, corresponding to
the 10M and 14M martensites, are indexed relative to the coordinate system of the parent
austenite unit cell. The unindexed diffraction peaks originate from the modulated
superstructure. Overall, the samples produced in publication IV showed very little lattice
parameter variation from sample to sample, which was expected because the average
compositions of these samples were nearly the same; see Table 4.1 for reference.
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Figure 4.8: XRD patterns obtained for each sample at ambient temperature in publication IV.
Intensities have been scaled and the baseline is offset. Recognized peaks of the 14M and 10M
martensites are marked with grey dashed lines and indexed relative to the coordinate system of
the parent austenite unit cell. (Modified from publication IV.)

The as-built sample IV-1 and the heat-treated sample IV-2 (atomic ordering treatment, no
prior homogenization) showed a mixed crystal structure of 14M and 10M martensites
with moderately high intensities of the 10M peaks at the angles of ~62.0° and ~62.5°.
This was expected as the as-built sample (III-OPT) in publication III also exhibited a
mixed structure of 14M and NM martensites at ambient temperature. Additionally, the
diffraction lines obtained for the as-built samples in both publications were generally
broader and exhibited lower diffraction intensities in comparison to the heat-treated
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samples. In publication III, it was suggested that these observations were likely caused
by a localized variation of the lattice parameters, possibly due to the inhomogeneity of
the chemical composition typically present in the anisotropic microstructures developed
during L-PBF combined with L-PBF-induced internal stresses. This is supported by the
fact that the samples’ chemical compositions do not correspond to those (Chernenko,
1999) that would typically exhibit co-existing martensite phases at ambient temperature.
Homogenization at temperatures above 1040 °C leads to chemical homogenization,
which increases the stability of the 14M martensite at the cost of the 10M martensite.
Consequently, the intensity of the 10M lines is considerably reduced for all homogenized
samples, and thus, the lattice parameters of the 10M martensite could only be obtained
for samples IV-1 → IV-5. Finally, the samples homogenized at 1080 °C for 12–24 h
showed only the diffraction peaks originating from 14M martensite at ambient
temperature. Moreover, the variation and distribution of peak intensities within the
measured samples suggested the presence of a crystallographic texture. However, the
complex nature of the diffraction patterns produced by modulated martensites in
multivariant polycrystalline samples, as produced by L-PBF in these publications, made
a more thorough analysis of the crystallographic texture in publications III-IV
unfeasible.

4.2.5

Phase transformations and magnetic properties

The phase transformation and Curie temperatures of the samples produced in
publications II-V are summarized in Table 4.5. The LFMS and DSC curves obtained for
the as-built sample (IV-1) and the heat-treated sample (IV-11) in publication IV are
shown in Figure 4.9a-b. Here, two phase transformations are observed upon heating: the
first-order structural transformation from 14M martensite to cubic, and the second-order
phase transformation from cubic ferromagnetic to cubic paramagnetic. The reverse
transformations are observed upon cooling.
The phase transformations of the as-built samples (III-OPT and IV-1) in publications III
and IV were broad, in the range of ~20–40 ℃, and exhibited a large deviation from the
values obtained for similar alloy compositions in the scientific literature. It was suggested
in publication III that the observed shift and broadening of the phase transformations
could correspond to minor compositional variations, lattice strains, or the presence of
multiple phases or martensite structures.
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Figure 4.9: The phase transformations of an as-built sample (IV-1) and a heat-treated sample (HT,
IV-11). (a) LFMS measurement. Zero-magnetization level corresponds to the magnetization of
paramagnetic austenite. (b) DSC measurement. (c) The X-ray diffractograms obtained for the
heat-treated sample (IV-11) upon heating and cooling over the martensite transformation
temperature. Intensities have been scaled and the baseline is used as an offset for each
measurement. Recognized peaks are indexed relative to the coordinate system of the parent
austenite unit cell. (Modified from publication IV.)
Table 4.6: ANOVA table for the width of the austenite-martensite transformation (ΔTM),
including homogenization temperature (Th) and time (th) as continuous predictors.
(Modified from publication IV.)
Source
Th
th
Th2
th2
Th*th
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1
1
1
3
8

Adj SS
16.822
3.760
0.020
0.372
0.012
0.445
21.300

ΔTM (℃)
Adj MS F-value
16.822
113.47
3.760
25.36
0.020
0.13
0.372
2.51
0.012
0.08
0.148
-

P-value
0.002
0.015
0.738
0.212
0.795
-
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Figure 4.10: Effect of the applied heat-treatment on the width of the austenite-martensite
transformation. (Modified from publication IV.)

All homogenized samples in publication IV showed a recovery of the typical magnetostructural properties and reversible martensitic transformations in relation to the chemical
composition of each sample. Notably, the sample annealed at 800℃ for 4 h without
homogenization at a higher temperature also showed a recovery of the typical properties.
This implies that the untypical magneto-structural properties of as-built Ni-Mn-Ga are
mostly related to the atomic disorder and quenched-in stress from the L-PBF process, as
low-temperature annealing itself is not expected to induce a large chemical homogeneity
increase. The observed variations in the phase transformation temperatures between
samples were small and likely relate to the small differences in the exact chemical
compositions of the samples. The ANOVA in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.10 show that
increasing either the homogenization temperature or time resulted in a decrease in the
width of the austenite-martensite transformation (ΔTM). This change was suggested to
attribute to the general homogeneity increase and the gradual dissolving of the 10M
martensite phase. However, the observed transitions are wider than the transitions
observed in conventional Ni-Mn-Ga single crystals.
Figure 4.9c shows the results of an additional XRD experiment performed on the sample
homogenized at 1080 °C for 24 h to investigate the anomaly (two transformation peaks)
observed upon heating during the DSC measurement of the same sample; see Figure 4.9b
for reference. The observed peak splitting may relate to intermartensitic transformation
in Ni-Mn-Ga. The X-ray diffraction patterns were collected from 60–70° angles during
heating and cooling of the sample over martensitic and reverse martensitic
transformations. The diffraction data revealed the absence of intermediate phases during
these transformations; hence, it was suggested that the splitting of the transformation peak
upon heating observed in the DSC measurements occurred due to the presence of
structural defects such as pores or cracks. The observed anomaly was not observed upon
cooling in DSC, which supports this argument.
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Figure 4.11: The VSM magnetization curves obtained for the as-built sample IV-1 and a sample
homogenized at 1080 °C for 24 h (HT, IV-11). (Modified from publication IV.)

Figure 4.11 shows the VSM hysteresis loops obtained for the as-built sample IV-1 and
the heat-treated samples (exemplified by IV-11) in publication IV. The measured
saturation magnetization of the as-built sample was 25 Am2/kg. All heat-treated samples
exhibited a clear magnetization value increase of nearly ~170% in comparison to the asbuilt sample. Additionally, the saturation magnetization values obtained for the heattreated samples were nearly identical, averaging ~68±1 Am2/kg, which was expected
because all samples exhibited mostly the same crystal structure and were equally dense.
Additionally, the obtained value is in agreement with the values previously reported in
the literature for Ni-Mn-Ga alloys with the same electron concentrations (Heczko &
Straka, 2004). The coercive ﬁeld of the as-built sample was ~31 mT, which was relatively
high compared to the values of ~8 mT and ~4–5 mT obtained for the annealed sample
(IV-2) and the homogenized samples (IV-3→IV-11), respectively. Each heat-treated
sample exhibited a saturation field in the approximate range of 0.6–0.8 T.

4.3 Actuation experiments
This section reveals and discusses the results of the third stage in our experimental
research, namely the demonstration of the MSM effect in L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga.
In publication V, polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga samples were manufactured via L-PBF and
subsequently heat-treated near the melting temperature to increase the chemical
homogeneity and degree of atomic ordering and to induce a coarse grain structure. The
applied L-PBF and heat-treatment parameters and the corresponding sample properties
are summarized in Table 3.3, Table 4.1, and Table 4.5, respectively. Figure 4.12a shows
a photo of the as-built samples on a high-purity Ni substrate. The samples were built using
different combinations of process parameters so that they would exhibit different values
of VED, thus inducing different amounts of Mn evaporation. Subsequently, the heat-
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treated samples exhibited different chemical compositions with corresponding crystal
structures; see Figure 4.12b. Notably, the samples with the largest amount of Mn
evaporation also exhibited the largest standard deviations in composition after the heat
treatment. The results presented here are consistent with those obtained earlier in
publication III, showing that the evaporation of Mn during L-PBF increases with
increasing VED. The XRD patterns obtained for the heat-treated samples are displayed in
Figure 4.12c. Peaks belonging to the 10M, 14M, and NM martensites are indexed relative
to the cubic coordinate system. The unindexed peaks originate from the modulated
superstructure. Importantly, each sample exhibited a single martensite phase structure,
which implies that the heat treatment near the melting temperature effectively increased
the chemical homogeneity and reduced the L-PBF-induced internal stresses. The samples
exhibited different phase transformation temperatures, corresponding to the chemical
composition and crystal structure of each sample, with a clear increase in the martensite
transformation temperature and a decrease in the Curie temperature observable from the
sample with the largest amount of Mn (V-1) to that with the least (V-6).

Figure 4.12: General characterization of the Ni-Mn-Ga samples manufactured via L-PBF in
publication V. (a) Photo of the samples as-built on a high-purity Ni substrate. The inset shows
the applied scanning strategy. (b) Chemical composition (error bars correspond to standard
measurement deviations) and the corresponding martensitic crystal structure at ambient
temperature for the heat-treated samples. (c) A set of XRD patterns obtained for heat-treated
samples at ambient temperature. (d) Optical polarized light image of the heat-treated and polished
sample V-2, revealing large grains (outlined with red lines) with twins. BD notes the build
direction. The white rectangle marks the part of the sample containing the largest grain, which
was further investigated in the magnetic actuation experiments. (Modified from publication V.)
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Figure 4.12d shows an optical polarized light image of the sample V-2, revealing a coarse
grain structure with martensitic twins ranging from a few micrometres to hundreds of
micrometres in width. The spherical pores visible in the figure may have formed due to
gas entrapment during the L-PBF manufacture; see the discussion of the results obtained
in publication III. No crack formation was observed in the produced samples, possibly
due to the reduction of the L-PBF-induced internal stresses enabled by the smaller
thickness of the samples compared to the thicker samples in publications II-IV.

4.3.1

Giant magnetic-field-induced strain

For the magnetic field actuation experiments, a section about 4×1.1×0.35 mm3 in size
(outline marked in Figure 4.12d) containing a large grain was cut from sample V-2. The
aim of this approach was to create a sample with so-called ‘bamboo grains’, wherein each
unconstrained grain behaved like a single crystal, allowing free motion of the TBs and a
large MFIS (Chmielus et al., 2009). The cut sample was polished mechanically and
electrolytically to remove possible cutting-process-induced surface defects that may have
inhibited TB motion and thus suppressed MFIS (Chmielus et al., 2011). The large grain
was freed from possible constraints at one end of the prepared sample, while the other
end was glued to a sapphire rod, which functioned as a sample holder.
In the first actuation experiment, the sample was placed in a homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic
field at different angles. It was observed that the field caused the sample to elongate or
contract, depending on the field direction. Figure 4.13a-b shows two polarized light
images of the sample taken after the magnetic field application perpendicular (a) and
parallel (b) to the sample length. The white arrows mark the final positions of the TBs
that moved during the transformation. The TBs did not completely disappear after the
field application, which indicates that the TB motion was restricted from both sides of the
sample by surface defects and/or grain boundaries. However, a large part of the sample,
measuring 1.65 mm along the sample length, was transformed during the magnetic field
application. The ~45° inclination angle of the TBs on this facet indicates that the
crystallographic axes are oriented nearly parallel to the top facet in the transformed
region. Figure 4.13c presents an optical image taken from the top facet of the sample in
its elongated state, with the TB located near the free end of the sample. The red circle
marks the area wherein the AFM/MFM scans were conducted to ensure c-axis orientation
in the different variants. The MFM scan presented in Figure 4.13d demonstrates that the
c-axis changed its orientation at the TB on this facet. The left variant shows the
characteristic magnetic domain pattern for the out-of-plane c-axis orientation (REF ‘22’),
thus indicating a c-axis orientation perpendicular to the sample surface. The right variant
does not show any remarkable MFM contrast because the c-axis is almost parallel to the
surface and the magnetic lines do not cross the sample surface. Additionally, the 3D
rendered AFM scan in Figure 4.13e shows that the sample surface kinking angle at the
TB location is ~3.9°, which is in good agreement with the value of 3.7° calculated using
the measured lattice parameters; see Table 4.5. The observed inclination of TB on the top
facet indicates that the c-axis in the right variant deviates by ~20° from the front facet
(Figure 4.13a-b).
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Figure 4.13: (a-b) Optical polarized light images of the magnetically actuated sample (front view)
in its (a) elongated and (b) contracted states, obtained after application of a homogeneous 0.8 T
magnetic field in different directions. BD notes the build direction. The red arrows indicate the
field direction. The white arrows show the final location of the observed TB after the field
application. The double-ended arrows show the orientation of the easy magnetization c-axis in
different twin variants. (c) Optical image obtained from the top side of the sample in the elongated
state, showing a TB trace. The red circle marks the location of the AFM/MFM scan. (d) MFM
image revealing the change in the c-axis orientation in the adjacent twin variants at the TB site.
(e) 3D rendered image of the AFM scan showing a kink angle of ~3.9° at the TB site. (Modified
from publication V.)

In the second actuation experiment, LDV was employed to precisely characterize the
response of the sample to a pulsed magnetic field. The actuated sample was placed inside
a solenoid (see the schematic in Figure 4.14a) connected to a generator that produced a
sub-millisecond-ranged current pulse providing a magnetic field amplitude above the
anisotropy field level of 0.7 T to fully magnetize the sample. The LDV measured the
displacement of the free end of the sample in relation to its fixed end. Prior to each LDV
measurement, the sample was elongated by applying a homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic field
in the transverse direction. The results of three sequential LDV measurements are
presented in Figure 4.14b. All measurements showed identical results: The sample
contracted by 96±1 μm within ~135 μs with an average actuation speed of 0.7 m/s and a
maximum speed of ~1.2 m/s. This is comparable with the actuation speeds of ~2 m/s
observed in 10M Ni-Mn-Ga single crystals (Saren et al., 2016b; Saren & Ullakko, 2017),
indicating a low-defect crystal structure that does not hinder TB motion in the L-PBFbuilt sample. The MFIS, which was calculated using the measured displacement and the
length (1.65 mm) of the active section of the sample, reached a value of 5.8%. The
measured MFIS agrees well with the maximum transformation strain of 5.7% calculated
using Equation 2.1 based on the lattice parameters of the original sample (V-2).

4.3 Actuation experiments
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Figure 4.14: (a) Schematic representation of the LDV experimental setup for the pulsed magnetic
field actuation of Ni-Mn-Ga. A magnetic field created inside the solenoid is applied along the
length of the sample, thereby contracting it. During the magnetic field pulse, the LDV measures
the displacement of the free end of the sample in relation to its fixed part. (b) Dependencies of
the applied magnetic field (red line, right axis), and the measured displacement and strain versus
time (black lines, left axis) for three sequential measurements. Before each measurement, the
sample with the holder was placed in a transversal homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic field to elongate
the sample. Saturating field level refers to a typical value of the anisotropy field needed to fully
magnetically saturate 10M Ni-Mn-Ga. The magnetic field was calculated from the measured
solenoid current. The strain was calculated by dividing the displacement by the length (1.65 mm)
of the transformed part of the sample. (Modified from publication V.)
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5 Conclusions
This dissertation presented a new approach for the manufacture of functional Ni-Mn-Gabased magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys. A systematic experimental approach was
used to develop and optimize a laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) additive manufacturing
(AM) process to produce bulk polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga. In a later stage, a stepwise
chemical homogenization and atomic ordering heat-treatment process was developed to
increase chemical homogeneity, induce grain growth, and improve the magneto-structural
properties of the L-PBF-built material. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
results presented in this dissertation and the attached original publications:
•

•

•

Overall, the results offer an increased understanding of the laser–material
interactions in the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga. It was experimentally revealed in
publications II and III that the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga is characterized by the
selective evaporation of Mn and the corresponding concentration of Ni during the
process. Increasing the applied volume energy density (VED) increased the
observed Mn loss, whereas a loss of Ga was observed when excessive VED was
applied. Future applications using L-PBF will require a minor over-alloying of
Mn in the initial Ni-Mn-Ga powder to counteract the selective evaporation.
The experimental investigations into the properties of as-built Ni-Mn-Ga in
publications III and IV demonstrated the feasibility and high repeatability of LPBF for the manufacture of highly dense (~98.5%) Ni-Mn-Ga. The samples built
using the same combination of process parameters and the same Ni-Mn-Ga
powder showed only minor between-sample variation in relative density and
chemical composition. The crystal structure of the as-built material at ambient
temperature in each publication was a mixture of two martensites, whereas the
microstructure consisted of layered columnar grains with martensitic twins – a
structure typical for L-PBF-built materials. Additionally, the samples showed a
weak MFM contrast, which can be attributed to the magnetic anisotropy of the
twinned martensite. The as-built Ni-Mn-Ga exhibited relatively low saturation
magnetization and broad first-order structural transformations from martensite to
austenite, and vice versa.
It was shown experimentally in publication IV that post-process heat treatment
can considerably improve the magneto-structural properties of Ni-Mn-Ga built via
L-PBF. Notably, annealing at 800 °C for 4 h without homogenization at a higher
temperature was enough for the recovery of the typical, composition-dependent,
narrow phase transformations and magneto-structural properties. This suggests
that the atomic disorder and quenched-in stress from the L-PBF process are the
primary factors influencing the atypical magneto-structural properties of the asbuilt Ni-Mn-Ga. Additionally, it was observed that homogenization treatment near
melting temperature at 1080 °C effectively stabilized a single martensite structure
(14M) at ambient temperature, resulting in considerable grain growth with
moderately short homogenization times of 12–24 h. Consequently, the
microstructure of these samples consisted of large equiaxed grains exhibiting
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•

•

martensitic twins with stronger MFM contrast compared to the as-built samples.
Overall, the obtained results highlight the importance of post-process heat
treatment for improving the MSM-related properties of the L-PBF-built Ni-MnGa.
It was shown experimentally in publication V that the composition of Ni-Mn-Ga
can be precisely changed in-situ by controlling the selective evaporation of Mn
during manufacture by adjusting the applied L-PBF processing parameters. This
approach requires the use of Ni-Mn-Ga powders with excess Mn. After
homogenization treatment near the melting temperature at 1090 °C for 24 h, the
built samples exhibited different crystal structures and phase transformation
temperatures corresponding to the chemical composition of each sample
In publication V, an mm-sized single crystalline grain, extracted from an L-PBFbuilt polycrystalline 10M Ni-Mn-Ga sample, exhibited a giant repeatable MFIS
of 5.8%. The obtained MFIS is similar to that of conventionally grown single
crystals exhibiting the 10M crystal structure (Murray et al., 2000), which is more
than two orders of magnitude larger than the MFIS of 0.01% previously reported
by Caputo et al. (2018) and Ullakko et al. (2018) for additive manufactured NiMn-Ga. The result demonstrates that L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga can exhibit a lowdefect crystal structure that does not hinder TB motion, consequently enabling
large MFIS.

5.1 Scientific contribution
Prior to the experimental research conducted in this dissertation, the existing knowledge
on the laser-based additive manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga was sparse to non-existent. The
reported results are an important step towards the additive manufacture of entire MSM
devices with integrated actuating sections. Practically, the reported results will permit the
explorative development of polycrystalline-MSM-based devices with a geometric
freedom that has thus far not been possible with conventional manufacturing methods.
Example applications include fast optical and electrical switches, digital pneumatic
valves, microfluidic pumps, micromanipulators, and soft robotic grippers. Additionally,
the chemical composition tuning facilitated by the selective evaporation of Mn
subsequently enables the in-situ control of the crystal structure, thereby opening up the
possibility of additively manufactured functional MSM devices with tailored or localized
(within the device itself) functional properties, while retaining the high relative densities
of the built material.

5.2 Future research topics
The first problem that requires solving is the crystallographic texture of Ni-Mn-Ga
polycrystals manufactured via L-PBF. This is considered important because the
occurrence of MFIS in polycrystalline material is enhanced by increasing texture and is
in fact critical for obtaining giant MFIS. Future efforts should focus on a systematic
analysis of the crystallographic texture and its dependencies on the applied process
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parameters via electron backscatter diffraction. Additionally, this research could benefit
from the use of in-situ measurements, such as synchrotron-based operando X-ray
diffraction, during the melting in L-PBF.
The second problem that is the utilization of this technique in complex geometries. The
typical bulk samples produced in publications II-V exhibited grain boundary constraints
that hindered the development of macroscopic MFIS. Therefore, future efforts should
focus on the systematic development of the L-PBF process towards manufacturing
‘bamboo-grained’ lattice structures, in which neighbouring grains are less constrained
and pose fewer obstacles to TB motion.
The third problem is the grain size. Obtaining large grains in L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga is
considered beneficial for the manufacture of bamboo-grained Ni-Mn-Ga structures using
the aforementioned approach. Future investigations should foremost focus on alloying
Ni-Mn-Ga with small quantities of additive elements to enhance grain growth. The
creation of single crystals using L-PBF or similar methods remains a challenge, but as
this problem has been partially solved for Ni-base single crystal superalloys, any principal
obstacles are not envisioned in this regard.
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1   Introduction
Over the course of history, there have been three major industrial revolutions, each of them powered by the technological advances of the time
and characterized by an increased productivity of industrial processes.
Industry 1.0 incorporated the use of hydropower, steam power, and the
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development of machine tools that enabled the mechanization of manufacturing processes; Industry 2.0 introduced mass production assembly
lines that were powered by electrical energy; and Industry 3.0 introduced
production automation, robots, and computer systems [1, 2]. The key
aspect of the ongoing industrial revolution, Industry 4.0, relates to the
cyber-physical production systems that consist of physical machines controlled and interconnected by collaborating computational elements. In
fact, Industry 4.0 is strongly influenced by our ability to process data,
which has phenomenally increased over the past 15 years. In parallel with
Industry 4.0, there also exists the concept of Materials 4.0 (or big data
materials informatics), which incorporates the tools of cyber-physical space
and materials informatics to enhance the design of materials and devices
with targeted functionalities in a virtual environment through computational synthesis or reverse engineering from existing knowledge on materials [3, 4]. This approach aims at a higher efficiency in synthesizing and
testing novel material compositions and allows shorter lead times from
conceptualization to production. However, as the concept of Materials
4.0 has been extensively reviewed in a recent article by [3], it is not discussed further in this chapter. Instead, we focus on the emerging topic of
the additive manufacturing (AM) of metal-based stimuli-responsive materials and emphasize possible future directions for the additive manufacturing of metallic materials in general.
‘Smart manufacturing’ (later Manufacturing 4.0) is one of the primary
concepts under Industry 4.0, and it can be described as an adaptable manufacturing system where production processes can adjust automatically for
multiple types of products or changing conditions [1]. Manufacturing 4.0
incorporates a large group of base technologies, such as robots and other
manufacturing automation, artificial intelligence, the internet of things,
analytics and big data [2]. Additive manufacturing, also known as 3D
printing, is without a doubt one of the key technologies empowering
manufacturing under Industry 4.0. Additive manufacturing is a general
term for technologies that are based on the layer-by-layer deposition of
material according to a digital model of the object to be manufactured.
Additive manufacturing offers many advantages, such as mass customization, reduced tooling costs, on-demand manufacturing, shorter lead times,
reduced material waste, and the application-oriented optimization of
geometries. In principle, additive manufacturing facilitates a greater freedom of design compared to traditional manufacturing technologies, which
has opened up new ways to conduct engineering design. One of the central aspects in this development has been design for additive
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manufacturing (DFAM), which is a method that aims to consider additive
manufacturing processes and material-related constraints in the design of
components for additive manufacturing [5].
Besides freedom of design and enhanced shape complexity, another
advantage of additive manufacturing relates to the materials themselves.
Additive manufacturing is already today suitable for realizing complex
geometries using several engineering materials, such as polymers, metals,
ceramics, and composites [5–8]. Additive manufacturing has proven to be
feasible for the processing of metallic materials, such as tungsten, which
have been considered difficult to work with using conventional methods
because of their high hardness and low ductility. In fact, for the last few
years, pure tungsten has been commercially available for use in additive
manufacturing systems made by EOS GmbH. Additionally, some additive
manufacturing processes may introduce new options for metallic materials
and enable the engineering and manufacturing of materials that are difficult or nearly impossible to synthesize using conventional methods. A
good example of such materials are the so-called functionally graded materials, in which tailored properties can be obtained through a spatial gradation of chemical composition (gradient materials) and/or a 3D structure
(hierarchical metamaterials). In addition, the size of these compositional
or structural features can span multiple orders of magnitude. Furthermore,
the introduction of new materials allows an expansion of the design space
for additive manufacturing, which is interconnected with another interesting concept under Industry 4.0: the so-called ‘smart materials’ [9, 10].
Because materials themselves cannot be smart but can rather only
exhibit certain intrinsic characteristics, the expressions ‘smart materials’ or
‘intelligent materials’ are typically (but not exclusively) used as an analogy
to stimuli-responsive materials that can change their physical properties in
response to external stimuli, such as a temperature change, mechanical
stress, a magnetic field or an electrical current. In the scientific literature,
stimuli-responsive materials are often divided into different classes based
on their responses to an applied stimulus. Here, we entertain a similar
approach and divide the stimuli-responsive materials into the four classes
listed below.
• Stimuli-responsive actuator materials—materials that produce
strain in response to the applied stimuli.
• Stimuli-responsive energy conversion materials—materials that
exhibit an electric current, electrical resistance, magnetic field or
temperature change as a primary response to the applied stimuli.
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• Stimuli-responsive optical materials—materials that exhibit an optical response, such as light emission or a change in optical properties,
as a response to the applied stimuli.
• Stimuli-responsive state-changing materials—materials that alter their
physical properties, such as viscosity, in response to the applied stimuli.
Examples of stimuli-responsive materials and some of their applications
are listed in Table 1, based on research by [11–88]. Applications of stimuli-responsive materials under Industry 4.0 range from small actuators,
sensors, and signalization devices all the way to photovoltaic materials
used in the production of electricity from sunlight. In general, stimuliresponsive materials may yield a multitude of enhanced capabilities and
functionalities for many products as these allow an active response to be
achieved in a product that would otherwise lack it. Some examples of
applications for stimuli-responsive materials under Manufacturing 4.0 are
listed below; refer to Table 1 for specific examples and references.
• Materials that can generate significant mechanical motion with
almost no other components besides the material itself have a high
potential for replacing traditional mechanical components, such as
the gears, shafts, and pulleys that are used to generate motion in
conventional machines. Some of these materials, such as thermally
activated shape memory alloys (SMAs) or magnetic shape memory
alloys (MSMAs), can still produce motion below the size threshold
where mechanical components or traditional mechanisms can no
longer be used, thus offering a feasible application in different types
of microelectromechanical systems. Additionally, some of these
materials, such as the shape memory alloy Ni-Ti or some of the shape
memory polymers, are highly appreciated due to their biocompatibility for medical applications. Stimuli-responsive actuators can also
be practical in any soft robotics that may be required for the handling of delicate or brittle materials or even living organisms.
• Some stimuli-responsive materials, such as magnetorheological liquids or the magnetic shape memory alloy Ni-Mn-Ga, may be practically useful in shock absorption and active vibration damping, for
example in high-precision devices.
• Shape memory polymers can be used in active disassembly systems
that are triggered at specific temperatures.
• Magnetocaloric materials can be used for high-efficiency magnetic
cooling and refrigeration systems.
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Emergency signage, lighting,
backlights [78, 79], detection of
electric/magnetic fields [80]
Dynamic pressure mapping, stress
sensing [80], optoelectronic devices,
security papers [81]

Healthcare [73], protective helmets,
biosensors [74]
Warning signs, dial plates, escape
routes [75], footpaths, lanes [76]
Medical dosimetry [77]

Energy-saving, light control [59]
supercapacitors, transistors, diodes
[60], switchable mirrors [63], optical
devices [61], optical recordings,
forensics, smart windows [62]
Hydrogen gas detectors/sensors [64,
65]
Optical data storage, optical switching
[66], drug delivery systems [67],
gel-glasses [68], holographic storage
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Carbonyl iron particles and carrier liquids
(silicone oils, polyesters, synthetic
hydrocarbons) [86] hydrocarbon-based
magneto-rheological [87]

Silica particles in a polyethylene glycol
solution [82, 83], amphiphilic polymer,
hydrophilic particles and polyethylene-oxide
[82]
Aluminosilicate, biopolymers (silicone oil/
hydrocarbon), oxides (surfactant) and
TiO2, mineral oil, water [84, 85], zeolite
and silicone oil [84]
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Adaptive stiffness, damping, smart
structures [82], protective equipment,
seismic isolation of buildings/bridges,
shock loading applications [83]
Damping devices (shock absorbers,
bearing dampers), clutches,
mechanical polishers [84], haptic
sensors, force feedback systems,
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Example applications
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• Stimuli-responsive materials also have a high potential in different types
of signalization devices, such as displays or haptic (sense of touch)
technologies. In fact, haptic devices provide a unique interface between
humans and machines, allowing remote distance operators to receive
force feedback from the operated machines. For example, operators
could receive information about the weight or resistance of lifted
objects or be alerted when there is an issue with the operated machine.
• Another group of applications for stimuli-responsive materials under
Industry 4.0 are different types of sensors, such as the ones used for
failure detection and predictive maintenance in manufacturing systems. Additionally, wearable sensors are a prominent group of
applications for many stimuli-responsive materials.

2   Additive Manufacturing
of Stimuli-Responsive Materials
When it comes to stimuli-responsive materials, additive manufacturing is
often referred to as 4D printing, which may refer to either the stimuliresponsive properties of the additively manufactured material in general or
the ability of some of the materials (stimuli-responsive actuator materials)
to change their physical shape in response to an applied stimulus. However,
here we employ the term ‘additive manufacturing of stimuli-responsive
materials’ instead of 4D printing as the usage of the former aligns better
with the existing standardized terminology for additive manufacturing.
The additive manufacturing of different stimuli-responsive materials
has gained significant interest in the past few years as this technology could
facilitate a higher freedom of design concerning the stimuli-responsive
properties of the manufactured objects. Tremendous advantages can be
gained when devices can be optimized to fulfill the requirements of the
intended application, instead of designing within the limits of the used
manufacturing process. Thus, additive manufacturing may also accelerate
the adoption of stimuli-responsive materials or expand their possible applications. Additionally, a combination of structural and stimuli-responsive
materials under a single additive manufacturing process could enable the
manufacturing of entire devices with integrated stimuli-responsive sections. In this case, certain functional characteristics or properties would be
obtained locally in certain sections of the additively manufactured device.
For example, in the case of stimuli-responsive actuator materials, the stimuli-responsive material would replace the traditional mechanisms within
the manufactured device. These ‘active regions’ of the device could be
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actuated using a passive source of energy, such as a magnetic field in the
case of magnetic shape memory alloys or heat in the case of thermally
activated shape memory alloys. Additionally, additive manufacturing could
allow a localized tailoring of properties (as in Fig. 1) within a single device,

Fig. 1 (a) A location-dependent active response generated by temperaturedependent multi-stage shape recovery in a U-shaped Ni-Ti component deposited
using L-PBF; (b) effect of the L-PBF process parameters on the transformation
temperatures and active responses at different sections of the build. Reproduced
from [151] under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
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for example by inducing local differences in composition or microstructure in the processed stimuli-responsive material. Overall, these developments could facilitate the additive manufacturing of entire devices with
embedded actuators or sensors, which could act as functional parts in
existing systems, such as in soft robotics or pneumatics.
The majority of the published reviews on the additive manufacturing of
stimuli-responsive materials have focused on shape memory polymers
[152–161], while a few articles [162–167] have discussed aspects of
expanding the DFAM method towards the adoption of these materials in
additively manufactured components. Although some reviews have also
discussed the additive manufacturing of thermally activated shape memory
alloys, reviews concerning other metal-based stimuli-responsive materials,
such as magnetic shape memory alloys or magnetocaloric materials, are
sparse to non-existent. The popularity of polymer-based materials is
expected because they are more feasible for low-cost additive manufacturing in comparison to metal-based materials, which are more difficult to
manufacture additively without defects. Hence, this chapter concentrates
on the additive manufacturing of thermally activated shape memory alloys,
magnetic shape memory alloys, and magnetocaloric alloys. A brief overview of the state of the art in the additive manufacturing of these materials
is presented in Table 2, based on the research results from [89–150]. An
overview of the main additive manufacturing process categories (compared to the additive manufacturing processes in Table 2) for metal-based
stimuli-responsive materials is presented below, following the definitions
given in standard SFS-EN ISO/ASTM 52900:2017.
• Material extrusion—“An additive manufacturing process in which
material is selectively dispensed through a nozzle or orifice”; an
example process for metals is 3D ink printing, whereby metal powder
is dispensed in a mixture with a bonding agent.
• Powder bed fusion—“An additive manufacturing process in which thermal energy selectively fuses regions of a powder bed”; the applied thermal energy can be either a laser (L-PBF) or an electron beam (E-PBF).
• Binder jetting—“An additive manufacturing process in which a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join powder materials”.
• Directed energy deposition—“An additive manufacturing process in
which focused thermal energy is used to fuse materials by melting as
they are being deposited”; example processes include laser-based
directed energy deposition of powder material (L-DED), plasma arc
deposition (PAD), and wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM).

Alloy

Ni-Ti

Group

SMA

Feedstock

L-PBF

Gas atomized powder

Mechanically
produced powder

L-DED Pre-alloyed powder

Process
Retention and finer grain sizes proved to have a higher hardness values due to a high
temperature austenite phase [89, 90]
Ni-rich Ni-Ti alloys required aging treatment [91]
Solutionized and aged Ni-Ti had a better shape memory response [92]
Ni-rich Ni-Ti showed superelastic behavior [93]
Shape memory effect recovery and unstable oriented/de-twinned martensite [94]
NiTi50 showed excellent mechanical properties as compared to NiTi45 and NiTi55 [95]
Using low scanning speed reduced the obtained shape memory effect [96]
Superelastic behavior [96]
Loss of nickel in the process [97]
High relative density (>97%) and hardness reported [98, 99]
Excellent compression fatigue resistance [100] with an irreversible stain behavior [99]
Wider hatch distance decreased relative density [101]
Superelastic response (95%) [102–108]
Shape memory effect [94, 105, 109, 110]
Recovery above 5.5% [106–108, 111]
Desired stiffness was achieved by regulating the level of porosity and stiffness reduced
from 69 GPa to 20.5 GPa for 58% porosity [112]
Loss of nickel in the process [113, 114]
Wider hatch spacing led to a highly irrecoverable strain [114]
Microstructure influenced the shape memory response and mechanical behavior [109, 115]
Martensite twins were formed easily after annealing process [116]
Heat treatment above 400 °C decreased the shape recovery and transformation strain [117]
Tensile strain recovery was 1.5 times larger than in compression [111]

Observations

Table 2 A brief overview of state of the art in the additive manufacturing of metal-based stimuli-responsive materials
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Cu-Al-Ni
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Ni-Mn

Mechanically
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PREP atomized
powder
Pre-alloyed powder
Wire
Elemental powders
Gas atomized powder

Micro
L-PBF
E-PBF

PAD
WAAM
L-PBF

Plasma atomized

(continued)

Copper alloy with Ti addition had a high hardness of about 280 HV due to the grain
refinement. The relative density exceeded 99% [131]
Reversible martensitic transformation and pseudo-elastic effect [132]

Reversible martensitic transformation. Processing parameters, Ni evaporation and oxygen
content of the processing atmosphere (oxidation) impacted martensite transformation.
Solution treatment resulted in sharpened transformation peaks and undid the influence of
dissolvable Ni-Ti precipitates [118].
Mechanical shape memory functionality was proven with a force range of 10–100 mN
[119]
Quality of deposited Ni-Ti was improved by increasing the scanning speed [120]
No visible shape memory and pseudoplastic effect seen [121]
The authors did not recommend E-PBF for Ni-Ti alloys. Preheating was required [97]
E-PBF process resulted in better tensile properties than L-DED and L-PBF [97, 122]
Linear superelasticity [123]
Quasi-linear superelasticity with narrow hysteresis [123, 124]
High hardness and tensile strength [125]
High aluminum content led to dendrites and high hardness [126]
High relative density (>92%) achieved [127–129]
Reversible martensitic transformation with the formation of β1’-martensite [127–129]
Large strain recovery after unloading (up to 18%) [127]
Strong distribution of pores produced by the L-PBF sample [127, 128]
Additional re-melting led to smaller grain size and yielded a deformability of 14% [129]
Higher strength and improved plasticity was observed for both samples (Cu-Al-Ni-Mn
and Cu-Al-Ni-Mn-Zr) [128–130]
For the Cu-Al-Ni-Mn-Zr sample, Zr-rich
phase was found to precipitate at the grain boundaries during the annealing process [130]

Ni-Mn-
Cu-Ga

Magnetocaloric Ni-Co-
Mn-Sn

Ink with elemental
powders
Mechanically
produced powder

Feedstock

Binder
jetting

L-DED Mechanically
produced powder

L-DED
L-PBF Gas atomized powder

Ni-Mn-Ga 3D ink
printing
Binder
jetting

MSMA

Process

Alloy

Group

Table 2 (continued)

Reversible martensitic transformation [133]
Martensitic twins [134]
Martensitic twins and reversible martensitic transformation after post-processing [135,
136] Binder jetting produced a complex-shaped porous Ni-Mn-Ga geometry with a
reversible martensitic transformation [137–139]
Sintering of Ni-Mn-Ga powder was shown to produce net-shaped porous structures
[136, 138, 139]
Minor loss of nickel seen in sintered Ni-Mn-Ga in comparison to the initial powders [140]
Narrow hysteresis and increase in saturation magnetization [141]
Ni-Mn-Ga could be deposited on compositionally dissimilar materials [142, 143]
Complex geometries [143, 144]
High relative density of 98.3% [143]
Martensitic twins and reversible martensitic transformation [143–146]
Loss of Mn in process [143, 145, 146]
Susceptibility to cracking [145]
Reduction of Sn was observed at the subgrain boundaries [147]
‘Properly built’ samples of Ni-Co-Mn-Sn exhibited better magnetic properties than
‘overbuilt’ samples [148]
Heat-treatment promoted martensite growth and increased twinning [149]
Larger grain growth and Mn-O particles were observed at samples sintered at 1080 °C as
compared 1050 °C and 1070 °C [150]

Observations
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3   Additive Manufacturing of Shape
Memory Alloys
Shape memory alloys are alloys that can recover a limited applied strain of
less than 10% either thermally or mechanically [168]. This property finds
its origin in a thermoelastic martensitic transformation in some particular
alloys. This transformation is characterized by its transformation temperatures (Ms, Mf during cooling reaching the martensitic phase, As, Af during
heating reaching the beta phase), exhibiting a relatively small hysteresis of
about 10–40 K compared to the well-known martensitic transformation in
many steels exhibiting a hysteresis of several 100 K. When a strain, limited
to 10%, is applied in the martensitic state, this strain can be recovered by
heating above the transformation temperature into the beta phase. This is
called the thermal recovery or shape memory effect. When a strain of less
than 10% is applied in the beta phase, above Ms, the strain is mechanically
recovered upon releasing the applied stress, which is called superelasticity.
Complete thermal or mechanical recovery can only be obtained in a limited temperature window around the martensitic transformation. The
thermally activated shape memory effect occurs in some Cu-based alloys
and Fe-based alloys, but it is mostly associated with Ni-Ti alloys. Ni-Ti is
superior compared to other shape memory alloys for many reasons, including its high ductility, high strength, and very fine grain size. These properties enable the production of very thin devices (wires with a diameter
down to 25 μm). Additionally, it is biocompatible, which is why more than
80% of the products made of Ni-Ti are medically related [169]. Besides
their use in medical applications, shape memory alloys can convert heat
into a high force or work output, which makes these alloys useful in the
actuators of stress-creating components [23, 170].
From the perspective of conventional manufacturing processes, a major
problem of Ni-Ti is its poor machinability, primarily due to the strong
strain hardening effect. Thus, wire and tube drawing are the most common applied forming techniques used in the production of devices such as
guise wires, stents, and actuators based on springs. This sets many limitations on the shape complexity of the manufactured devices. Therefore,
additive manufacturing of Ni-Ti has gained the attention of designers of
medical and other devices. As shown in Table 2, laser-based processes,
especially L-PBF, are the most typical approach for the additive manufacturing of Ni-Ti. The same observation applies to Cu- and Fe-based alloys,
although little scientific literature is available on the additive
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manufacturing of these materials. In fact, the future for Cu-based SMAs
does not look bright as the majority of research on additive manufacturing
of SMAs concentrates on Ni-Ti. However, the additive manufacturing of
Ni-Ti represents only a small fraction of the medical applications produced
by metal-based additive manufacturing, and only a handful of studies on
the additive manufacturing of Ni-Ti consider its stimuli-responsive properties, such as the very low stiffness (very low E-modulus), and its functional properties, such as superelasticity and the shape memory effect.
However, a fair amount of research on the laser additive manufacturing
(LAM) of Ni-Ti shape memory alloys has been conducted [23, 115,
171–174]. Therefore, we summarize here the most important observations of Ni-Ti deposited using L-PBF, as previously discussed by [173]
and briefly overviewed in Table 2.
• Although Ni-Ti can be processed at a high density crack-free, the
mechanical and functional properties of the processed material are
on average inferior compared to the wrought material. However,
using repetitive laser scanning in the process may allow improvement
of the functional properties of deposited Ni-Ti.
• Controlling the transformation temperatures of the processed material is difficult, mainly due to the evaporation of Ni and precipitation
based on impurities. Hence, the composition and transformation
temperatures of the processed material are strongly dependent on
the processing parameters and, therefore, the transformation temperatures of the final product are not necessarily the transformation
temperatures of the initial powder.
• Additionally, the processing environment should be controlled to
prevent oxygen and/or nitrogen pick-up that may lead to an
increased density of impurities, which may influence the transformation temperatures and the mechanical properties of the processed material.
• The surface roughness of the final product should be considered in
relation to potential wear or for the difficulties it causes in sterilization, which is required for biomedical applications.
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4   Additive Manufacturing of Magnetic Shape
Memory Alloys
Besides the thermally activated shape memory effect, magnetic shape
memory (MSM) alloys may also exhibit a straining phenomenon when the
magnetic moments of the martensitic twin variants of the alloy align with
the applied magnetic field [38, 175, 176]. This straining phenomenon is
called the magnetic shape memory effect. The Ni-Mn-Ga system, which is
the most studied class of MSM materials, has been shown to exhibit outstanding characteristics, such as magnetic-field-induced strains (MFIS) of
12% [176], which is a hundred times larger than the magnetically induced
strains obtained in competing materials. In addition, the efficiency
(mechanical work output / magnetic field energy) of the MSM effect can
be over 95% and its fatigue life can exceed 2 × 109 cycles [177].
Characteristic of the MSM materials is that the strain remains unchanged
after the magnetic field has been switched off (the strain can be recovered
by applying a magnetic field in transversal direction or by force). This
results in significant energy savings in many applications, especially on-off
valves, because magnetic field energy is needed only during the brief time
when the shape of the MSM element is changed. Additionally, Ni-Mn-Ga
can exhibit high strain accelerations of 1.6 × 106 m/s2 [178], which is
assumed to be the highest acceleration of all actuator materials. These
characteristics may be beneficial in several applications, such as in robotics,
biomedical applications and optics. For instance, fast actuators/sensors
[34, 176], micropumps [33], and vibration energy harvesters [35] have
been identified as potential applications for MSM materials. However,
commercial applications of MSM materials are still limited, possibly due to
the relatively young age of the technology itself compared to competing
piezo ceramics or giant magnetostrictive materials.
Typically, bulk polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga does not exhibit limited MFIS
due to grain boundary constraints that effectively block twin boundary
motion in the material. However, directionally solidified (textured) polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga has been shown to exhibit up to 1.0% strain [179],
whereas polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga foam has been shown to exhibit up to
8.7% recoverable strain [180]. A smaller force output and brittleness are
disadvantages of foamy polycrystalline compared to more conventional
single-crystalline material. From a manufacturing perspective, the use of
additive manufacturing offers better freedom of design, especially compared to typical single-
crystalline material. Thus, the additive
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manufacturing of MSM alloys aims at obtaining parts with controlled
porosity while facilitating the possibility to manufacture complex geometries. Additionally, additive manufacturing places fewer limitations on the
size of the manufactured object. Other advantages that may be potentially
gained through additive manufacturing relate to the possibility to produce
compositional gradients that allow for the tailoring of the properties for
specific applications.
Compared to the additive manufacturing of Ni-Ti based thermally activated shape memory alloys, additive manufacturing of magnetic shape
memory alloys is still in its infancy. All the scientific literature available at
the time focuses on the additive manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga-based
MSMAs. The most common approaches on additive manufacturing of
Ni-Mn-Ga have concentrated on 3D ink printing [133, 134] and binder
jetting [135–140]. However, also a few investigations into manufacturing
of polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga using L-DED [141] and L-PBF [142–146]
have recently been published. Each of the aforementioned processes have
their own advantages and disadvantages concerning the manufacture of a
material that exhibits MFIS. Nevertheless, a common aspect for all of the
processes is the aim to obtain controlled composition, microstructure and
porosity, which is essential for obtaining MFIS in polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga.
Especially, assuring the chemical integrity of the manufactured material is
also important because of the high susceptibility of the crystal structure of
Ni-Mn-Ga to compositional variation and impurities.
In general, both 3D ink printing and binder jetting processes have been
proven to be feasible for producing Ni-Mn-Ga with complex geometries.
However, binder-based processes face a challenge regarding the control of
the composition and microstructure because the consistent removal of
binder elements post-processing is difficult and some oxidation and Mn
evaporation may occur during the sintering process [139]. LAM processes
base on melting the material, thus enabling the use of binders to be
avoided. However, previous studies on the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga show that
some Mn is lost in the process and that this Mn loss is strongly influenced
by the used process parameters [143–145]. In fact, loss of Mn during the
L-PBF process is expected due to the high vapor pressure and low boiling
temperature of Mn in comparison to the other elements in the alloy. Thus,
control over the processing parameters and the thermal cycle that the processed material undergoes is critical for obtaining a controlled composition. This may also be an advantage, as the composition could be controlled
through an adjustment of the process parameters, which could potentially
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allow for the adjustment of the microstructure and stimuli-responsive
properties of the processed material. However, excessive over-alloying of
Mn into the used powder would be required for this approach to be
feasible.
The control of the porosity in the additive manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga
has typically based on manufacturing different types of lattice structures
[133, 137, 142] or foam-like materials [134, 138]. Additionally, the sintering process used in binder-based additive manufacturing processes can
also be adjusted to control the density of the processed material [140].
The processed material undergoes a repetitive cycle of heating and cooling
in LAM processes as the heat from melting is conducted through the prior
layers of deposited material. As a result, the processed material may exhibit
regions with different thermal histories, which also affects the local microstructures. This has been observed as broad ferromagnetic hysteresis and
wide phase transitions in as-deposited material [141, 143]. Additionally,
Ni-Mn-Ga processed by L-PBF may exhibit cracking [145]. Post-process
heat-treatment is required to retain the typical ferromagnetic behavior and
material properties in the deposited material [141, 143, 144]. However,
laser-based processes typically produce a microstructural texture [181],
which is considered beneficial for obtaining MFIS.
Although additive manufacturing shows high potential for facilitating
greater design freedom for MSM based devices, so far the functional properties of the additively manufactured material are inferior compared to the
conventional oriented single crystals or textured polycrystalline material.
By so far, Ni-Mn-Ga processed by binder jetting [136] and L-PBF [142]
have been shown to develop a magnetically induced strains up to 0.01%,
which are significantly lower than the 8.7% achieved in Ni-Mn-Ga based
foams [180]. In conclusion, more research on additive manufacturing of
MSM alloys is required for understanding relationships between the
applied process parameters and the resulting functional properties.

5   Additive Manufacturing
of Magnetocaloric Materials
Some materials experience a change in entropy (ΔsT) when exposed to a
magnetic field in an isothermal environment due to a phase change of
either the first or second thermodynamic order [182–184]. When placed
in an adiabatic environment instead, this magnetic-field-induced phase
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change produces a temperature change (ΔTad) in the material, leading to
the common designation of this phenomenon as the magnetocaloric effect
[185]. The magnetocaloric effect can be observed in both first- and second-order materials, with the order parameter of magnetization. In a firstorder material, the change in magnetization is discontinuous at the
transformation, whereas the change in magnetization for a second-order
material is gradual and continuous over the transformation. In the case of
a second-order material, this magnetization change is caused by an alignment of magnetic moments around the Curie temperature (demagnetization temperature), reducing the magnetic entropy with increasing
magnetic field and causing a corresponding increase in the thermal
entropy. The entropy trade-off concept remains for first-order materials,
but with the addition of a magnetostructural (or magnetoelastic) phase
transformation that causes the direction of the entropy change with the
addition of an applied field to be less straightforward. Near the transformation temperature, an applied magnetic field will stabilize the more magnetic phase, which could be either the high-temperature or the
low-temperature phase. If the high-temperature phase is stabilized, the
application of a magnetic field shifts the transition to lower temperatures
and leads to a decrease in the temperature of the material—called the
negative (or inverse) magnetocaloric effect. If the low-temperature phase
is stabilized, the application of a magnetic field shifts the transition to
higher temperatures and leads to an increase in the temperature of the
material—the positive magnetocaloric effect.
Recently, the magnetocaloric effect has been researched for leverage in
heat pumps, particularly for cooling in applications such as solid-statebased magnetic refrigeration requiring no harmful refrigerants and
in localized hypothermia therapy to treat cancer [186, 187]. For the most
common application of refrigeration, any magnetocaloric effect-exhibiting
material that is to be considered a viable option as a heat exchanger within
a heat pump must be formed with a high surface-to-volume ratio and
must allow satisfactory fluid flow [188, 189]. Thus, the following two
requirements are placed upon the heat exchanger [190]:
1. Maximize the volume fraction of the magnetocaloric effect material
while maintaining a large surface area.
2. Minimize the pressure drop in the fluid across the heat exchanger.
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Common methods for producing heat exchanger devices from magnetocaloric effect materials are [190]: packed powder beds [191–193], parallel plates [194–197], and microchannel systems [198]. Packed powder
beds, though cheap and simple, have a high pressure drop across the
device due to the presence of turbulent flow. Microchannels, though
inducing only a low drop in fluid pressure, have a high manufacturing cost
(if they can be currently manufactured at all for the given material). Parallel
plate devices are a median between the two extremes, allowing for a fluid
flow that is not as turbulent as in packed powder beds and a production
that is not quite as expensive as with microchannels.
With an abundance of requirements on both the feedstock material and
the final magnetocaloric-effect-based heat exchanger, fabrication complications are an inescapable challenge. For example, first-order phase transition materials tend to be brittle, which limits the ability to machine them
into desired geometries [199]. Difficulties with fabrication can leave
promising alloys showing only a modest magnetocaloric effect after device
fabrication due to changes in microstructure or atomic ordering and
defects [200, 201]. In addition, first-order phase transition magnetocaloric effect materials have narrow operating temperature windows [200,
202]. For ideally efficient operation, a heat exchanger using the first-order
phase transition magnetocaloric effect must have stages or a gradient of
material transformation temperatures [198]. With a transformation temperature gradient, the fluid will heat (or cool) as it passes through the
series of materials, at each point existing within the operating temperature
for the magnetocaloric effect material that it is currently in contact with.
Second-order phase transition materials are less difficult to shape and have
a wider operating temperature range, but the most promising material
(Gd) is a ‘critical material’ as it is costly, has a high environmental impact,
and its use in a large number of cooling applications would lead to demand
far exceeding supply [190, 199, 203].
As a manufacturing method, additive manufacturing may allow for the
inclusion of designed, multi-scale porosity; complicated geometries impossible with other methods; the processing of brittle materials that cannot be
machined; and gradient or layered materials with gradient or staged material transformation temperatures. This combination of benefits can grant
the ability to fulfill both heat exchanger requirements with no trade-offs:
a minimal pressure drop across a material that has a high surface-to-volume
ratio with a maximized volume of functional material present to produce
a large temperature change across a wide temperature range.
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Additive manufacturing for magnetocaloric materials is in its relative
infancy, although it is increasingly being recognized as a potential production avenue for magnetocaloric effect materials. In 2013, [204] used
selective laser melting to create heat exchangers from La(Fe, Co, Si)13.
Meanwhile, [137, 139, 147, 148, 150] conducted experiments with
Ni-Mn-based Heusler alloys fabricated using L-DED and powder bed
binder jet 3D printing. L-DED, with a laser as the energy source, required
a heat treatment to homogenize the microstructure before promising
properties were observed [147, 148]. Binder jet printing, since it requires
no heat input that would change the feedstock powder’s microstructure,
showed a magnetocaloric response in the as-sintered state [150] [133].
used inkjet printing to deposit a mixture containing elemental Ni, Mn,
and Ga powders, then sintered them to create final lattice structures with
73–75% porosity in the micro-trusses. Published experimental studies are
scarce compared to the literature on the additive manufacturing of structural metals. Nevertheless, as discussed here and in [190, 199], with the
proper attention to tailoring the processing to maintain the functional
properties and with measures taken to balance cost and effectiveness, additive manufacturing is a promising technology to address current manufacturing and design issues while at the same time improving the overall
performance of magnetocaloric structures.

6   Future Aspects of Additive Manufacturing
for Novel Metallic Materials
Besides enabling advances in freedom of design and the processing of
stimuli-responsive alloys, additive manufacturing may allow the development and manufacturing of customized, application-specific materials and
could thus enable the expansion of the exciting material box of different
metal alloys. For example, recent developments have been made in the
additive manufacturing of metal matrix composites and high-entropy
alloys [8], which are favored for their outstanding mechanical properties.
Additionally, significant progress has been made in engineering and manufacturing functionally graded materials, such as gradient materials or metamaterials [205–209]. A common additive manufacturing process for the
fabrication of compositional gradient materials is DED, which offers
unique capabilities, such as the deposition of more than one material
simultaneously or the changing of the deposited material from layer to
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layer. A second advantage of DED is that the build process itself is not
limited, compared to PBF, where deposition is only possible in successive
horizontal layers. This makes the DED process suitable for depositing
material on 3D substrates, such as existing parts. In fact, repairing a worn
part or tool represents a typical industrial application for this process. In
principle, this type of additive manufacturing process allows a precise
small-scale synthesis of materials during the manufacturing process itself,
thus enabling the manufacturing of materials that are difficult to synthesize on a larger scale using conventional methods. Besides potentially
allowing the creation of new alloys, this also enables the application-specific tailoring of the materials of the manufacturing process itself, which
could be practical for on-demand manufacturing [210]. Additionally,
LAM enables the composition and microstructures to be adjusted via the
process parameters, which allows the integration of information within the
processed material [211]. This could be used to enhance the traceability
of the used materials or processes or of the ‘smart products’ themselves.

7   Summary
In this chapter, we discussed how additive manufacturing could contribute to metal-based stimuli-responsive materials and material science in
general. Although the future looks bright, substantial research is still
required to extend the range of ‘printable’ materials and to achieve appropriate stimuli-responsive properties in additively manufactured metalbased materials. The complexity of the production and the material
parameters create large challenges in producing dense, defect-free materials using the associated additive manufacturing processes. Indeed, specific
processing conditions of metal additive manufacturing are challenging,
and many material systems still suffer from cracks, unwanted porosity,
high internal stresses, bad surface quality, and mechanical properties below
the required levels. In many cases, this creates the need for post-processing,
such as hot isostatic pressing (HIP), stress relieving, thermal treatments or
polishing. However, additive manufacturing facilitates a great amount of
design freedom for complex geometries and in some cases may enable the
tailoring of compositional properties of the processed materials to an
extent that is almost impossible to achieve using conventional manufacturing methods. Hence, additive manufacturing has a high potential for the
development of novel types of stimuli-responsive devices.
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ABSTRACT
The Ni-Mn-Ga alloy develops strains of several percents in an applied magnetic ﬁeld. These materials have potential as high-speed actuators,
valves, pumps, robots, and microgrippers. Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) of Ni-Mn-Ga was investigated in order to establish a preliminary processing window and to understand the eﬀects of processing parameters on end-product composition. In the future, L-PBF could enable the production of functional near net shape Ni-Mn-Ga components on an industrial scale. A series of experiments were conducted for prealloyed Ni-Mn-Ga
powder using an L-PBF setup developed in-house. Two diﬀerent substrate materials, stainless steel 316L and Incoloy 825, were used in the
experiments. The single track experiments show that tracks deposited on Incoloy substrates, in comparison to tracks deposited on stainless
steel substrates, are wider and have shallower penetration into the substrate. In addition, the tracks deposited on the Incoloy substrates are
more likely to exhibit irregular and balling morphologies. The results of the single track and hatching distance experiments were used to manufacture Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids on an Incoloy substrate. Analysis of the cuboid compositions revealed that L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga dilutes manganese
and gallium. The relative amounts of vaporized manganese and gallium increased as the value of volumetric energy density was increased.
Key words: laser powder bed fusion, additive manufacturing, 3D printing, magnetic shape memory alloy, Ni-Mn-Ga
© 2019 Laser Institute of America. https://doi.org/10.2351/1.5096108
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys, such as Ni-Mn-Ga
alloy, constitute a group of metal alloys that strain when exposed to
a magnetic ﬁeld. This straining phenomenon, the MSM eﬀect,
occurs when the martensitic twin structure of the alloy re-orientates
in response to internal magnetic-ﬁeld-induced stresses.1,2 Strains of
up to 6%3 and 9.5%4 have been observed in single crystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga. In addition to the large strains, high strain accelerations
of up to 1.6 × 106 m/s2 have been observed experimentally in
Ni-Mn-Ga alloy.5 The applications of Ni-Mn-Ga include diﬀerent
kinds of micro- and macroscale devices, such as sensors,6 pumps,7,8
and energy harvesters.9
Manufacturing of functional Ni-Mn-Ga elements is currently
the major bottleneck of the technology. Alloy processing would
improve with ﬁne-grained polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga rather than
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single crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga, which is currently manufactured by
Bridgman and Czochralski techniques. The disadvantage of polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga is its lack of MSM eﬀect due to grain boundaries
that create constraints that prevent twin boundary motion in the
material. However, as was demonstrated by Taylor et al.,10 strains of
up to 2.0%–8.7% can be induced in foamy polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga
by introducing pores smaller than the grain size into the material.
There exists a growing interest in using additive manufacturing
to produce polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga components. Recent studies
have demonstrated the feasibility of manufacturing polycrystalline
Ni-Mn-Ga by 3D ink-printing11 and binder jetting.12–15 In addition,
manufacturing of magnetocaloric Ni-Co-Mn-Sn by directed energy
deposition has been demonstrated recently by Stevens et al.16 In
conclusion, additive manufacturing may become a viable technology for the fabrication of functional Ni-Mn-Ga parts. A literature
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TABLE I. Compositions of the used materials in atomic percentage (at. %).

Material

Al

Si

Ti

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

Cu

Ga

Mo

Ni-Mn-Ga powder
316L substrate
Incoloy 825 substrate

…
0.7
1.0

…
1.1
0.8

…
…
1.1

…
20.9
26.1

28.5
1.7
0.8

…
68.1
32.1

49.8
7.1
34.2

…
…
1.9

21.7
…
…

…
0.2
1.8

review conducted by the authors of this study reveals that all of
the previous research in the additive manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga
has used the technologies mentioned above. The scientiﬁc literature on manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga by laser powder bed fusion
(L-PBF) is sparse to nonexistent.
This study aims to develop a preliminary processing window
for L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga by investigating deposition of Ni-Mn-Ga
single tracks on two dissimilar substrate materials, and by ﬁnding
optimal hatch distance values for the deposited tracks. The use of
diﬀerent kinds of substrates is an interesting topic since it may
enable the manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga actuators on substrates that
would act as the solid body of the device. In this study, the results of
the single track and hatch distance experiments were utilized to
manufacture solid Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids on an Incoloy substrate. The
resulting compositions of the manufactured samples were investigated to clarify the eﬀect of process parameters on end-product composition and to propose future steps in the development of the
L-PBF process for the alloy.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiments were implemented in three stages: (1) investigation of single track formation, (2) optimization of hatch distance
values, and (3) fabrication of solid Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids. The experiments were conducted using an L-PBF system, which was built
in-house for material development and testing purposes. The system
employed an IPG ytterbium CW ﬁber laser (wavelength 1075 nm,
maximum power 200 W) with a galvanometric scanner and focusing
optics. The measured focal point diameter of the laser beam was
82 μm, and the laser beam was focused on the surface of the powder
bed in all of the experiments. The laser beam had a near Gaussian
power distribution. The system included a stainless steel platform
with a slot for detachable substrate pieces.
The measured compositions of the Ni-Mn-Ga powder and the
substrates are presented in Table I. The Ni-Mn-Ga powder was
produced by gas atomization and consisted of spherical particles
with a size distribution that is presented in Fig. 1. The experiments
were conducted using stainless steel 316L and Incoloy 825 substrate
pieces, which were cut by laser from standard prealloyed sheets.
Substrates were mechanically attached, calibrated, and cleaned with
acetone before each experiment. All of the experiments were conducted at room temperature with argon as a shielding gas and
using a ﬁxed powder layer thickness of 50 μm.

of 7 mm in length were manufactured in batches of 20 tracks (total of
160 samples, 80 samples for each substrate material), and a gap
1 mm wide was left between each track in order to avoid an inﬂuence
between adjacent tracks. The experiments were repeated twice for
each batch of parameter combinations in randomized order.
B. Hatch distance experiments
The hatch distance experiments were conducted using a
constant laser power of 200 W, while varying scanning speed from
100 to 700 mm/s in 200 mm/s increments and hatch distance from
50 to 275 μm in 25 μm increments.
C. Manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids
The manufactured cuboid samples were 7 × 7 × 1 mm3 and, in
unlike the single track and hatch distance experiments, were manufactured only on an Incoloy 825 substrate because of the compositional similarity (nickel as a primary alloying element) between
Ni-Mn-Ga and the used substrate. A bidirectional scan pattern
with a 90° rotation of the scanning direction between each layer
was used in the experiment.
The parameters were selected such that the cuboids would
exhibit diﬀerent volumetric energy densities, VED ( J/mm3):
VED ¼

P
,
v*h*t

(1)

where P is the laser power (W), v is the scanning speed (mm/s), h is
the hatch distance (mm), and t is the powder layer thickness (mm).17
The variation of VED was performed by varying the scanning
speed. Three sets of parameters were selected for manufacturing

A. Single track experiments
The single track experiments were conducted varying laser
power from 80 to 200 W in 40 W increments and scanning speed
from 100 to 1000 mm/s in 100 mm/s increments. Single tracks
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FIG. 1. Measured particle size distribution of the Ni-Mn-Ga powder produced
by gas atomization. Obtained parameters from the distribution: d0.1 = 19.4 μm,
d0.5 = 44.1 μm, and d0.9 = 82.2 μm.
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solid Ni-Mn-Ga samples: a laser power of 200 W, a hatch distance
of 100 μm, and three scanning speeds of 300, 500, and 700 mm/s.
This yielded VED values of 133 J/mm3 (v = 300 mm/s), 80 J/mm3
(v = 500 mm/s), and 57 J/mm3 (v = 700 mm/s).
D. Measurements
In order to obtain cross-sectional views of the single tracks,
the samples were mounted in epoxy and ground with abrasive
paper (grain size of 5 μm). The ground samples were consequently
electropolished using a pulse-width modulated voltage of 30 V for
40 s at 253 K in an electrolyte solution containing a 3:1 volumetric
ratio of ethanol and 60% HNO3. The same grinding procedure was
used to prepare the manufactured Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids for compositional analysis by x-ray ﬂuorescence, which was conducted using
Oxford Instruments’ X-Strata 960. Absolute accuracy of the measurement was 0.3 at. %. An optical polarized light microscope was
used to analyze cross sections of the single tracks and the microstructures of the manufactured cuboids.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Single track formation and hatching distance in L-PBF are
both well-understood phenomena, and therefore this section of the
study aims to reﬂect on the selection of processing parameters for
the selected alloy, Ni-Mn-Ga. As Fig. 2 shows, there exist only
minor diﬀerences in the parameter combinations that produce continuous tracks between the two diﬀerent substrate materials. In
general, the stainless steel substrate seems to produce continuous
tracks under a wider range of parameter combinations, while the
Incoloy substrate produces continuous tracks within a narrower
range of parameters, speciﬁcally with lower values of laser power.
Analysis of the cross sections of the tracks conﬁrms that increasing
laser power or decreasing scanning speed increases the resulting
track width and penetration into the substrate (Fig. 3). However, it
appears that the dimensions and morphology of the deposited
tracks depend strongly on the substrate material used. As can be
observed from Figs. 3 and 4, single tracks that were deposited on
the Incoloy substrates appear to have a greater propensity toward
irregularity and balling. In addition, these tracks are wider and
have shallower penetration into the substrate than the tracks deposited on the stainless steel substrates.
In the case of L-PBF, the increased width and balled morphology of the tracks often are caused by the tendency of the molten
track to form spheres under insuﬃcient substrate wetting conditions,
which reduces the contact zone between the deposited track and the
substrate.18–21 The two primary factors aﬀecting this phenomenon
are the volume of the molten material in a track and the wettability
of the substrate surface. The observed diﬀerences in this study may
be explained by three substrate-related factors: (1) possible variations
in the thickness of the deposited powder layers, (2) the possible
eﬀect of an oxide ﬁlm on the Incoloy substrates, and (3) diﬀerences
in thermal properties and chemical compositions of the substrates.
Because deposition of the powder layers and calibration of the
substrates were carried out with detail, and because all of the samples
deposited on the Incoloy substrates exhibited the same phenomenon,
it is suspected that the ﬁrst potential factor (variations in spread
powder layer thicknesses) has only a minor eﬀect on the observed
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FIG. 2. Top-view of the single tracks produced on (a) stainless steel 316L substrate and (b) Incoloy 825 substrate. Parameter combinations that produce
smooth continuous tracks are found within the yellow borders.

phenomenon. By deduction, it is suspected that the phenomenon is
at least partly attributable to factor 2, the tendency of the Incoloy
alloy to develop a protective ﬁlm of oxide that might reduce the wettability of the substrate surface. However, the stainless steel develops
an oxide ﬁlm as well, so factor 3 (the diﬀerences in thermal and compositional substrate properties) likely contributed to the observed
phenomenon. Although both of the substrate materials have the
same melting range of 1645–1675 K, the observed phenomenon may
be aﬀected by the diﬀerences in heat conduction from the melt pool
to the substrate. Thermal conductivity and thermal diﬀusivity of the
Incoloy alloy (approximately 11 W/m K and 3.1 × 10−6 m2/s at room
temperature) are lower than of the stainless steel (approximately
15 W/m K and 3.8 × 10−6 m2/s at room temperature), as calculated
from Ref. 22. It is suggested that, in the case of Incoloy substrate,
lower thermal diﬀusivity may decrease the occurring cooling and
solidiﬁcation rates, thus increasing the total volume of the melt
pool. The increased volume of the melt pool subsequently drives
the balled cross-sectional morphology of the tracks on Incoloy substrates. In addition, diﬀerences in chemical compositions of the
substrates likely result in diﬀerent absorptivities, phase change
enthalpies and melt pool mass ﬂows that may contribute to the
observed phenomena.19,23,24
Of note, Fig. 3 also depicts an abrupt increase in the penetration of the tracks into the substrate with high laser power and low
scanning speed. This type of abrupt increase in penetration has
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FIG. 3. Evolution of cross sections of the single tracks as a function of applied laser power and scanning speed in the setting of two substrates: (a) stainless steel 316L
and (b) Incoloy 825.

FIG. 4. Results of the hatch distance
experiments on two substrates: (a) stainless steel 316L and (b) Incoloy 825.
The produced surfaces were categorized as follows: (1) continuous surface
with spattering and irregularity, (2) continuous surface with no apparent
defects, (3) uneven continuous surface,
and (4) noncontinuous surface.

J. Laser Appl. 31, 022303 (2019); doi: 10.2351/1.5096108
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been linked previously to keyhole formation in L-PBF.25 Although
keyhole formation can be useful in certain scanning strategies, such
as skin-core scanning, it has also been linked to porosity and dilution. For instance, dilution of gallium has been detected in laser
microprocessing and laser drilling of Ni-Mn-Ga by Biﬃ and
Tuissi.26,27 In the case of Ni-Mn-Ga, the composition of the endproduct is critical for the MSM eﬀect, and thus, care should be
taken to avoid excessive, uncontrolled vaporization of the material.
This is discussed further in the section on Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids.
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the hatch distance is held constant. Thus, higher scanning speeds
require smaller hatch distances to form continuous surfaces. As can
be observed in Fig. 3, the Incoloy substrate resulted in wider tracks
than the stainless steel substrate, especially at lower scanning
speeds. This concurs with the observation from Fig. 4, in which the
Incoloy substrate produces continuous surfaces at greater hatch distances, in comparison to the stainless steel substrate, at lower scanning speeds (100 and 300 mm/s).
B. Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids

A. Hatch distance
The results of the hatch distance experiments are presented in
Fig. 4. The qualitative analysis of the continuity of the produced
surfaces was conducted visually by dividing the surfaces into four
diﬀerent groups. The ﬁrst group consists of continuous hatched
surfaces that exhibit irregularity and spattering, likely caused by
excessive heat input during the process. This type of surface was
observed only with small hatch distances and low scanning speeds,
as an increase in either parameter reduces the aforementioned
eﬀects and yields smooth continuous surfaces (second group).
If scanning speed or hatch distance is increased further, the overlap
between consecutive deposited tracks decreases and the surface
becomes visibly rougher (third group). The fourth group consists
of surfaces without overlap between consecutive tracks.
Increasing scanning speed while maintaining constant laser
power decreases the width of the single track, which in turn
decreases the amount of overlap between consecutive tracks when

FIG. 5. (a) Manufactured Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids (top-surface prepared for the analysis) on an Incoloy substrate of size 30 × 10 × 2.5 mm3. (b) Observed bending of
the substrate due to thermal stresses in the 300 mm/s sample. For the labels of
x-axis, y-axis, and the a-a section line, refer to the details in Fig. 7.
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As was described in the experimental setup, the parameters for
manufacturing Ni-Mn-Ga cuboids were selected to produce diﬀerent
values of VED. This parameter selection method had two implications
on sample quality that are evident in Figs. 5 and 6. First, there is

FIG. 6. Micro- and macroscale cracks and porosity in the 700 mm/s sample. (a)
Cracks on the surface of the sample. (b) Microscale cracks and porosity.
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increased porosity of the sample manufactured at a scanning speed of
700 mm/s (VED = 57 J/mm3). This is unsurprising given that the laser
power and scanning speed produce a track with a width of 111 μm,
thus providing only 11% overlap between adjacent tracks when a
hatch distance of 100 μm is used. However, this value for track width
was obtained from the ﬁrst layer deposited on the Incoloy substrate,
and it may not apply for the consecutive layers. The relative densities
of the manufactured cuboids were measured using optical measurement (area fraction of pores and cracks) conducted on pictures
obtained with the optical light microscope. The measured relative
densities of the samples were 96.8% (300 mm/s sample), 94.9%
(500 mm/s sample), and 93.5% (700 mm/s sample).
Based on the microscopic analysis, Ni-Mn-Ga clearly has a
tendency to form micro- and macroscale cracks and pores during
the L-PBF process. Figure 6 shows that these cracks are narrow,
long, oriented along the scanning directions, and in the z-direction
of the samples. In fact, the morphology of the cracks closely resembles the cracks observed in Ref. 28. It is likely that the rapid solidiﬁcation of the material during the L-PBF process induces excessive
stresses in the solidifying tracks, thus causing crack formation.
Besides the processing parameters used, cracking susceptibility is also
aﬀected by the composition of the processed material. Since the
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composition cannot be changed for reasons related to the MSM
eﬀect, future eﬀorts should be aimed toward reducing cracking susceptibility of the alloy with alternative approaches, such as diﬀerent
scanning strategies with lower values of VED (Refs. 28 and 29) or
the usage of substrate preheating.30 However, this matter, along with
the characterization of the resulting microstructures and material
properties, requires further research.
The second observation that can be made from Fig. 5(b) is the
clear bending of the substrate under the sample manufactured with
a scanning speed of 300 mm/s (VED = 133 J/mm3). In the case of a
thin substrate plate, the high thermal expansion and subsequent
contraction of the solidifying molten material results in excessive
thermal stresses that cause the substrate to bend. On the bent
section of the substrate, less powder accumulates during the L-PBF
process. With less added material, the bent surface is subjected to a
larger amount of repetitive scans, which has caused greater dilution
of gallium in bent section of the sample manufactured with a scanning speed of 300 mm/s in comparison to the samples manufactured with higher scanning speeds.
The compositions of the cuboids were measured by x-ray
ﬂuorescence analysis with absolute accuracy of 0.3 at. % from the
polished surfaces of the samples using an 8 × 8 point grid scan

FIG. 7. Surface maps of the measured
compositions at different scanning
speeds. The a-a section line, the
x-axis, and the y-axis correspond to
those presented in Fig. 5. Arrows indicate the pores observed on the sample
surfaces.
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(64 total points of measurement). The distance between consecutive
points of measurement along the x-axis and y-axis [Fig. 5(a)] was
approximately 850 μm. Thus, the measurement covered almost the
entire top-surface of each sample. As can be observed from Fig. 7,
the compositions of the bulk samples manufactured with scanning
speeds of 500 and 700 mm/s (VED 80 and 57 J/mm3, respectively)
are moderately homogeneous. The average compositions of these
samples are Ni 51.0 at. %, Mn 27.2 at. %, and Ga 21.8 at. % for the
500 mm/s sample; and Ni 50.8 at. %, Mn 27.4 at. %, and Ga 21.8 at. %
for the 700 mm/s sample. A comparison of these compositions
with that of the original powder reveals a decrease in the relative
amounts of manganese by 1.3 at. % (500 mm/s sample) and 1.0 at. %
(700 mm/s sample) during the L-PBF process. By contrast, the relative amounts of nickel increase by 1.2 at. % (500 mm/s sample)
and 1.0 at. % (700 mm/s sample), and the relative amount of
gallium increases by 0.1 at. % in both of the samples.
The increase in the relative amount of gallium is much
smaller than the increase in the relative amount of nickel.
This indicates that besides the loss of manganese, some gallium is
lost during the L-PBF process. This is not an unexpected result
since the absolute boiling point of gallium is 2477 K, which is only
143 K above the absolute boiling point of manganese (2334 K).31
It is likely that the high intensity of the laser beam increases the peak
temperatures above the boiling points of these alloying elements. The
boiling point of nickel is 3186 K,31 so it is not likely that nickel will
be lost without considerable loss of manganese and gallium.
However, as can be observed from Fig. 7, the sample manufactured with a scanning speed of 300 mm/s (VED = 133 J/mm3)
exhibits considerable loss of gallium compared to the two other
samples. The 300 mm/s sample (measured from the leveled section)
has an average composition of Ni 52.2 at. %, Mn 26.9 at. %, and Ga
20.9 at. %. In comparison to the powder, this represents a 2.4 at. %
increase in the relative amount of nickel, while the relative amounts
of manganese and gallium decrease by 1.6 and 0.8 at. %, respectively.
The increased loss of gallium in the 300 mm/s sample is likely
inﬂuenced by the keyhole formation in the deposition of the tracks;
based on Fig. 3, the track penetration increases rapidly when the
scanning speed falls below 300 mm/s (constant laser power of
200 W). The dilution of gallium increases in the bent section of
the sample, indicating that the repetitive scanning of the material
with high energy densities should be avoided.
In general, dilution in L-PBF is a moderately well-understood
phenomenon,32 and in fact, the majority of the commercial materials
are prealloyed in order to produce certain compositions with predetermined sets of parameters. However, the average compositions
measured from the samples manufactured with scanning speeds of
500 and 700 mm/s approximated the target composition recommended for manufacturing functional Ni-Mn-Ga elements (Ni 50 at.
%, Mn 28 at. %, and Ga 22 at. %, as reported by Saren and Ullakko.33
However, it must be noted that this study evaluated the material on a
large scale and did not investigate possible variations of composition34 on the scale of single tracks.
IV. CONCLUSION
This study investigated L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga powder produced
by gas atomization with the aims to establish a preliminary
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understanding about the suitability of Ni-Mn-Ga for L-PBF and to
map the eﬀects of processing parameters on end-product composition. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results,
analysis, and discussion presented in this study:
The used substrate material has an eﬀect on resulting
morphologies and dimensions of the single tracks. Two diﬀerent
substrate materials, stainless steel 316L and Incoloy 825, were investigated in this study. It was found that depositing tracks on Incoloy
substrates results in wider tracks with shallower penetration into
the substrate in comparison to the tracks deposited on the stainless
steel substrates. It was also found that tracks deposited on the
Incoloy substrates were more likely to exhibit irregular and balling
morphologies. This phenomenon was suggested to result from the
poor wettability of the Incoloy substrate, which could result from
the chemical composition, thermal properties, and oxide ﬁlm
development of the alloy.
The processed material displayed long and narrow microscale
cracks that were oriented in the build direction of the samples
and most likely resulted from the rapid solidiﬁcation and cooling of
the material during L-PBF. To reduce the amount of cracking, this
study recommends further parameter optimization, process optimization, and the possible use of a preheated substrate. Further
research is required to characterize the resulting microstructures
and material properties in the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga.
Processing Ni-Mn-Ga by L-PBF dilutes manganese and
gallium from the end-product. Increasing VED was observed to
increase the relative amount of vaporized manganese and gallium.
The sample with the lowest VED value of 57 J/mm3 exhibited a
drop of 1.0 at. % in the relative amount of manganese, while the
sample with the highest VED value of 133 J/mm3 exhibited drops
of 1.6 and 0.8 at. % in the relative amounts of manganese and
gallium. Despite the dilution, VED values of 57 and 80 J/mm3
resulted in cuboid deposition with average compositions of Ni
51.0 at. %, Mn 27.2 at. %, and Ga 21.8 at. %, which approximate
the ideal target composition of Ni 50 at. %, Mn 28 at. %, and Ga
22 at. %. It is, therefore, suggested that the dilution of manganese
and gallium should be taken into account in the development of
the prealloyed powders in the future. Further research is required
in order to map compositional diﬀerences and distributions of
alloying elements on a smaller scale.
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Additive manufacturing (AM) has gone through major developments in the past decade, enabling the rapid
manufacture of complex geometries from traditional engineering materials. This study aims to facilitate the
development and additive manufacturing of a new generation of fast and simple digital components with integrated magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloy sections that can be actuated by an external magnetic field. Here,
we employ a systematic design of experiments (DoE) approach for investigating laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF)
of a Ni-Mn-Ga based MSM alloy. The effects of the applied process parameters on the chemical composition and
relative density are determined, and detailed investigations are conducted on the microstructural properties of
the as-deposited material obtained using optimized parameters. The results show that although the L-PBF of NiMn-Ga is characterized by an ever-present loss of Mn, deposition of Ni-Mn-Ga with a high relative density of
98.3% and a minimal loss of Mn at ∼1.1 at.% is feasible. The material produced in this manner was compositionally near homogenous and, in as-deposited condition, consisted of a mixture of 14 M and non-modulated
(NM) martensites. However, combined measurements by the low-field ac magnetic susceptibility method (LFMS)
and DSC revealed that the phase transformation of the as-deposited material from martensite to austenite, and
vice versa, was broad and occurred in a paramagnetic state. Inspection by SEM revealed a layered microstructure
with a stripe-like surface relief that originated from the presence of martensitic twins within the sample.
Additionally, AFM and MFM measurements showed that in as-deposited Ni-Mn-Ga, there exists a weak MFM
contrast that can be attributed to the twinned martensite having magnetic anisotropy. Overall, L-PBF shows high
potential for the production of functional Ni-Mn-Ga based MSM alloys.

1. Introduction
Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys are a class of materials that
produce stresses and strains when exposed to a magnetic field [1,2].
The Ni-Mn-Ga system is one of the most studied MSM materials. In
contrast to the competing giant magnetostrictive materials, which can
only strain up to 0.1% [3], single-crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga has been shown
to develop strains of 12% [4] and high strain accelerations of
1.6 × 106 m/s2 [5]. In addition, the fatigue life of the alloy can exceed
2 × 109 cycles [6]. For these reasons, MSM alloys have a high potential
for replacing traditional mechanisms and piezoelectric materials in
small devices such as fast microactuators [7,8], pumps for the precise
dosing of liquids [9–12], sensors [13], and devices for generating energy from mechanical vibrations [14,15]. In addition to single-crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga, foamy polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga has been shown to exhibit up to 8.7% recoverable strains [16], thus overcoming grain

⁎

boundary constraints that typically limit magnetic-field-induced strain
(MFIS) in bulk polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga. From a manufacturing perspective, foamy polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga offers greater feasibility as it
can be manufactured using replication casting [16], spark plasma sintering [17] or directional solidification [18]. In addition, additive
manufacturing (AM) of near net shape polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga parts
with controlled porosity has recently attracted interest, as it could enable manufacturing of foam-like structures with complex geometries
and fewer limitations on the size of the manufactured object. Therefore,
AM could facilitate the development of a new generation of fast and
simple digital components by allowing manufacturing of special components integrating MSM alloy sections that can be actuated by an
external magnetic field.
Common approaches to the additive manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga
have focused on 3D ink printing [19,20] using inks with elemental
powders or binder jetting [21–27] using pre-alloyed Ni-Mn-Ga pow-
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ders. Although these processes have proven feasible for producing
complex geometries, the binders they use affect the chemical integrity
of the manufactured samples as the crystal structure of Ni-Mn-Ga is
highly susceptible to compositional variation and impurities [28–30].
Alternatively, the use of binders can be avoided by using additive
manufacturing processes based on melting the material, such as laser
additive manufacturing (LAM). Previous work on laser additive manufacturing of Ni-Mn-Ga is limited to a few investigations into manufacturing polycrystalline material from pre-alloyed Ni-Mn-Ga powders
using a laser based directed energy deposition (L-DED) process [31] and
laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) [32–34]. Both of the aforementioned
LAM processes are in principle quite similar. The fundamental difference is that L-DED deposits material layer-by-layer using a laser beam
and a dynamical powder or wire feed, while L-PBF is based on selective
laser melting of a pre-spread powder layers. In general, L-PBF allows
the realization of more complex geometries than L-DED, facilitating
greater geometrical design freedom with MSM alloys. However, L-PBF
is also characterized by a rapid heating and cooling of the processed
material. Previous research on manufacturing Ni-Mn-Ga using L-DED
[31], L-PBF [34] and other rapid cooling processes, such as melt spinning [35,36] or gas atomization [37], implies that the material properties, such as the microstructure, compositional homogeneity and
magnetic properties, are impacted by this rapid cooling. Although the
initial material properties can be retained to some extent through postprocess annealing [32,34], it is important to understand the processing
conditions and their effect on the properties of the processed material in
as-deposited condition.
From the perspective of process development, the ability to control
composition, microstructure and porosity is essential for obtaining
MFIS in polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga. Although porous material can be
easily produced in L-PBF as a defect, the morphology, size and distribution of such pores are nearly uncontrollable. Therefore, the ability
to obtain a fully dense material is fundamental to avoid possible issues
with mechanical properties, such as breaking of the tensile rods during
sample preparation in [34]. Hence, process development for L-PBF of
Ni-Mn-Ga should strive towards production of material with a high
relative density and subsequent introduction of a foam-like structure
with controlled porosity, for example, in a form of a fine lattice structure [32,39]. Previous investigations on the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga have
demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining 93.5–96.8% [33] and
88.5–92.9% [34] densities for the as-deposited material. However, the
aforementioned studies show that some Mn and Ga may be lost in the
process and that increasing the relative density may come at the cost of
increased Mn loss. In the case of Ni-Mn-Ga, loss of Mn during the L-PBF
process is expected because of the high vapor pressure and low boiling
temperature [38] of Mn in comparison to the other elements in the
alloy.
For these reasons, systematic experimental research is of paramount
importance to understand the laser–material interactions in the L-PBF
of Ni-Mn-Ga and the effects of the process parameters on the properties
of the material in as-deposited condition. The aim of this study is to
employ a series of Box–Behnken based experimental designs to determine the effects of the process parameters on the composition and
relative density of Ni-Mn-Ga deposited by L-PBF and to identify the
optimal processing conditions for obtaining high-density samples with
minimal Mn loss. Besides process optimization, this study aims to determine whether L-PBF can produce polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga with
appropriate properties in as-deposited condition to later obtain MFIS in
post-process heat-treated material. Additionally, this study aims to
identify some of the required post-processing steps for the as-deposited
material. For this purpose, the optimized process parameters are subsequently used for the deposition of a series of Ni-Mn-Ga samples on a
compositionally similar Ni-Mn-Ga substrate, and detailed investigations
are conducted on the compositional, microstructural and crystal
structures of the material in as-deposited condition.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Laser powder bed fusion system
All samples were manufactured using an in-house built L-PBF
system that utilizes an IPG single mode ytterbium fiber laser
(λ = 1075 nm, maximum Pavg = 200 W) as a primary heat source for
melting. Measurement using a Primes MicroSpotMonitor showed that
the laser produced a beam with a near Gaussian power distribution, a
focal point diameter of ∼82 μm, a Rayleigh length of 3.24 mm, and a
beam parameter product of 0.53 mm mrad. The system was equipped
with a semi-automated build platform system with a slot for detachable
substrate pieces. Repeatability of the powder layer deposition from
patch to patch during the experiments was ensured by a delicate mechanical calibration of the re-coater blade of the system with each
substrate before the sample deposition.
2.2. Ni-Mn-Ga powder
The used Ni-Mn-Ga powder was prepared by gas atomization in an
inert argon atmosphere. The volume-weighted particle size distribution
(d0.1 = 19.4 μm, d0.5 = 44.1 μm, and d0.9 = 82.2 μm), as shown in
Fig. 1a, was determined for the powder using the automated optical
particle analyzer Morphologi G3S by Malvern Panalytical Ltd. The
powder was further evaluated using a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) Hitachi SU3500. As shown in Fig. 1b, the powder consisted
mainly of spherical particles, although some irregularly shaped satellites and spatters were observed within the powder. The powder
composition, as shown in Table 1, was measured with an absolute accuracy of 0.3 at.% using the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyzer X-Strata
960 (Oxford Instruments) and a reference sample of known composition. Although composition of the initial powder corresponds to fivelayered modulated (tetragonal, 10 M) martensite structure, X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the powder showed mostly an austenitic structure
(cubic, Heusler type of order) with two additional low intensity peaks
originating from the 10 M martensite at angles of 50.26° and 52.73°.
Additionally, measurements by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and low-field ac magnetic susceptibility method (LFMS) confirmed that

Fig. 1. (a) Particle size distribution of the used Ni-Mn-Ga powder; (b) SEM
image of the powder; (c) two patches of the deposited samples on stainless steel
substrates.
2
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the substrate on sample quality, a single patch of four samples was
deposited on an austenitic single-crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga substrate using
optimized parameters obtained from the initial experiments on stainless
steel substrates. The Ni-Mn-Ga substrate was a disk (Ø 22 mm, thickness
∼4.1 mm) cut from an oriented single-crystalline bar prepared by
AdaptaMat Ltd. The composition of the Ni-Mn-Ga substrate, shown in
Table 1, was measured using the aforementioned XRF analyzer. A 5 mm
gap was left between each sample to minimize thermal interaction
between samples during deposition.

Table 1
Compositions of the used powder and substrates. All values arepresented in at.
%.
Sample

Si

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

Ga

Mo

Ni-Mn-Ga powder
316 L substrates
Ni-Mn-Ga substrate

–
1.0
–

–
19.0
–

28.5
1.7
26.0

–
68.6
–

49.8
9.6
50.1

21.7
–
23.9

–
0.2
–

Table 2
Summary of the used process parameters.

2.4. Sample preparation and analysis

Parameter

Series 1

Series 2

Optimized samples

Powder layer thickness (μm)
Laser power (W)

60
50, 85, 120

60
200

Scanning speed (mm/s)

50, 125,
200
50, 75, 100
56-567

60
100, 150,
200
150, 300,
450
50, 75, 100
49-333

Hatch distance (μm)
Volume energy density (J/
mm3)

The samples deposited on stainless steel substrates were first cut
perpendicular to the build direction from a height of ∼2.5 mm in build
direction using a high precision wire saw (Princeton Scientific
Corporation, WS2). The samples were consecutively ground incrementally using SiC abrasives and then mechanically polished using
napless cloth and diamond paste with 3 and 0.04 μm grain sizes. The
relative density of each deposited sample was determined optically by
measuring the area fraction of pores in the polished sections of the
samples using a customized optical microscope (Zeiss Axio Scope.A1) in
combination with the open source image processing software ImageJ.
The contour scan area of each sample, ∼200 μm from the sample edge
toward the center of the sample, was ignored in the measurement. The
results were averaged from three consecutive cycles of sample preparation and measurement. Between each measurement, ∼0.5 mm of
material was removed in the build direction of the sample. Although
sectioning and inspection of the samples along build direction revealed
minor layering of the lack-of fusion pores on inter-layer boundaries,
these pores were generally large, up to several hundred μm in diameter,
and often spanned across multiple deposition layers. The inspection did
not reveal clear layering of the spherical gas pores. Thus, the porosity
measurements were considered representative.
The overall compositions of the samples were determined by averaging the results of the XRF measurements (6 × 6 grid) obtained from
polished sections of the sample top surfaces at a height of ∼2.5 mm
from the substrate surface in build direction of the sample. An inspection of the sample-substrate interface by EDS confirmed that melting of
the substrate had occurred and that there was compositional mixing
between the stainless steel substrates and the deposited samples.
However, the samples with the largest amount of compositional mixing
showed only minor amounts of chromium and iron propagated at a
length of ∼300 μm from the sample–substrate interface in the build
direction of the sample, thus the compositional mixing was limited to
the first few layers of the sample. Therefore, compositional mixing
between the stainless steel substrates and the deposited samples was
ruled out as a potential source of error in the XRF measurements. The
relative accuracy of the EDS measurement from point to point was
∼1%.
Response surface methodology was used in combination with analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the approximation and visualization of
the effects of the varied process parameters on the relative density and
composition of the as-deposited samples. Mn content (at.%) of the
samples was used as a performance variable to represent composition
during modeling. A quadratic (2nd degree) model was used for both
relative density and Mn content to avoid overfitting. A cut-off value for
the statistical significance of the results was determined, whereby factors with a p-value < 0.01 were considered statistically significant and
the factors with a p-value ≥0.01 were considered statistically insignificant.
The samples manufactured on the Ni-Mn-Ga substrate were first
separated from the substrate by the high precision wire saw and then
ground incrementally using SiC abrasives. The samples were subsequently electropolished using a constant voltage of 12 V at 253 K in an
electrolyte solution containing a 3:1 volumetric ratio of ethanol to 60%
HNO3. The relative densities of the deposited samples were determined

450
100
74

the powder was austenitic at ambient temperature. Corresponding observations about gas atomization have been reported in [37].
2.3. Design of the experiments
The process parameters used in this study are summarized in
Table 2. All samples were deposited at ambient temperature without
substrate preheating and in an inert argon atmosphere using a constant
powder layer thickness (t, mm) of 60 μm and a bidirectional scanning
strategy with a 60° turn of the scanning direction from layer-to-layer.
The hatched region of each sample was surrounded by a single contour
scan with a 90% overlap with the hatched area. The same laser and
scanning parameters were used for both hatched and contour scans of
the samples. All deposited samples were cuboids with the dimensions
3.5 × 3.5 × 3.5 mm3. The cuboids were orientated on the substrate in
two rows so that the x–y hatch directions of the L-PBF system were
aligned with the side faces of the cuboids. The laser beam was focused
on the surface of the powder bed during sample deposition.
Selection of the process parameters for initial process optimization
was carried out using two partially overlapping Box–Behnken based
experimental designs (series 1 and 2) with three predetermined levels
for each of the three varied parameters: laser power (P, W), scanning
speed (v, mm/s), and hatch distance (h, mm). The volume energy
density (VED) of the deposited samples was calculated using Eq. 1 and
ranged from 49 to 567 J/mm3.

VED =

P
v *h*t

(1)

The initial samples (Fig. 1c) were deposited on austenitic 316 L
stainless steel substrates that were prepared from a cold rolled sheet by
laser cutting and grinding to the final dimensions of 10 × 30 × 5 mm3.
Using stainless steel as a substrate material provided a cost-effective
approach for the initial parameter optimization. The composition of the
316 L substrates, as shown in Table 1, was measured by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) using a Hitachi SU3500 SEM with a relative
accuracy of 5%. The composition of the 316 L substrates was within the
limits set by standardization. The samples were deposited in patches of
eight samples on four substrates using a randomized sample order.
Some parameter combinations were repeated to allow an estimation of
the sample deposition reliability. A 1.2 mm wide gap was left between
each sample. To minimize the thermal interaction between samples
during deposition, a short delay of 60 s was set between melting the
same layer of each sample.
In order to minimize the possible influence of alloying elements of
3
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using the aforementioned optical measurement technique, whereas the
overall composition and homogeneity of each sample were evaluated
using EDS and XRF. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was conducted using a PerkinElmer DSC4000 with a measurement temperature
range of 303–393 K to determine the phase transformation and Curie
temperatures of the L-PBF sample, the initial powder and the Ni-Mn-Ga
substrate. The DSC measurement was complemented with the low-field
ac magnetic susceptibility method (LFMS) to confirm the Curie temperatures of the aforementioned samples. The LFMS measurement was
conducted with a temperature range of ∼303–393 K using an in-house
developed setup. The XRD analysis of the samples and the initial
powder was implemented using a PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer
(Co tube, λ = 0.17890 nm) equipped with a hybrid monochromator, a
PIXcel3D-Medipix3 detector, and a heating stage. Microstructural
analysis of the samples was implemented using optical microscopy and
SEM. The volume-weighted distribution and average grain size of a
sample was determined with the linear intercept method using a
MATLAB-based program originally developed in [40] by first manually
tracing the grain boundaries from the obtained SEM images. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) measurements were implemented using a Park Systems XE7 for the characterization of the observed martensitic twins within the as-deposited
samples.

expected that the accuracy of each model is limited to the area between
the samples due to the used experimental design and the simple
quadratic polynomial fit. However, as the models were only intended
for the initial parameter optimization and to study the effects of the
applied process parameters, this was considered a sufficient approximation to the made observations and provided a good basis for further
process optimization using the aforementioned L-PBF system. The
contour plots of the two fitted models in Fig. 2 show the effects of
applied laser power, scanning speed and hatch distance on the relative
density and Mn content of the as-deposited samples.
An inspection of the contour plots of relative density in Fig. 2 reveals that for each used value of hatch distance, there exists a clear area
of optimum processing conditions where the highest relative densities
are achieved. Additionally, the morphology of the observed pores
within the samples appears to be affected by their position relative to
this area of high relative density. Examples of observed sample sections
with different porosities are presented in Fig. 3. Based on previous
scientific literature on the topic [41–46], the consolidation of powder
and the consequent densification of the deposited sample in L-PBF can
be simplified as follows. At optimal VED conditions, the highest relative
densities are achieved through the optimal combination of the formation of single tracks with sufficient penetration into the underlying
material and the stacking of the consecutive adjacent tracks. A variation
of the process parameters from optimum toward low VED conditions
leads to the formation of lack-of-fusion pores with irregular morphologies through an incomplete or non-existent connection of the produced tracks to consecutive tracks or layers. Additionally, balling and
other phenomena connected to the instability of single track formation
likely contribute to pore formation. If the process parameters are varied
from the optimum toward high VED conditions, the density of the
sample begins to decrease due to the formation of spherical gas pores as
excessive laser power with a low scanning speed may shift the process
from conduction mode melting to keyhole melting [41,42].
The described evolution of the processing conditions is clearly observable in Fig. 2. Here, the samples with irregular pores are primarily
located at the bottom right side and the samples with spherical pores
are located at the top left side along the scanning speed–laser power

3. Results and discussion
The used combinations of the process parameters in series 1 and 2
with the corresponding relative densities and average compositions are
shown in Table 3, whereby the error shown represents the standard
deviation of the measurement of each sample. As can be observed from
the ANOVA in Table 4, both fitted quadratic polynomial models are
statistically significant (p < 0.01) and can thus provide an adequate
approximation within the applied range of variables. Additionally, the
relatively high correlation coefficients obtained for each of the models
for relative density (R2 = 0.855, R2pred = 0.669, RMSE = 2.86) and Mn
content (R2 = 0.927, R2pred = 0.786, RMSE = 0.82) indicate moderate
consistency between the experimental and predicted values. It is

Table 3
Relative compositions and densities of the as-deposited samples. Presented errors correspond to standard deviations of the measurements.
Sample
h (μm)

P (W)

v (mm/s)

VED (J/mm3)

Ni (at.%)

Mn (at.%)

Ga (at.%)

Density (%)

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

50
85
85
100
120
150
150
200
50
50
85
100
100
120
120
150
200
200
50
85
85
100
120
150
150
200

125
50
200
300
125
150
450
300
50
200
125
150
450
50
200
300
150
450
125
50
200
300
125
150
450
300

133
567
142
111
320
333
111
222
222
56
151
148
49
533
133
111
296
99
67
283
71
56
160
167
56
111

51.6
64.6
51.2
51.9
58.7
59.1
51.7
56.8
52.7
50.3
52.6
53.6
50.8
64.2
52.5
51.9
58.3
51.6
50.0
56.2
50.3
50.8
53.7
53.4
50.6
51.7

27.1
19.1
27.4
26.7
21.0
19.9
26.5
21.8
26.6
27.9
26.3
25.0
27.4
17.2
26.1
26.4
20.6
26.7
28.0
24.4
28.1
27.4
25.4
25.2
27.6
26.7

21.2
16.3
21.3
21.4
20.3
21.0
21.9
21.4
20.8
21.8
21.2
21.4
21.8
18.6
21.4
21.7
21.0
21.7
22.0
19.4
21.6
21.8
20.9
21.4
21.8
21.6

75.2
86.2
87.7
79.4
95.2
92.7
93.7
96.2
81.0
72.6
91.2
94.9
83.1
92.6
97.8
91.8
93.7
98.7
76.0
93.5
93.9
84.2
96.8
94.2
94.8
98.5

4

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.71
2.67
1.01
1.33
1.50
0.83
0.44
0.81
0.92
0.29
1.50
1.24
0.38
1.71
0.67
0.86
1.00
0.44
0.62
1.96
0.56
0.43
1.18
0.77
0.24
0.58

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.85
3.93
1.29
1.68
2.51
0.83
0.48
0.78
1.21
0.42
1.58
1.33
0.38
2.06
0.70
0.99
0.96
0.49
0.59
2.96
0.71
0.41
1.35
0.89
0.27
0.75

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.30
1.55
0.42
0.54
1.13
0.20
0.11
0.08
0.60
0.17
0.50
0.24
0.10
1.09
0.14
0.24
0.13
0.12
0.58
1.24
0.30
0.13
0.44
0.26
0.09
0.19

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

4.8
2.8
1.6
2.1
0.9
2.1
0.4
0.5
3.2
5.2
1.5
0.6
3.7
0.5
0.3
2.4
0.9
0.5
2.7
0.9
2.3
1.8
0.6
1.1
1.1
0.3
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Table 4
ANOVA for the quadratic polynomial models of relative density and Mn content.
Relative density (%)

Mn content (at.%)

Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

Model
P
h
v
P2
h2
v2
P*h
P*v
h*v
Error
Total

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
25

1257.04
1024.75
32.37
97.48
314.14
8.07
12.57
1.20
116.81
0.39
213.12
1470.16

139.67
1024.75
32.37
97.48
314.14
8.07
12.57
1.20
116.81
0.39
13.32
–

10.49
76.93
2.43
7.32
23.58
0.61
0.94
0.09
8.77
0.03
–
–

0.000
0.000
0.139
0.016
0.000
0.448
0.346
0.768
0.009
0.866
–
–

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
25

223.485
62.910
25.094
119.637
0.187
0.260
29.358
12.374
10.756
12.088
17.481
240.965

24.832
62.910
25.094
119.637
0.187
0.260
29.358
12.374
10.756
12.088
1.093
–

22.73
57.58
22.97
109.50
0.17
0.24
26.87
11.33
9.85
11.06
–
–

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.685
0.632
0.000
0.004
0.006
0.004
–
–

axis in comparison to the area of high relative density. Additionally,
there exist samples at intermediate positions with low values of scanning speed that possess pores of both morphologies, which implies the
presence of imbalanced processing conditions, whereby keyhole
melting occurs alongside single track instability or the poor stacking of
consecutive tracks. In this study, the observed lack-of-fusion pores were
up to several hundred μm in diameter, whereas the observed spherical
pores were noticeably smaller, generally < 70 μm in diameter. Thus,
the larger standard deviation of relative density in the lower-density
samples was suspected to attribute to the highly irregular morphology
of the lack-of-fusion pores. The lack of high relative density samples at
low laser power and scanning speed values implies that the parameter
spacing of these values in the used experimental design may have been
too large in this region. Taking additional samples into account and
possibly using narrower spacing between the parameter levels in this
region could improve the accuracy and extent of the model. Additionally, minor amounts of cracks were observed in some of the
samples, which was expected based on the previous research by [33].
However, the cracking was not observed with the optimized parameters
and is thus not addressed further in this study. Further research on the
topic is required.
Although there appears to be an overall exchange between the increasing relative density and the decrease of the fraction of Mn, the
effects of the applied process parameters on relative density and Mn
content are remarkably different. It can be observed from the contour
plots of Mn content in Fig. 2 that the marked levels of VED are almost
parallel with the contour lines of Mn content, which implies that VED
may be used as an explanatory parameter for composition in the present
L-PBF system. However, Fig. 2 shows that VED generally does not
provide a sufficient approximation of the resulting relative density of a
sample. This is expected because VED is essentially a thermodynamic
parameter that does not describe well the complex physical phenomena
connected with densification in L-PBF. An inspection of the p-values in
Table 4 reveals that the statistically significant parameters (in order of
significance) for relative density were P, P2, P*v and v, whereas the
statistically significant parameters for Mn content were v, P, v2, h, P*h,
h*v, and P*v. Thus, it appears that relative density is mainly affected by
the applied laser power and its product with scanning speed, whereas
Mn content is significantly influenced by most of the applied parameters. This confirms the previous statement about VED. In particular,
applied hatch distance had a relatively large impact on Mn content,
whereas it appeared to have only an imperceptible impact on relative
density. In fact, the effect of hatch distance is noticeable in Fig. 2 as a
shift of the area of high relative density towards lower values of scanning speed when hatch distance is increased. This is expected because
larger values of hatch distance require wider tracks to obtain a sufficient overlap from track to track. Track width is primarily influenced by
the applied laser power and scanning speed, which explains the

significance of these parameters on the formation of relative density in
L-PBF.
Fig. 4 shows that the samples with low values of VED are compositionally close to the initial powder, exhibiting only a ∼0.5-1.0 at.%
decrease in the fraction of Mn, and overall the Mn content appears to
saturate towards the Mn content of the initial powder when VED is
decreased. The slight decrease of Mn content with VED values under
∼50 J/mm3 in Fig. 2 occurs due to the model inaccuracy, as this value
represents the samples with the lowest VED in this study. However,
Fig. 4 shows a distinctive decrease in the fraction of Mn, while a corresponding increase in the fraction of Ni can be observed simultaneously when VED is increased above ∼75-100 J/mm3. Additionally, a
decrease in the fraction of Ga is observed when VED is increased above
∼200-250 J/mm3. The presented evolution of the composition is in
good agreement with the results presented in previous studies [33,34]
and is linked to the vaporization of Mn and Ga during the L-PBF process. A second observation that can be made from Table 3 and Fig. 4 is
that the standard deviation of the measured composition increases toward the high VED samples. As supported by previous observations
[47], the reason for the observed phenomenon may be connected to
localized segregation or a selective vaporization of certain elements on
a small scale when VED is increased. However, the low VED samples
near ∼50 J/mm3 exhibited standard deviations of the composition
within the approximate range of the accuracy of the measurement.
These results suggest that, with the present L-PBF system, high-density
Ni-Mn-Ga samples can be deposited with minimal loss of Mn by
avoiding combinations of process parameters that produce VED values
above ∼75 J/mm3. However, a minimum amount of ∼0.5-2.0 at.% of
Mn was lost with all parameter combinations, which implies that an
over-alloying of Mn into the initial powder is required to counteract the
vaporization of Mn during the L-PBF process.
As determined from the fit presented in Fig. 2, the highest relative
density of a sample within the area covered by the model is obtained
with a minimal value of VED by using a hatch distance of 100 μm, a
scanning speed of 450 mm/s and a laser power of 200 W. The L-PBF
samples deposited on the Ni-Mn-Ga substrate using the aforementioned
combination of process parameters were 98.3% dense and had an
overall composition of 50.9 at.% Ni, 27.4 at.% Mn, and 21.7 at.% Ga in
as-deposited condition. Thus, the samples exhibited a 1.1 at.% decrease
in the fraction of Mn and a corresponding increase in the fraction of Ni
in comparison to the initial powder. The fraction of Ga remained the
same compared to the initial powder, as expected based on the samples
deposited on the stainless steel substrates. An EDS analysis of a sample
was carried out to determine whether any segregation or scattering of
the chemical elements had occurred. Fig. 5 shows the image result of an
area scan based EDS measurement of a sample deposited on the Ni-MnGa substrate obtained from a section along the build direction of the
sample. Although the figure features a boundary separating two
5
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Fig. 2. Effect of applied laser power and scanning speed on relative density (R2 = 0.855,
R2pred = 0.669, RMSE = 2.86) and Mn content
(R2 = 0.927, R2pred = 0.786, RMSE = 0.82) of
as-deposited
Ni-Mn-Ga
samples.
(a)
h = 100 μm; (b) h = 75 μm; (c) and h = 50 μm.
For reference, locations of four selected VED
levels has been marked using black dashed
lines. Sample locations have been marked with
symbols that correspond to the type of porosity
observed within the sample: ○ gas porosity, △
irregular shaped lack-of-fusion pores, and ◇
combination of the two. For reference, see
Fig. 3.

consecutive adjacent tracks and the underlying layer, the composition
of the sample appears to be moderately homogenous with only minor
noticeable variation. This detected variation is so small that it cannot be
reliably distinguished from the noise and uncertainty of the measurement itself. No apparent oxidation is observable within the section,
except in two pores, whereby the oxygen likely originated from the
sample preparation. A low amount of apparent element scattering
within the as-deposited sample is considered beneficial for obtaining a
homogenous material after compositional ordering heat-treatment.
Fig. 6 shows the results of the DSC and LFMS measurements of an LPBF sample. For reference, the measurements were also carried out on
the initial powder and the Ni-Mn-Ga substrate. The phase transformation and Curie temperatures of the samples were determined from the

Fig. 3. Examples of sample sections with different porosities observed by optical microscope. (a) a sample with irregular shaped lack-of-fusion pores
(P = 50 W, v = 125 mm/s, h = 100 μm); (b) a high-density sample with a low
amount of gas pores (P = 200 W, v = 300 mm/s, h = 100 μm); (c) a lower
density sample with an increased amount of gas pores (P = 150 W,
v = 150 mm/s, h = 50 μm).
6
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Fig. 6. DSC (heat flow versus temperature) and LFMS (magnetization versus
temperature) curves obtained for: (a) a sample deposited by L-PBF; (b) initial
Ni-Mn-Ga powder; (c) a single-crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga used as a substrate.

Fig. 4. Effect of the applied VED on chemical composition averaged from XRF
measurements on ground and polished top-surfaces of as-deposited Ni-Mn-Ga
samples.

compared to the single-crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga used as a substrate. For the
sample deposited by L-PBF, the transformation from martensite to
austenite, and vice versa, occurred in a paramagnetic state. Additionally, the transformation and Curie temperatures for both the initial powder and the L-PBF sample were broad, in the range of ∼2030 K, and there exists a large deviation from previously reported values
[28] for a similar alloy composition. A difference in transformation and
Curie temperatures between the initial powder and the L-PBF sample
was expected because the as-deposited sample exhibited a loss of Mn in
comparison to the initial powder. Additionally, the powder exhibited
austenitic structure of the crystal lattice at ambient temperature due to
the residual internal stresses created by the gas atomization process
[37]. It has been previously suggested for the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy deposited
by LAM [31,34] that the shift and broadening of the main transformation peaks could correspond to minor compositional variations,
lattice strains, or the presence of multiple phases or martensite structures. It is expected that the initial powder and the L-PBF sample would
recover more typical values for transformation and Curie temperatures
after compositional and structural ordering heat-treatments [32,34,37].
However, the results of the DSC and LFMS measurements imply that the
as-deposited sample was almost fully martensitic at ambient temperature. Measurements by SEM and XRD later confirmed this observation.
Fig. 7 shows the X-ray diffractograms and identified peaks obtained
from a sample as deposited by L-PBF, with a diffractogram obtained
from the initial Ni-Mn-Ga powder presented for reference. To increase
ration of peak intensities to background level, scanning line mode of 2D
detectors and low background single-crystal Si-111 were used to record
the pattern for of the L-PBF sample at 298 K. The diffraction pattern
originating from the Si-111 holder is presented in Fig. 7 also, and the
peaks originating from it were disregarded in the analysis of the diffraction of the L-PBF sample. Approximate lattice parameters were
determined for the identified phases in both the initial powder and the
L-PBF sample and are presented in Table 6. After a detailed inspection
of the obtained diffractions from the L-PBF sample at 298 K and 433 K,
it can be concluded with high confidence that the crystal structure of
the as-deposited L-PBF sample at ambient temperature was a mixture of
14 M and NM martensites, as supported by the following arguments. At
433 K, the L-PBF sample exhibits an austenitic crystal structure –
compare the diffractions obtained for the initial powder and the L-PBF
sample at 433 K. When the sample is cooled to 298 K, the corresponding
austenite peaks disappear and a new pattern emerges. Therefore, diffraction peaks from the L-PBF sample at 298 K must originate from one

Fig. 5. EDS image of a section along the build direction of an L-PBF sample asdeposited on a compositionally similar Ni-Mn-Ga substrate.

obtained curves and are further summarized in Table 5. Although
previous research [34] on the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga reported the paramagnetic behavior of as-deposited material, the samples deposited by LPBF in this study showed a clear ferromagnetic behavior during measurement by LFMS. This difference in magnetic behavior may be linked
to the notable compositional difference between the used Ni-Mn-Ga
alloys in [34] and this study or other differences in the processing
conditions. However, LFMS signals obtained from both the initial
powder and the L-PBF sample implies an inferior magnetization
7
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Table 5
Phase transformation and Curie temperatures of an as-deposited L-PBF sample, the initial powder and the Ni-Mn-Ga substrate, as measured by LFMS* and DSC.
Sample

Tc (K)

As (K)

Apeak (K)

Af (K)

Ms (K)

Mpeak (K)

Mf (K)

SG substrate
Powder
L-PBF sample

376*, 380
345-359*
325-346*

282
260
376

283
271
393

287
284
408

275
278
395

273
267
390

270
259
370

or several martensite phases. For the sample at 298 K, the observed
peaks at small angles of 30-40° indicate the orthorhombic structure of
14 M martensite. After deduction of the peaks associated with the 14 M
structure, a consideration of the additional peaks provides a very reasonable correspondence with the non-modulated (NM) martensite
structure. Some additional peaks that were present but were not identified may be connected to the modulation of 14 M martensite. Additionally, the broadening of the diffraction lines and abnormally low
intensity of the diffraction obtained from the L-PBF sample implies the
presence of a localized variation of lattice parameters, possibly due to
compositional variation and internal stresses in the as-deposited material [48].
Fig. 8 shows two SEM images, one perpendicular to the build direction and another along the build direction of the sample, obtained
from a ground and electropolished L-PBF sample manufactured on the
Ni-Mn-Ga substrate. Overall, the observed structure is typical of materials processed by L-PBF, featuring the clearly distinguishable
boundaries and profiles of each deposited track. The volume-weighted
average grain size of the L-PBF sample was determined as 16.6 μm, and
the measured grain size distribution is shown in Fig. 9. The measured
grain size is small but within the range typical for the L-PBF process. No
apparent L-PBF process related cracking was observed within the

Table 6
Approximate lattice parameters obtained for the initial powder and an as-deposited L-PBF sample.
Sample

Phase

a0 (nm)

aM (nm)

bM (nm)

cM (nm)

γM (°)

Powder 298 K
L-PBF sample 298 K

Austenite
NM
14 M
Austenite

0.5830
–
–
0.5838

–
0.538
0.6207
–

–
0.538
0.5817
–

–
0.665
0.5520
–

–
–
90.5
–

L-PBF sample 433 K

samples deposited using the optimized parameters. As is apparent in the
image, L-PBF did not produce a dendritic cooling structure; instead,
there exists a parallel stripe-like surface relief throughout the L-PBF
sample. Typically, this kind of striping with contrasting areas is linked
to martensitic twin variants in Ni-Mn-Ga based alloys. As the results
from the DSC/LFMS and XRD measurements indicated that the as-deposited sample was martensitic at ambient temperature, it is concluded
that the stripe-like surface relief observed within the L-PBF sample must
originate from twin variants. The orientation of the twins appears to
vary from grain to grain, and in some areas, the twins are more pronounced because of a larger width of ∼5 μm; for reference, see the SEM
image with larger magnification in Fig. 5. Additionally, some of the

Fig. 7. XRD patterns obtained from: (a) the initial Ni-Mn-Ga powder at 298 K; (b) an as-deposited L-PBF sample at 298 K and 433 K. Diffraction pattern of the Siholder used during the XRD measurement of the L-PBF sample at 298 K has been marked with a dotted line. Recognized peaks and peak indexes for austenite (A),
non-modulated martensite (NM) and orthorhombic martensite phase (14 M) have been marked with arrows.
8
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Fig. 8. SEM images of the microstructure obtained from: (a) a section of a sample perpendicular to the build direction; (b) a section of a sample along the build
direction.

domains themselves are visibly less pronounced. Additionally, with the
L-PBF samples, there exists a minor variation between the MFM contrasts from measurement to measurement, possibly due to compositional variation or internal stresses in the as-deposited material. Alternatively, the observed variation could be linked to the differences in
MFM contrast between different variants at different angles – compare
with the two MFM images obtained for the 10 M martensite sample. As
the orientation of the grains in the L-PBF sample was not inspected in
this study, no conclusive evidence on the effect of grain orientation on
MFM contrast can be presented for the L-PBF samples. Thus, the overall
conclusion can be made that in the L-PBF sample in as-processed condition, there exists a weak MFM contrast that can be attributed to the
twinned martensite having magnetic anisotropy. The MFM contrast was
visible in all scans, which was considered generally beneficial for obtaining a stronger MFM contrast and MFIS promoting properties after
post-process heat-treatment.

Fig. 9. The grain size distribution measured from multiple sections of a sample
along the build direction.

observed twins cross the boundaries between adjacent tracks and consecutive deposition layers.
A series of AFM and MFM measurements was conducted for the LPBF samples in as-deposited condition to investigate magnetic properties of the observed twins. To make a comparison, a heat-treated and
electropolished single-crystalline sample with 10 M martensite structure (40° Ni50Mn28.5Ga21.5 alloy by AdaptaMat Ltd.) was heated to
∼353 K and then cooled to ambient temperature to create a random
twin structure. Fig. 10a shows AFM and MFM images of the 10 M
sample capturing two variants with a- and c-axes perpendicular to the
plane of view and twin variant widths as low as ∼1-2 μm. Where the caxis is perpendicular to the image plane, we can see a characteristic
picture of the branched magnetic domains in the 10 M martensite. On
this scale, a clear MFM contrast between the different twin variants is
observable, and the twin boundaries appear as clearly distinguishable
straight lines. Fig. 10b shows AFM and MFM images of the 10 M martensite sample with the c-axis oriented in the plane of view but rotated
by ∼90 degrees in the neighboring variants. Although the MFM image
confirms the in-plane orientation of the c-axis in both variants, a slight
relief visible in the AFM image indicates that the sample was not cut
exactly along {001} planes. Nevertheless, the MFM phase signal provides enough contrast to differentiate between the variants with a
width as low as ∼1 μm.
The MFM scans of sections of the L-PBF sample, as presented in
Fig. 10c–d, show very small stripes, down to fractions of a micrometer
in width, with magnetic anisotropy that is much weaker compared to
the heat-treated 10 M martensite sample. Additionally, for the 10 M
martensite sample, the twin boundaries are always straight lines with a
clear contrast, and a labyrinth-like domain structure is observable in
the areas where the c-axis is mainly perpendicular to the plane of view.
Meanwhile, for the LPBF sample, the domain boundaries and the

4. Conclusion
This study concentrated on development of an L-PBF process for
production of a Ni-Mn-Ga based MSM alloy with a high relative density
and controlled composition. A series of cuboids was deposited on
stainless steel substrates using gas atomized Ni-Mn-Ga powder and an
in-house developed L-PBF system. Response surface methodology and
analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to determine the effects of the
varied process parameters on composition and relative density of the
as-deposited material. The results show that the L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga is
characterized by the loss of Mn and the corresponding concentration of
Ni. For this reason, future applications using this method will require a
minor over-alloying of Mn into the initial powder to counteract the
observed loss. Increasing VED increased Mn loss, especially for values
above ∼75–100 J/mm3, whereas an increase in the loss of Ga was
observed when VED was increased above ∼200–250 J/mm3.
Additionally, the results revealed highly dissimilar effects of the applied
process parameters on the composition and relative density of the asdeposited material, with a clear optimum where high relative density
material could be produced with minimal loss of Mn.
For studying the properties of the as-deposited material, the optimized parameters were used for manufacturing samples on a Ni-Mn-Ga
substrate compositionally similar to the used powder. The produced
material was 98.3% dense and compositionally near homogenous, exhibiting a ∼1.1 at.% loss of Mn in comparison to the initial powder.
DSC and LFMS measurements indicated that the as-deposited material
was martensitic at ambient temperature. Phase transformations of the
material from martensite to austenite, and vice versa, were broad and
occurred in a paramagnetic state. XRD confirmed that the as-deposited
material consisted of a mixture of 14 M and NM martensites at ambient
9
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XRD and main phase transformation peaks are likely result from minor
variations of the composition and the internal stresses related to the
rapid cooling of the deposited material during the L-PBF process.
Future experiments are planned for optimization of the process towards manufacturing of foam like materials, such as different types of
fine lattice structures, which could exhibit fewer grain boundary constraints and could potentially develop a high MFIS. Although L-PBF
shows high potential for the production of functional Ni-Mn-Ga based
MSM alloys, the results of this study indicate that future research on
post-process heat-treatments is required for obtaining sufficient magnetic properties for MFIS to occur.
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Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys have a high potential as an emerging class of actuator materials for a new
generation of fast and simple digital components. In this study, the MSM alloy Ni50.5Mn27.5Ga22.0 was built via
laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) using gas atomized powder doped with excess Mn to compensate for the ex
pected evaporation of Mn during L-PBF. The built samples were subjected to stepwise chemical homogenization
and atomic ordering heat treatments. The experiments followed a systematic experimental design, using tem
perature and the duration of the homogenization treatment as the varied parameters. Overall, the produced
samples showed only a minor variation in relative density (average density ~98.4%) and chemical composition
from sample to sample. The as-built material showed broad austenite-martensite transformation and low satu
ration magnetization. The crystal structure of the as-built material at ambient temperature was a mixture of
seven-layered modulated orthorhombic (14 M) and five-layered modulated tetragonal (10 M) martensites.
Notably, ordering heat treatment at 800 ◦ C for 4 h without homogenization at a higher temperature was enough
to obtain narrow austenite-14 M martensite transformation, Curie temperature, and saturation magnetization
typical for bulk samples of the same composition. Additionally, homogenization at 1080 ◦ C stabilized the singlephase 14 M martensite structure at ambient temperature and resulted in considerable grain growth for ho
mogenization times above 12 h. The results show that post-process heat treatment can considerably improve the
magneto-structural properties of Ni-Mn-Ga built via L-PBF.

1. Introduction
Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys are a group of functional
materials characterized by a coupling between the structural and mag
netic orders of the material [1,2]. These materials can develop large
reversible magnetic-field-induced strains (MFIS) when, in response to
magnetic-field-induced stress, crystallographic domains (twin variants)
of the martensitic phase are rearranged. Oriented Ni-Mn-Ga single
crystals exhibit the largest MFIS: up to ~6% [3] for five-layered
modulated tetragonal (10 M) martensite and up to ~9.5% [4] for
seven-layered modulated orthorhombic (14 M) martensite.
Non-modulated tetragonal (NM) martensite does not typically exhibit
large MFIS [5,6], although 12% MFIS has been obtained in a doped alloy
exhibiting an NM structure [7]. MSM alloys are emerging as a promising
class of actuator materials for devices requiring a high response fre
quency, a large reversible strain, and high energy efficiency. Examples
of such devices include microactuators [8,9], microfluidic pumps

[10–13], energy conversion devices [14,15], and sensors [16].
Large MFIS in Ni-Mn-Ga is almost exclusively achieved in oriented
single crystals (SC). The motion of twin boundaries is significantly
hindered by the grain boundaries, and thus, polycrystalline MSM alloys
do not generally develop any MFIS. However, polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga
has been shown to develop moderate MFIS when grain boundary con
straints are sufficiently reduced, for example, by increasing porosity
[17–20] or by introducing a strong crystallographic texture [21–24].
Ni-Mn-Ga based polycrystalline foams have been shown to develop up to
8.7% MFIS [17], whereas bulk polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga with a strong
crystallographic texture has been shown to exhibit up to 4% [21].
Improving the manufacturability of functional Ni-Mn-Ga based devices
is the primary motivation for using polycrystalline material instead of
SCs.
For this reason, in recent years, additive manufacturing (AM) has
attracted increasing interest as a promising method for manufacturing
near net shape parts with complex geometries and tailored porosities.
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The majority of AM research on Ni-Mn-Ga has focused on binder-based
processes, such as 3D ink printing [25,26] and binder jetting of
Ni-Mn-Ga [27–33] and Ni-Mn(Cu)-Ga metamagnetic materials [34].
Additionally, a few investigations have recently been published relating
to the laser-based directed energy deposition (L-DED) of Ni-Mn-Ga [35]
and magnetocaloric Ni-Co-Mn-Sn [36,37] as well as the laser powder
bed fusion (L-PBF) of Ni-Mn-Ga [38–42]. Laser additive manufacturing
(LAM) effectively circumvents the use of binder materials. This is
considered beneficial because the magneto-structural properties and
MFIS in Ni-Mn-Ga are highly dependent on chemical composition
[43–49] and atomic ordering [50–61]. However, these properties are
influenced by L-PBF processing conditions.
Previous L-PBF of Ni-Mn-Ga investigations [38–42] revealed some of
the complex interactions between the applied process parameters and
the resulting material properties. Foremost, these studies have demon
strated the feasibility of L-PBF for manufacturing three-dimensional
geometries with high relative densities from Ni-Mn-Ga, with reported
values of 88.5–92.9% [40], 93.5–96.8% [39], and 72.6–98.7% [42]. The
non-equilibrium conditions and rapid heating/cooling during
layer-by-layer melting in L-PBF have been shown to significantly affect
the composition, as well as the resulting phase constitution and
magneto-structural properties of the built Ni-Mn-Ga, through the se
lective evaporation of Mn and quenched-in stresses and atomic disorder
[40,42]. Additionally, previous investigations [38,40] indicated that
some of the initial composition-dependent material properties can to a
large extent be retained via post-process heat treatment. However, the
scientific literature lacks systematic parametric studies on the effects
that heat treatment parameters have on the properties of Ni-Mn-Ga built
using L-PBF. For comparison, studies [27–33] on the binder jetting of
Ni-Mn-Ga exclusively discuss high-temperature sintering as a
post-processing step to achieve the final part from the green part.
Upon cooling, Ni-Mn-Ga MSM alloys undergo a phase transition
sequence, namely liquid → disordered cubic B2’ → ordered cubic L21
(austenite) → low-symmetric martensite. Subsequently, the magnetostructural properties of Ni-Mn-Ga martensites are correlated with the
magneto-structural properties of the cubic L21 parent phase. In princi
ple, the heat treatment of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys is a two-step process,
including chemical homogenization and/or atomic ordering treatments.
The aim of the homogenization treatment is to evenly distribute the
alloy atoms within the material. The typical homogenization treatment
of Ni-Mn-Ga is carried out at ~1000 ◦ C for ≤ 24 h [54,61], which is
generally considered enough to achieve an even distribution of SC ma
terial elements that are typically near-homogenous in their initial state.
However, in comparison to conventionally manufactured samples,
polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga built via L-PBF is expected to be less homog
enous [41,43]. Hence, it may be beneficial to strive for higher temper
atures below the solidus temperature to increase diffusion. The aim of
the ordering treatment is to increase the atomic order degree of the L21
structure, which enhances the stability of martensite, martensitic
transformations, and magneto-structural properties. The highest degree
of long-range atomic ordering can be achieved by treating the material
slightly above the L21 to B2’ transition temperature and then slowly
cooling the sample over the transition to ambient temperature. In the
cited literature, heat treatment below the ordering temperature and fast
quenching have both been shown to decrease long-range ordering.
This work aims to experimentally determine the effects of the heat
treatment parameters on the properties of Ni-Mn-Ga built via L-PBF. For
this purpose, L-PBF was used to manufacture samples from gas atomized
Ni-Mn-Ga powder, while the built samples were subjected to heat
treatments for chemical homogenization and atomic ordering. Detailed
investigations were conducted on the composition, microstructure, and
magneto-structural properties of the built material in both as-built and
heat-treated conditions. This study aims to determine whether heat
treatment can improve the magneto-structural properties of Ni-Mn-Ga
built via L-PBF. The aim is to identify optimal heat treatment condi
tions for the improvement of functional properties, which is critical for

achieving large MFIS in Ni-Mn-Ga manufactured via L-PBF.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Ni-Mn-Ga powder
A pre-alloyed powder with a nominal composition of
Ni49.7Mn29.1Ga21.2 was prepared using an argon gas atomization pro
cess. The powder was pre-alloyed with excess Mn in comparison to the
approximate target composition of ~Ni50.5Mn27.7Ga21.8 to compensate
for the expected evaporation of Mn during L-PBF. The powder compo
sition was determined using an Oxford Instruments X-Strata 960 X-ray
fluorescence analyzer (XRF) calibrated with a Ni-Mn-Ga reference
sample of known composition. The absolute accuracy of the measure
ment was 0.3 at%. The powder was mechanically sieved to obtain a
particle size of < 80 µm. The volume-weighted particle size distribution
(d0.1=8.8 µm, d0.5=21.6 µm, and d0.9=63.5 µm) of the sieved powder
was measured using a Malvern Panalytical Morphologi G3S. As can be
observed from Fig. 1a, the measured patch of powder was largely
dominated by small Ø< 30 µm particles. Analysis using a Hitachi
SU3500 scanning electron microscope (SEM), as shown in Fig. 1b,
confirmed that the powder particles possessed a highly spherical
morphology, with only a minor amount of irregularly shaped particles
present within the analyzed patch.

2.2. Laser powder bed fusion
All samples were built using an in-house built L-PBF testbed system
with a modular build chamber and a semi-automated recoater-build
platform setup. The system was equipped with an IPG YLS-200-SM-WC
continuous-wave single-mode ytterbium fiber laser (λ = 1075 nm,
maximum Pavg = 200 W), producing a laser beam with near-Gaussian
power distribution, a ~82 µm focal point diameter, a Rayleigh length
of 3.24 mm, and a beam parameter product of 0.53 mm mrad. Both the
laser and the scan head (SCANLAB intelliSCAN 10) were controlled

Fig. 1. (a) Volume-weighted particle size distribution of the used Ni-Mn-Ga
powder; (b) SEM image of the powder.
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externally using SCAPS SAMLight scanner software with 3D
functionality.
The applied L-PBF process parameters (summarized in Table 1) were
selected and adjusted to obtain the target composition based on previous
L-PBF process optimization, as performed in [42]. All samples were built
at ambient temperature without substrate preheating in a high-purity
argon atmosphere. The laser beam was focused on the surface of the
powder bed during sample manufacturing. The hatched region of each
sample was melted using a bidirectional scanning strategy with a 60◦
turn of the scanning direction from layer to layer. The edge of each
sample was melted with a single contour scan and a ~90% overlap with
the hatched area. The same combination of process parameters was used
for both hatched and contour scans. All built samples were 5x5x 5 mm3
cuboids, orientated on the substrate in a 3 × 3 matrix so that the side
faces of the cuboids were aligned at a 45◦ angle compared to the x-y
hatch directions of the applied L-PBF system. This specific sample
orientation was chosen to enable a smooth operation of the recoater
blade along the x-direction of the platform as well as to minimize the risk
of recoater collision with the built samples. To minimize thermal
interaction between samples during manufacture, a 5 mm gap was left
between each sample. The samples were built in two patches of nine
samples on high-purity (>99.5%) Ni substrates (Ø 45 mm, thickness
~6.3 mm). High-purity Ni was selected as the substrate material to
ensure chemical combability and to minimize the possible contamina
tion of the built Ni-Mn-Ga by elements in the substrate. Fig. 2 shows a
single patch of built Ni-Mn-Ga samples on a high-purity Ni substrate.

Fig. 2. A patch of nine Ni-Mn-Ga samples built on a high-purity Ni substrate
using L-PBF.
Table 2
Summary of the used heat treatment parameters.

2.3. Heat treatment

Value
60
200
750
100
44.4

250
1000, 1040, 1080
6, 12, 24
100
800
4
Furnace cooling

2.4. Sample preparation and analysis
The samples were ground incrementally using SiC abrasives, then
polished mechanically using a napless cloth and diamond paste with a
3 µm grain size. The relative densities of all samples were determined
optically using a customized Zeiss Axio Scope.A1 optical microscope and
the ImageJ image processing software. The results were obtained by
averaging the area fraction of pores measured from three consecutive
layers on the top surface of each sample (~0.25 mm material removal in
the build direction between each layer). For further characterization, the
samples were electropolished with a constant voltage of 12 V at − 20 ℃
using an in-house developed polishing device. The electropolishing so
lution was a mixture of a 3:1 volumetric ratio of ethanol to 60% HNO3.
The chemical compositions of the samples were determined from sample
top surfaces by averaging 16 measurements (4 × 4 grid scan of full
surface) obtained using an Oxford Instruments X-Strata 960 XRF with a
Ø 300 µm collimator. The microstructure of each sample was imaged
with a Hitachi SU3500 SEM and a polarized Zeiss Axio Scope.A1 optical
microscope. Grain sizes were determined from the obtained SEM images
with a linear intercept method using a combination of the ImageJ soft
ware package and the MATLAB-based program originally developed in
[62]. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) using a Park Systems XE7 was
used for the magnetostructural characterization of the observed
martensitic twins. The crystal structures of the samples were studied
using a PANalytical Empyrean 3 diffractometer (Cu tube,

Table 1
Summary of the used L-PBF process parameters.
Powder layer thickness, t (µm)
Laser power, P (W)
Scanning speed, v (mm/s)
Hatch distance, h (µm)
Volume energy density, VED (J/mm3)

Value

Heating rate 20 ℃ → Th (℃/h)
Homogenization temperature, Th (℃)
Homogenization time, to (h)
Cooling rate Th → To (℃/h)
Ordering temperature, To (℃)
Ordering time, to (h)
Cooling rate To → 20 ℃ (℃/h)

Tables 2 and 3 – which was then decreased for the ordering treatment.
Subsequently, the samples were furnace-cooled to ambient temperature.
The samples were heat-treated in a randomized sample order and some
treatments were repeated for secondary samples to allow for reliability
estimation. Additionally, two reference samples – one without heat
treatment (S1) and one with the ordering treatment without prior ho
mogenization (S2) – were produced to facilitate a comparison. An initial
inspection (composition, martensitic transformation, and crystal struc
ture) of the as-built samples showed only minor variations from sample
to sample; therefore, sample S1 can be considered as representative of all
as-built samples in this study.

All samples were heat-treated using an in-house developed system
based on an MTI OTF-1200X furnace. The system holds a temperature
± 1 ℃ from the set-point temperature within the active length of the
main tube. After manufacturing via L-PBF, the samples were removed
from the Ni substrates using a Princeton Scientific Corporation WS2
high-precision wire saw. Before heat treatment, each sample was
cleaned in a beaker filled with acetone to remove possible surface con
taminants and then washed with 2-propanol in an ultrasonic bath to
remove any remaining contaminated acetone. Each sample was placed
on a high-purity alumina boat with a titanium oxygen-getter. The
alumina boat and its contents were placed inside the main tube of the
heat treatment system, which was then sealed and subsequently vacated
using a Pfeiffer vacuum HiCube 80 Eco turbopump. The exact pressure
within the main tube was monitored using an Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum
PTR 90 N vacuum meter. The system was then pumped until a high
vacuum was achieved, after which it was flooded with pure argon to
prevent Mn evaporation, which can occur during heat treatment in a
vacuum. The argon pressure within the main tube of the system was
adjusted to ~300 mbar at ambient temperature, thus taking into
consideration the thermal expansion of argon and the resulting increase
of pressure during the heat treatment sequence.
The solidus temperature (~1110 ◦ C) and L21→B2’ transition tem
perature (~765 ◦ C), corresponding to the composition of the as-built
material, were approximated based on the available literature [51,57]
and used to determine the corresponding critical temperatures for the
heat treatment. Each sample was first homogenized at a higher tem
perature – according to the heat treatment parameters presented in

Parameter

Parameter
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Table 3
Chemical compositions, relative densities, and average grain sizes of the manufactured samples. Presented errors correspond to standard measurement deviations.
HT parameters

Composition

Sample

Th (℃)

th (h)

To (℃)

to (h)

Ni (at%)

Mn (at%)

Ga (at%)

e/a (-)

Density (%)

Average grain size (µm)

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11

–
–
1000
1000
1000
1040
1040
1040
1080
1080
1080

–
–
6
12
24
6
12
24
6
12
24

–
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800

–
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

50.47 ± 0.20
50.66 ± 0.29
50.57 ± 0.22
50.62 ± 0.15
50.76 ± 0.27
50.52 ± 0.26
50.57 ± 0.19
50.78 ± 0.08
50.60 ± 0.21
50.66 ± 0.18
50.72 ± 0.10

27.50 ± 0.32
27.27 ± 0.29
27.36 ± 0.28
27.46 ± 0.27
27.22 ± 0.30
27.70 ± 0.31
27.54 ± 0.26
27.08 ± 0.17
27.40 ± 0.25
27.34 ± 0.08
27.21 ± 0.09

22.03 ± 0.24
22.06 ± 0.14
22.07 ± 0.15
21.92 ± 0.14
22.02 ± 0.15
21.78 ± 0.24
21.89 ± 0.13
22.14 ± 0.13
22.00 ± 0.14
22.00 ± 0.15
22.07 ± 0.09

7.65
7.63
7.64
7.63
7.64
7.64
7.64
7.64
7.64
7.64
7.64

98.6 ± 0.33
98.2 ± 0.24
98.4 ± 0.41
97.9 ± 0.26
98.3 ± 0.25
98.4 ± 0.31
98.8 ± 0.15
98.2 ± 0.26
98.1 ± 0.40
98.2 ± 0.35
98.8 ± 0.24

13.5 ± 3.5
22.2 ± 6.2
22.1 ± 5.8
24.2 ± 7.4
34.8 ± 9.9
23.2 ± 6.9
24.5 ± 7.2
38.0 ± 10.8
25.4 ± 7.5
55.5 ± 14.8
66.2 ± 16.7

λ = 0.15406 nm)
equipped
with
poly-capillary
optics,
a
PIXcel3D-Medipix3 detector, and a Si-510 zero background holder. A
generator voltage of 45 kV and a current of 40 mA were applied, while
the scans were performed over a 2θ range of 24–140◦ . Additionally, a
heating stage was used to inspect the samples in the cubic phase above
the martensite transformation temperature. The lattice parameters were
refined using the Bruker TOPAS software. The phase transformation and
Curie temperatures of each sample were determined using an in-house
developed low-field AC magnetic susceptibility (LFMS) device. In
addition, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a TA Instruments
DSC250 with an autosampler and an RCS90 two-stage refrigeration
system was used to determine the phase transformation temperatures of
the as-built sample and selected HT samples. The saturation magneti
zation of each sample was measured using a LakeShore model 7407
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), applying a field of up to 1.2 T.
Each sample was secured to the VSM sample holder using Teflon tape.

were considered statistically insignificant. Special consideration should
be taken when interpreting the p-values due to the relatively small
sample size used in this study.
Overall, L-PBF demonstrated high repeatability for manufacturing
high-density polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga with a consistent and predictable
composition. All samples were highly dense (average ~98.4%) with
only a minor variation of density observed from sample to sample.
Additionally, the standard deviations of density were small, in the range
of ± 0.15–0.41% for all samples. Considerable density changes were not
expected during the heat treatment because the density of the as-built
samples was relatively high. The ANOVA in Table 4 does not show
any dependency between the applied homogenization treatment and
observed density.
The average composition of the as-built samples was
Ni50.5Mn27.5Ga22.0, thus exhibiting an average of ~1.6 at% loss of Mn in
comparison to the initial powder. Consequently, the fractions of Ni and
Ga each increased by ~0.8 at%. The obtained composition shows a
slight deviation from the initial target composition, with a slightly larger
amount (0.2 at%) of Ga and an equally lower amount of Mn. The amount
of Ni in the as-built samples was approximately within expectations.
Using a relatively low value of VED (44.4 J/mm3) in comparison to [42]
likely resulted in a reduced evaporation of Ga during L-PBF, which ex
plains this observation. Additionally, the values in Table 3 and Fig. 3
show a slight trend of decreasing Mn content from samples S3→5, S6→8,
and S9→11. This implies that increasing the homogenization time may
have resulted in increased Mn evaporation during the heat treatment.
However, the ANOVA for Mn content in Table 4 shows that the applied
heat treatment parameters were not statistically significant for Mn

3. Results and discussion
Table 3 summarizes the used heat treatment parameter combina
tions, together with the corresponding chemical compositions, relative
densities, and average grain sizes. The shown errors correspond to the
standard measurement deviations. Table 4 presents the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) tables for relative density, Mn content, average grain
size, and the width of austenite-14 M martensite transformation (ΔTM),
including homogenization temperature (Th) and time (th) as continuous
predictors. In the analysis, factors with a p-value < 0.05 were consid
ered statistically significant, whereas those exceeding this threshold

Table 4
ANOVA tables for relative density, Mn content, average grain size, and the width of austenite-14 M martensite transformation (ΔTM), including homogenization
temperature (Th) and time (th) as continuous predictors.
Relative density (%)

Mn content (at%)

Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

Th
th
Th2
t2h
Th*th
Error
Total

1
1
1
1
1
3
8

0.063
0.027
0.067
0.004
0.138
0.440
0.722

0.063
0.027
0.067
0.004
0.138
0.147
–

0.43
0.18
0.46
0.03
0.94
–
–

0.558
0.699
0.547
0.882
0.404
–
–

1
1
1
1
1
3
8

0.001
0.151
0.024
0.008
0.000
0.077
0.280

0.001
0.151
0.024
0.008
0.000
0.026
–

0.05
5.89
0.92
0.30
0.01
–
–

0.832
0.094
0.408
0.620
0.935
–
–

Average grain size (µm)

ΔTM (℃)

Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

Th
th
T2h
t2h
Th*th
Error
Total

1
1
1
1
1
3
8

803.610
776.410
180.620
24.510
150.690
194.770
2029.410

803.610
776.410
180.620
24.510
150.690
64.920
–

12.38
11.96
2.78
0.38
2.32
–
–

0.039
0.041
0.194
0.582
0.225
–
–

1
1
1
1
1
3
8

16.822
3.760
0.020
0.372
0.012
0.445
21.300

16.822
3.760
0.020
0.372
0.012
0.148
–

113.47
25.36
0.13
2.51
0.08
–
–

0.002
0.015
0.738
0.212
0.795
–
–
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content. Overall, the observed differences in the average sample com
positions were insignificant and not likely to impact on the
magneto-structural properties of the samples. The XRF measurements
did not reveal any distinct change of composition within each sample.
Deviations of composition within the size scales smaller than the
diameter of the used collimator (300 µm) were undetectable in each
measurement. However, [42] showed that as-built material is overall
homogenous also in smaller size scales. Foremost, all samples exhibited
standard deviations of the measured compositions approximately within
the accuracy of the measurement (0.3 at%). The standard deviations of
the measured compositions are smaller in samples with longer homog
enization times or higher homogenization temperatures, implying a
chemical homogeneity increase.
Fig. 4 shows SEM images perpendicular to the build direction ob
tained from sections of the as-built sample (S1) and the selected heattreated samples (S2, S6, and S11). The boundaries between adjacent
laser scanning tracks are marked with red dotted lines. The presented
SEM images were obtained with relatively low magnifications of 200x
and 400x using a backscattered electron detector and a relatively low
acceleration voltage of 3 kV to increase the channeling contrast. This
approach provided a high grain contrast but was not ideal for observing
individual twins that were generally too narrow to be imaged using the
obtained pixel resolution. Polarized light microscopy was later used to
observe the martensitic twins within the samples.
The microstructure of the as-built samples was highly anisotropic, as
expected for a material built via L-PBF. The SEM image in Fig. 4 shows

Fig. 3. Compositions of the studied samples. The solid line indicates the
average value of all samples combined, while the dashed lines indicate the
minimum and maximum values.

Fig. 4. SEM images of the microstructures in sections perpendicular to the build direction obtained from the as-built sample (S1), the ordered sample (S2), the sample
homogenized at 1040 ℃ for 6 h (S6), and the sample homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h (S11). The dotted lines indicate observed boundaries between adjacent laserscanning tracks.
5
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that the as-built sample, S1, exhibited a columnar grain texture. This is a
texture that develops when columnar grains grow along the normal di
rection to the edge of melt pools induced by the large directional thermal
gradients during manufacturing via L-PBF. Additionally, finer grains
were located between the relatively larger columnar grains at bound
aries between adjacent laser-scanning tracks. Consequently, the micro
structure exhibits clearly distinguishable boundaries between each laser
scan track. The L-PBF did not produce a dendritic cooling structure,
which is considered beneficial for obtaining typical magneto-structural
properties after heat treatment. Overall, the grains formed during the
solidification in L-PBF were relatively small, with an average grain size
of 13.5 µm. This observation is in good agreement with the values pre
viously reported in [42]. Some intergranular cracking was observed
within the built samples, which was expected based on previous
research. The location, size, number and distribution of the observed
cracks appeared to be random. Overall, Ni-Mn-Ga based MSM alloys are
extremely brittle because of their low deformability [63]. The previ
ously built layers undergo repetitive heating/cooling through martens
itic transformation, which may generate stresses that contribute to the
cracking phenomenon. Additionally, some of the cracks may appear
during sample preparation (e.g. during cutting or grinding). Therefore,
future efforts should be placed towards systematic analysis of the
cracking phenomenon using micro-computed tomography.
It is particularly clear that during the homogenization treatment at
1080 ℃ for 24 h, sample S11 underwent considerable recrystallization.
As a result, the boundaries between adjacent laser-scanning tracks are
no longer observable with this sample and the observed structure shows
predominantly large equiaxed grains. Additionally, the observed change
from the primary columnar grains of the as-built sample S1 to the
equiaxed grains of sample S11 is gradual – as seen when comparing the
SEM images of different samples in Fig. 4. Consequently, all heat-treated
samples exhibited grain growth in comparison to the as-built material.
Table 3 and Fig. 5 show the volume-weighted average grain sizes of the
built samples. The observed grain growth was overall equal throughout
the volume of each sample, although some singular larger grains formed
near the edges of these samples. Homogenization treatments at 1000 ℃
and 1040 ℃ for 6–12 h resulted in only negligible grain growth,
whereas the samples homogenized for 24 h showed a larger average
grain size increase. A significant average grain size increase was
observed with the samples that were homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 12 and
24 h. For example, the heat-treated sample S11 exhibited a large quan
tity of grains exceeding 300 µm in diameter – see the SEM image in Fig. 4
and the polarized light optical image in Fig. 6. Indeed, the ANOVA in
Table 4 shows a statistically significant dependency between the
observed grain size and the applied homogenization temperature and
time. It is expected that homogenization temperatures below 1080 ℃
would require considerably longer treatment times in order to increase
diffusion and achieve a significant average grain size increase. Obtain
ing a large grain size is considered beneficial for the manufacturing of
bamboo-grained Ni-Mn-Ga structures, in which neighboring grains are

less constrained and pose fewer obstacles to twin boundary motion.
Future efforts should be aimed at alloying Ni-Mn-Ga with additive ele
ments to enhance grain growth.
All as-built and heat-treated samples exhibited microstructures with
martensitic twins. These twins were thermally induced during
martensitic transformation when the material cooled following L-PBF or
heat treatment. A previous study by [42] showed that as-built Ni-Mn-Ga
exhibits twinned martensite with weak magnetic anisotropy. Based on
the observation using a polarized light microscope, a few areas of sample
S11 with the largest features attributed to the twins were chosen for
AFM/MFM scanning. Fig. 6 shows an example optical image of the
sample surface with the MFM images obtained from specified locations
outlined with white squares. The optical image was obtained with a long
exposure as the overall contrast of the twins was less pronounced in
comparison to standard Ni-Mn-Ga single crystalline samples. In this
image, very thin stripes are visible (at the limit of optical resolution), in
full agreement with the obtained MFM images. The orientation of the
twins appears to vary from grain to grain. In some areas, no stripes could
be observed, which is possibly due to the thickness of the twins being
under the optical resolution limit. The presented MFM images demon
strate contrast complexity, revealing thick bands that correspond to the
optical polarized light contrast and thinner bands with thicknesses down
to the nanoscale. Thus, the thicker bands are composed of very narrow
bands. This explains the unusually weak contrast obtained for the op
tical images. Some of the observed variations could also be linked to the
MFM contrast differences between different variants at different angles
depending on the localized crystalline orientation of each grain. Addi
tionally, the MFM image obtained from A1 shows visible signs of
branching in the central band. The observed twin structure is consistent
with polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga 14 M martensites [64], which was also
confirmed by XRD measurement. Overall, homogenization at 1080 ℃
for 24 h drastically improved the contrast obtained with magnetic force
microscopy in comparison to the as-built material in [42].
Fig. 7 shows the X-ray diffractograms obtained for each sample. The
identified peaks have been indexed with respect to the coordinate sys
tem of the parent cubic phase (austenite). The unindexed diffraction
peaks originate from the modulated superstructure. The recorded
diffraction peaks were used to determine the average lattice parameters
shown in Table 5, whereby the presented constants correspond to the
seven-layered modulated orthorhombic (14 M) and five-layered modu
lated tetragonal (10 M) martensites in the coordinate system of the
parent cubic phase. Only the main diffraction peaks were considered in
calculating the lattice parameters.
All samples were first inspected at 100 ℃, where they exhibited an
austenitic crystal structure. All diffraction peaks from each sample at
ambient temperature must, therefore, have originated from one or
several martensite phases. A large majority of the observed peaks
correspond with the orthorhombic structure of 14 M martensite,
whereas the consideration of the additional peaks provides a very
reasonable correspondence with the 10 M martensite. Therefore, it can
be said with high confidence that the as-built sample S1 showed a mixed
crystal structure of 14 M and 10 M martensites. The intensity of the
10 M peaks at the angles of ~62.0◦ and ~62.5◦ is moderately high with
both samples S1 and S2 but is considerably reduced with all homoge
nized samples. As a result, the lattice parameters of the 10 M martensite
could only be obtained for the samples S1→5. After homogenization at
1080 ◦ C for 12–24 h, the samples showed only the diffraction peaks
originating from 14 M martensite at ambient temperature. The electron
concentration values in Table 3 show that all samples are distant from
compositions (e/a≈7.7) that are more likely to exhibit co-existing
martensite phases at ambient temperature [43]. Therefore, the pres
ence of the 10 M phase in the as-built samples must relate to the in
homogeneity of the chemical composition typically present in the
anisotropic microstructures developed during L-PBF. Homogenization at
elevated temperatures above 1040 ◦ C leads to chemical homogeniza
tion, which increases the stability of the 14 M martensite at the cost of

Fig. 5. Average grain sizes of the samples as measured from multiple sections
of each sample perpendicular to the build direction.
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Fig. 6. Optical image with polarized light contrast of the L-PBF sample S11 homogenized at 1080 ℃ for 24 h (left). The image was taken perpendicular to the build
direction. Areas A1 and A2 correspond to the locations of the two MFM scans shown on the right.

Fig. 7. XRD patterns obtained for each sample recorded at ambient temperature. Intensities have been scaled and the baseline is offset. Recognized peaks of the 14 M
and 10 M martensites are marked with gray dashed lines and indexed with respect to the coordinate system of the parent austenite unit cell.

the 10 M martensite. Overall, the samples showed very little lattice
parameter variation from sample to sample, which was expected based
on the consistency of average compositions from sample to sample
observed via XRF.
Additionally, the variation and distribution of peak intensities within
the measured samples suggest the presence of a crystallographic texture.
However, a more thorough analysis of the crystallographic texture is not

feasible here due to the complex nature of the diffraction patterns pro
duced by modulated Ni-Mn-Ga martensites. Future efforts, therefore,
should be focused on a systematic analysis of the crystallographic
texture using the austenite cubic phase as well as other methods, such as
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). This is considered important
because the occurrence of MFIS in polycrystalline material is enhanced
by increasing texture [21–24].
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Table 5
Lattice parameters obtained for each sample corresponding to the 14 M and 10 M martensites. All lattice constants are presented in the cubic coordinate system with an
approximate accuracy of ± 0.005 Å and ± 0.01◦ .
14 M

10 M

Sample

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

γ (◦ )

Vol (Å3)

c/a (-)

a, b (Å)

c (Å)

γ (◦ )

Vol (Å3)

c/a (-)

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11

6.102
6.103
6.099
6.103
6.102
6.105
6.094
6.102
6.110
6.099
6.101

5.851
5.849
5.852
5.848
5.849
5.850
5.852
5.851
5.847
5.852
5.845

5.551
5.552
5.555
5.552
5.548
5.551
5.553
5.548
5.552
5.554
5.548

90.47
90.48
90.53
90.50
90.51
90.51
90.49
90.46
90.51
90.50
90.52

198.18
198.18
198.26
198.15
198.00
198.24
198.02
198.07
198.34
198.22
197.84

0.910
0.910
0.911
0.910
0.909
0.909
0.911
0.909
0.909
0.911
0.909

5.972
5.979
5.983
5.984
5.978
–
–
–
–
–
–

5.569
5.567
5.556
5.571
5.546
–
–
–
–
–
–

90.32
90.34
90.29
90.34
90.32
–
–
–
–
–
–

198.61
199.01
198.88
199.48
198.19
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.933
0.931
0.929
0.931
0.928
–
–
–
–
–
–

Fig. 8 shows the results of the DSC and LFMS measurements for the
as-built sample S1 and the heat-treated sample S11. The phase trans
formation and Curie temperatures obtained for each sample are sum
marized in Table 6. Two phase transformations are observed upon
heating: the first-order structural transformation from 14 M martensite
to cubic, and the second-order phase transformation from cubic ferro
magnetic to cubic paramagnetic. The reverse transformations are
observed upon cooling. A measurement using DSC showed that the
martensitic transformation of the as-built sample was broad (~40 ℃),
with a partially overlapped ambient temperature upon cooling. This
implies that small amounts of the cubic phase may be present within the
sample at ambient temperature. However, the cubic phase was not
observed in XRD measurements at ambient temperature. Both the
martensitic transformation and Curie temperatures (TC) obtained for the
as-built sample deviate from the values in the cited literature for a
similar alloy composition, which was expected based on the previous
study by [42].
Notably, all heat-treated samples, including sample S2 with ordering
treatment at 800 ℃ for 4 h without homogenization at a higher tem
perature, showed a recovery of the typical (with respect to chemical

Table 6
The martensitic transformation temperatures and magnetic properties of the
studied samples.
Martensitic transformation

Magnetic properties

Sample

TAS
(℃)

TAF
(℃)

TMS
(℃)

TMF
(℃)

TC
(℃)

MS (Am2/
kg)

HC
(mT)

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11

22
46
49
46
46
50
50
51
49
47
48

64
58
62
57
57
60
60
60
58
56
56

57
54
58
54
54
57
57
57
54
52
52

16
42
45
43
42
46
47
48
45
44
45

73–90
90
89
90
89
89
89
89
90
90
92

25
69
68
67
67
68
67
68
68
68
68

31
8
5
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
4

composition) magneto-structural properties and reversible martensitic
transformations with narrow temperature hysteresis. Ordering treat
ment alone is not expected to induce a large increase in the homogeneity
of the as-built material, which implies that the untypical magnetostructural properties of as-built Ni-Mn-Ga are mostly related to the
atomic disorder and quenched-in stress from the L-PBF process. All heattreated samples exhibited a similar martensitic transformation (average
TAS≈48 ℃, variation within ~5 ℃) and Curie temperatures (average
TC≈90 ℃, variation within ~3 ℃), with only a small variation from
sample to sample. The observed differences are suggested to originate
from these small composition variations. Achieving martensitic trans
formation right above ambient temperature is considered promising for
achieving low twinning stress. For all heat-treated samples, the tem
perature hysteresis of martensitic transformation was in the range of
3–5 ℃. Additionally, Fig. 9 shows that increasing the homogenization
temperature or time resulted in a decreased width of the austenite-14 M

Fig. 8. Martensitic transformation and Curie temperatures obtained for a heattreated sample (S11) and the as-built sample (S1): (a) LFMS (magnetization
versus temperature); (b) DSC (heat flow versus temperature). All curves have
been normalized against sample masses, with the magnetization of para
magnetic austenite as the zero-magnetization level for LFMS measurement.

Fig. 9. Variation of the width of the martensitic transformation (ΔTM) from
sample to sample.
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martensite transformation (ΔTM). Additionally, the ANOVA in Table 4
confirms that both applied parameters were statistically significant for
ΔTM. This change is likely attributed to the general increase of the ho
mogeneity of the heat-treated material in comparison to the as-built
material and the dissolving of the 10 M martensite, as observed earlier
via XRD measurements. However, 14 M martensite has been shown to
exhibit broader transitions compared to 10 M martensite [65], which
may limit a further reduction of ΔTM. Additionally, the observed tran
sitions are wider in comparison to the transitions observed in conven
tional Ni-Mn-Ga single crystals.
As can be observed from Fig. 8b, upon heating, the DSC measurement
of the heat-treated sample S11 showed two transformation peaks, with
the same observation being made over multiple measurement repeti
tions. The observed peak splitting may relate to intermartensitic trans
formation in Ni-Mn-Ga. For this purpose, the section of S11 used in the
DSC measurement was re-polished and subjected to stepwise in-situ XRD
measurement with heating and cooling of the sample over martensitic
transformation. The X-ray diffractograms obtained from 2Θ= 60–70◦
are shown in Fig. 10. At 46 ℃, the sample exhibited a diffraction pattern
typical for a 14 M structure. Upon heating (Fig. 10a) the diffraction
pattern changed as the 14 M structure was transformed into a cubic L21
structure. Upon cooling, a reverse change was observed (Fig. 10b). The
transformations in diffraction patterns were observed at 53–55 ℃ upon
heating and at 53–51 ℃ upon cooling. The observed changes occurred
in the temperature range of ~2 ℃, which is considerably narrower in
comparison to ΔTM measured using LFMS or DSC. This was expected
because martensitic transformation does not occur simultaneously
throughout the sample, and XRD reveals structural changes in a thin
layer on the sample surface, whereas LFMS and DSC obtain information
from the whole sample volume. Overall, the diffraction data revealed
the absence of intermediate phases during martensitic and reverse
martensitic transformations. Therefore, the observed splitting of the
transformation peak upon heating in DSC measurements may be related
to the presence of structural defects such as pores or cracks. The
observed anomaly was not observed upon cooling, which supports this

argument.
The additional LFMS curve comparison in Fig. 8a shows that the asbuilt sample S1 has inferior magnetization to the heat-treated samples.
The applied LFMS setup could only provide qualitative information
about magnetization and, therefore, VSM was used to measure the
magnetization of each sample as a function of magnetic field strength.
Fig. 11 presents the results of VSM measurement for the as-built sample
S1 and the heat-treated sample S11. The same hysteresis loops were
obtained for all samples. The saturation magnetizations (MS) and coer
cive fields (HC) determined for each sample are summarized in Table 6.
The measured saturation magnetization of the as-built sample was small
(25 Am2/kg), whereas the saturation magnetizations (average ~68
Am2/kg) for the heat-treated samples were nearly identical to the
saturation magnetizations previously reported in the scientific literature
for Ni-Mn-Ga with the same electron concentrations [47]. Hence, there
was a clear increase of nearly ~170% in the magnetization of all
heat-treated samples in comparison to the as-built sample. Overall, with
the heat-treated samples, the variation of saturation magnetization be
tween the samples was small (approximately ± 1 Am2/kg), which was
expected because all samples exhibited mostly the same crystal structure
and were equally dense. The larger grain size obtained for the samples
homogenized at 1080 ◦ C for 12–24 h did not seem to influence the
observed saturation magnetizations. The coercive field of the as-built
sample S1 (HC≈31 mT) was relatively high compared to the ordered
sample S2 (HC≈8 mT) and the homogenized samples S3→11 (HC≈4–5
mT). A previous investigation into the L-DED of Ni-Mn-Ga [35] sug
gested that the observed coercive field decrease after heat treatment
may relate to the decrease in the number of magnetic domain pinning
sites, such as defects and grain boundaries, in comparison to the as-built
material. The saturation field for all heat-treated samples was in the
approximate range of 0.6–0.8 T, which is within the expected values for
polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga 14 M martensites.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a Ni-Mn-Ga magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloy was
built via laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF). The built samples were sub
jected to stepwise chemical homogenization and atomic ordering heat
treatments. The experiments were implemented following a systematic
experimental design using the temperature and duration of the ho
mogenization treatment as the varied parameters.
All produced samples were highly dense (average ~98.4%) with the
average composition of the as-built samples at Ni50.5Mn27.5Ga22.0. The
samples showed only a minor variation of relative density and chemical
composition from sample to sample. The as-built material showed a
broad austenite-martensite transformation and low saturation magne
tization. The crystal structure of the as-built material at ambient tem
perature was a mixture of seven-layered modulated orthorhombic
(14 M) and five-layered modulated tetragonal (10 M) martensites.
Notably, ordering heat treatment at 800 ◦ C for 4 h without

Fig. 10. Martensitic transformation of a heat-treated sample (S11) imaged
through the evolution of the obtained XRD patterns as a function of the applied
measurement temperature. Intensities have been scaled and the baseline is used
as an offset for each measurement. Recognized peaks are indexed with respect
to the coordinate system of the austenite unit cell. (a) Heating from 46 to 60 ℃;
(b) cooling from 58 to 44 ℃.

Fig. 11. The VSM magnetization curves obtained for a heat-treated sample
(S11) and the as-built sample (S1).
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homogenization at higher temperature was enough to obtain the narrow
austenite-14 M martensite transformation, Curie temperature, and
saturation magnetization typical for bulk samples of the same compo
sition. This suggests that the atomic disorder and quenched-in stress
from the L-PBF process are the primary factors influencing the untypical
magneto-structural properties of the as-built Ni-Mn-Ga. Finally, ho
mogenization at 1080 ◦ C stabilized the 14 M martensite structure at
ambient temperature and resulted in considerable grain growth for
homogenization times above 12 h.
Overall, the results show that post-process heat treatment can
considerably improve the magneto-structural properties of Ni-Mn-Ga
built via L-PBF. However, the bulk samples produced in this study
exhibit grain boundary constraints that hinder the development of
macroscopic magnetic-field-induced strains. Therefore, future efforts
should be placed on systematic development of the L-PBF process to
wards manufacturing of foam-like (bamboo-grained) lattice structures
with enhanced crystallographic texture.
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a b s t r a c t
Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) additive manufacturing process was employed to manufacture polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga samples. The samples were heat-treated for chemical homogenization and grain
growth. It is demonstrated that the chemical composition, resulting martensitic crystal structures, and
phase transformation temperatures of the L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga can be precisely changed in-situ by controlling the selective evaporation of Mn through adjusting the process parameters. Subsequently, repeatable and fully reversible magnetic-ﬁeld-induced strain of 5.8% was measured in a single crystalline grain
of an additive manufactured polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga sample exhibiting a 10M martensitic structure at
ambient temperature. The results indicate that L-PBF can be used to manufacture Ni-Mn-Ga devices containing active parts that can be strained by an external magnetic ﬁeld.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

The magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloy Ni-Mn-Ga can develop giant reversible magnetic-ﬁeld-induced strains (MFIS), when
the twin variants of the low-symmetry martensitic phase are reoriented by twin boundary (TB) motion in response to an applied
magnetic ﬁeld [1–5]. This makes Ni-Mn-Ga a promising actuator material for microscale actuators, sensors, pumps, and energy
conversion devices [6–12]. The maximum possible MFIS, which
is determined by the crystallographic structure, reaches values of
6-12% and has been achieved almost exclusively in single crystals [3–5]. As the grain boundaries signiﬁcantly hinder TB motion,
ﬁne-grained randomly textured polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga does not
typically develop large MFIS [13]. However, suﬃciently reducing
these constraints can enable it to develop moderate MFIS, reaching
∼8.7% MFIS [13] in directionally solidiﬁed Ni-Mn-Ga foam or ∼14% MFIS [14–18] in coarse-grained bulk polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga
with a strong crystallographic texture. Drawbacks of conventionally
manufactured single crystals and polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga include
low freedom of geometry and the high cost of production, which
currently limit the development of novel functional MSM devices.
Additive manufacturing (AM) has attracted increasing attention as a promising method for manufacturing polycrystalline NiMn-Ga, especially due to its feasibility for incorporating complex geometries or device structures. Recent investigations have
demonstrated the feasibility of laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF)
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for manufacturing polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga with high relative densities [19–24]. The non-equilibrium conditions and rapid heating/cooling during the layer-by-layer melting in L-PBF result in
the selective evaporation of Mn, which, in combination with
quenched-in stresses and atomic disorder, has been shown to signiﬁcantly affect the ﬁnal composition, resulting phase constitution, and magneto-structural properties of the built Ni-Mn-Ga. The
initial composition-dependent material properties can be retained
via heat treatment [23]. A severe shortcoming of recent research
is that additively manufactured Ni-Mn-Ga has shown maximum
strains of only 0.01% [19,25]. The reasons for the lack of large
MFIS are numerous, ranging from process-induced internal defects
[26] to metallurgical characteristics, such as a lack or randomness of the crystallographic texture or the relatively small grain
size [22–23]. Additionally, the polycrystalline structure formed during solidiﬁcation in L-PBF is unlikely to develop large MFIS without removal of grain boundary constraints through introduction of
bamboo-like grain structure and/or magneto-mechanical training
[13-14,16]. In response to these shortcomings, it is shown here that
L-PBF-built Ni-Mn-Ga can develop giant fully reversible MFIS, and
that the Mn evaporation during the process can be used to control
the MSM-related properties of the built material.
A pre-alloyed Ni48.7±0.1 Mn30.7±0.4 Ga20.6±0.3 powder (d0.1 =13.7
μm, d0.5 =32.8 μm, and d0.9 =69.5 μm; oxygen content <500 ppm)
with approximately 2 at.% excess Mn in comparison to the typical 10M composition was prepared via gas atomization. All samples were built using an in-house-developed L-PBF system previously described in [22–23]. Fig. 1a presents a photographic image
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Fig. 1. Characterization of the Ni-Mn-Ga samples additively manufactured with the laser powder bed fusion process. a) Photo image of the as-built samples, S1-S12, built
on a high-purity Ni substrate using different process parameters (see Table 1 for the parameters’ values). Each sample has the dimensions 10 × 0.8 × 5 mm3 . The inset
shows the applied scanning strategy with respect to the sample geometry. b) Chemical composition (error bars correspond to standard measurement deviations) and the
corresponding martensitic crystal structure at ambient temperature (295 K) for heat-treated samples S1-S6. c) A set of x-ray diffraction patterns obtained for heat-treated
samples S1-S6 at 295 K. The peaks have been indexed with respect to the coordinate system of the parent austenite unit cell. The unindexed peaks originate from the
modulated superstructure. d) Optical polarized light image of the heat-treated and polished sample S2 with the 10M structure revealing large single crystalline grains
(outlined with red lines) with twins. BD notes the build direction. The twins are visible due to the use of polarized light contrast. The white rectangle marks the part of the
sample containing the largest grain, which is further investigated in the magnetic actuation experiments.
Table 1
L-PBF process parameters and properties of the heat-treated samples.
L-PBF process
parameters

Sample
S1,S7
S2,S8
S3,S9

Chemical composition

Martensitic crystal structure at 295 K

Transformation temperatures

b
(Å,
±0.01)

c
(Å,
±0.01)

γ

Phase

a
(Å,
±0.01)

(°,
±0.01)

Vol
(Å3 )

c/a
(-)

TA
(K)

TM
(K)

TC
(K)
372
372
369
372

P
(W)

V
(mm/s)

Ni
VED
(at.%,
(J/mm3 ) ±0.15)

200
200
200
190

1300
1000
700
500

34.2
44.4
63.5
84.4

49.38
49.71
50.08
50.47

29.38
28.92
28.37
27.79

21.25
21.37
21.55
21.73

10M
10M
10M
14M

5.97
5.96
5.95
6.11

5.90
5.89
5.89
5.84

5.57
5.59
5.58
5.54

90.34
90.39
90.32
90.51

196.4
196.0
195.8
197.4

0.93
0.94
0.94
0.91

328
324
323
329

321
317
317
321

180

375

106.7

50.79

27.57

21.64

14M

6.11

5.84

5.54

90.47

197.5

0.91

334

330

365

160

250

142.2

51.91

26.72

21.37

NM

5.37

5.37

6.68

-

192.5

1.25

338

334

356

Mn
(at.%,
±0.15)

Ga
(at.%,
±0.15)

S4,S10
S5,S11
S6,S12

on the substrate in a 2 × 6 matrix with ∼4 mm distance between
the samples so that the side faces of the walls were aligned at a
45° angle compared to the x-y hatch directions of the used L-PBF
system.
After build, the samples were separated from the substrate using a Princeton Scientiﬁc Corporation WS-25 high-precision wire
saw. All samples were heat treated in a single patch, using the
setup previously described in [23], in an argon atmosphere at 1363
K for 24 hours with subsequent atomic ordering treatment at 1073
K for 4 hours followed by furnace cooling. Before heat treatment,
the edges of each sample were cut off and ground to ensure a compatible sample size with the used alumina sample holders. Consequently, the heat-treated samples had a reduced size (∼6 × 0.6 × 3

of samples S1-S12 (prior to heat treatment), which were built on
a high-purity (>99.5%) Ni substrate (Ø 45 × 6.1 mm2 ) using the
process parameters that were selected and adjusted for the excess
Mn within the used powder based on the L-PBF process optimization presented in [22]. The varied L-PBF process parameters (laser
power P; scanning speed v; volume energy density VED) and corresponding sample properties are summarized in Table 1. All samples were melted using constant hatch distance of 75 μm and powder layer thickness of 60 μm, while using a bidirectional scanning
strategy without a turn in the scanning direction from layer to
layer. All samples (10 × 0.8 × 5 mm3 thin walls) were built in a
single patch at ambient temperature in a high-purity argon atmosphere without substrate preheating. The samples were oriented
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mm3 ) in comparison to as-built samples. After the heat treatment,
each sample was electropolished using a constant voltage of 14
V at 253 K in an electrolyte solution comprising 3 volume parts
ethanol to 1 volume part 60% HNO3 .
The chemical compositions of the initial powder and L-PBF
samples were determined using an Oxford Instruments X-Strata
960 X-ray ﬂuorescence analyser with a Ø 300 μm collimator calibrated with a Ni-Mn-Ga reference sample. The L-PBF samples
showed a consistent decreasing trend in the relative amount of
Mn from sample to sample in comparison to the initial powder.
This result is in agreement with previous studies [20–24], where
it was shown that the evaporation of Mn during L-PBF increases
with increasing VED. It is known that the crystal structure of NiMn-Ga is highly composition-dependent [27], and maximum MFIS
and martensite transformation temperatures can be signiﬁcantly
altered with small changes in chemical composition. Therefore, the
composition, resulting crystal structure, and phase transformation
temperatures of the built samples could be precisely changed by
controlling the selective evaporation of Mn, see Fig. 1b.
The X-ray diffraction measurements were performed using a
PANalytical Empyrean 3 diffractometer (Cu tube, λ=0.15406 nm)
equipped with poly-capillary optics, a PIXcel3D-Medipix3 detector
and a Si-510 zero background holder. The diffraction patterns of
the samples are displayed in Fig 1c. Peaks belonging to the tetragonal ﬁve-layered modulated (10M), orthorhombic seven-layered
modulated (14M), and non-modulated (NM) martensites are indexed with respect to the cubic coordinate system of the parent austenite. The corresponding martensite lattice parameters are
summarized in Table 1. All samples exhibited a single martensite phase structure, thus implying that the applied heat treatment
effectively increased the chemical homogeneity and reduced the
residual stresses accumulated during the layer-by-layer melting in
L-PBF. Additionally, the X-ray diffraction measurements did not detect any oxides, thus implying a low oxygen content within the
built samples.
The phase transformation and Curie temperatures of each sample were determined using an in-house-developed low-ﬁeld AC
magnetic susceptibility device. Each sample exhibited different
phase transformation temperatures, corresponding to the chemical
composition and crystal structure. The increase in the martensite
transformation temperature and the decrease in the Curie temperature from S1 to S6 can be attributed to the evaporation of Mn
during L-PBF. The transformation widths (TAS→AF and TMS→MF ) were
in the range of ∼5-7 K for samples S1-S4, ∼9 K for sample S5, and
∼11 K for sample S6. The increased width of transformation implies that samples S5 and S6 are chemically less homogenous, as
also supported by the larger standard deviations of composition –
see Fig. 1b. The transformation hysteresis (TA –TM ) was in the range
of 4-7 K for all samples.
Fig. 1d shows an optical polarized light image of the sample
S2, in which homogenization treatment near the melting temperature ensured development of a coarse grain structure. The polarized light contrast also reveals martensitic twins spanning from
few micrometres to hundreds of micrometres in width. The spherical pores visible in the ﬁgure may have formed due to gas entrapment during the manufacture via L-PBF [22,26]. In comparison to the literature, crack formation was not observed in the produced samples, possibly due to the smaller thickness of the samples, which reduces the internal stresses formed during processing
via L-PBF.
Although the layer-by-layer directional cooling/solidiﬁcation in
L-PBF enhances the formation of a strong texture along the build
direction [26], the grains are generally oriented inconveniently
with respect to each other and are also constrained by grain
boundaries. To investigate the magnetic ﬁeld actuation of L-PBF-

built Ni-Mn-Ga, a section about 4 × 1.1 × 0.35 mm3 in size containing a large grain, as marked in Fig. 1d, was cut out from sample
S2 (10M martensite) using the wire saw. The general aim was to
create a sample with so-called ‘bamboo grains’, wherein the sample width is smaller than the grain size. Within this structure, each
grain, when unconstrained, behaves like a single crystal, allowing
free motion of TBs and a large MFIS [13]. The possible surface defects caused by the cutting, which are known to inhibit TB motion and thus suppress MFIS, were removed by thorough mechanical and electropolishing. Finally, the large grain (∼1.7 × 1.1 × 0.35
mm3 ) was freed from possible constraints at one end of the prepared sample, while the other end was ﬁxed with an epoxy adhesive to a Ø 3 mm sapphire rod, which functioned as a sample
holder.
In the ﬁrst experiment, the section cut from sample S2 was
placed at different angles in a homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic ﬁeld,
created by an EMU-75 electromagnet (SES Instruments Pvt. Ltd.).
The ﬁeld caused the active part of the sample to elongate or contract, depending on the ﬁeld direction. Polarized light contrast
imaging (Zeiss Axio Scope.A1) was utilized to characterize the twin
variants’ rearrangement and to determine the c-axis orientation in
different parts of the sample. Fig. 2a and b present two images
of the sample’s front side taken after the magnetic ﬁeld application perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) to the sample length. In
the 10M Ni-Mn-Ga martensite, the shortest crystallographic c-axis
is the easy magnetization axis, i.e., the axis along which the cell
magnetic moment is aligned, and the TBs separate the martensitic
variants with a different – by around 86° – orientation of the caxis. In the polarized light images, different colours visualize different orientations of the c-axis, which are marked according to
above observations. It can be seen that a large part of the sample, measuring 1.65 mm along the sample length, was transformed
during the magnetic ﬁeld application. The white arrows mark the
ﬁnal positions of the TBs that moved during the transformation.
The ∼45° inclination angle of the TBs’ traces shows that the crystallographic axes are oriented almost parallel to the top facet in the
transformed region. The TB motion is restricted from both sides by
surface defects and/or grain boundaries, and thus TBs do not disappear after the ﬁeld application.
To ensure c-axis orientation in the different variants,
atomic/magnetic force microscopy (AFM/MFM) using a Park
Systems XE7 was applied to follow the c-axis rotation at the TB
on the top side. Fig. 2c shows an optical image taken from the top
facet of the sample in its elongated state with the TB located near
the free end of the sample. The red circle marks the area scanned
with AFM/MFM. On this facet, the c-axis changes its orientation
at the TB, becoming perpendicular to the sample surface in one
of the neighbouring variants. This is fully supported by the MFM
image displayed in Fig. 2d, in which the magnetic domain pattern,
characteristic for the out-of-plane c-axis orientation [22], is visualized in the left variant. On the contrary, the right part of the MFM
image does not show any remarkable contrast because the c-axis
is almost parallel to the surface and the magnetic lines do not
cross the sample surface. Furthermore, the sample surface kinks
at the TB location due to the almost 6% difference between the
longer a and b, and the shortest c crystallographic axes; see the
3D rendered AFM scan in Fig. 2e. Based on the scan, it follows that
the kinking angle is ∼3.9°, which is in good agreement with the
value of π2 − 2atan( ac ) = 3.7◦ calculated using the measured lattice
constants. Finally, based on the TB trace inclination observed on
the top surface, the c-axis in the right variant deviates by ∼20°
from the front facet displayed in Figs. 2a and 2b.
In the next experiment, laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) based
setup, previously described in [28], was used to precisely characterize the sample’s response to a pulsed magnetic ﬁeld. The sam-
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Fig. 2. a-b) Optical polarized light images of the magnetically actuated sample (front view) in its elongated (a) and contracted (b) states obtained after application of a
homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic ﬁeld in different directions. BD notes the build direction. The red arrows indicate the ﬁeld direction. The white arrows show the ﬁnal location
of the observed twin boundary after the ﬁeld application. The double-ended arrows show the orientation of the easy magnetization c-axis in different twin variants. c)
Optical image obtained from the top side of the sample in the elongated state showing TB trace. The red circle marks the location of the AFM/MFM scan. d) MFM image
revealing the change in the c-axis orientation in the adjacent twin variants at the TB site. e) 3D rendered image of the AFM scan showing a kink angle of ∼3.9° at the TB
site.

ple ﬁxed to the sapphire rod was placed inside the solenoid as depicted in Fig. 3a. In the present setup, a miniature solenoid (with
an inner diameter of 4.3 mm, a length of 16.3 mm, and consisting
of 140 turns of insulated copper wire 0.2 mm in diameter, wound
in 2 layers) was connected to a high-voltage pulse generator (EMC,
Transient 10 0 0) in series with an additional coil (of 1.86 mH inductance and 0.83 Ohm resistance) that produced a ∼250 μs current pulse providing magnetic ﬁeld amplitude above the anisotropy
ﬁeld level of 0.7 T [29–30] to fully magnetize the sample. The vibrometer (Polytec, OFV-50 0 0 and OFV-534) measured the displacement of the sample’s free end with respect to the ﬁxed end of the
sample. The solenoid current was calculated based on the voltage
drop on a wire resistor of 0.2 Ohm connected in series with the
solenoid. The transient velocity and displacement signals from the
LDV as well as the solenoid current were recorded using a 200
MHz oscilloscope (Metrix Scopix III OX 7204). The magnetic ﬁeld
was calculated from the measured current using the solenoid parameters.
Prior to each LDV measurement, the sample was placed in a
homogeneous 0.8 T magnetic ﬁeld, applied in the transverse direction to elongate the sample. The results of three sequential LDV
measurements are presented in Fig. 3b. All measurements showed
identical results: the sample contracted by 96±1 μm within ∼135
μs with an average actuation speed of 0.7 m/s and a maximum
speed of ∼1.2 m/s. The MFIS, calculated from the measured displacement and the sample’s active part length of 1.65 mm, reached
a value of 5.8%, which agrees well with the transformation strain of
5.7% calculated from the lattice parameters. Notably, the measured
actuation speed is comparable with the actuation speeds of ∼2 m/s
observed in conventionally grown single crystals of 10M Ni-Mn-Ga
[28–30], indicating a low-defect crystal structure that does not hinder the TB motion in the additively manufactured sample.
It is demonstrated that the properties of the L-PBF built polycrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga can be precisely changed in-situ by controlling the selective evaporation of Mn by adjusting the applied process parameters, thereby opening up the possibility of additively
manufacturing functional Ni-Mn-Ga-based MSM devices with tailored or localized (within the device itself) functional properties. It
is also demonstrated that a large, mm-sized single crystalline grain,

Fig. 3. a) Schematic representation of the LDV experimental setup for the pulsed
magnetic ﬁeld actuation of Ni-Mn-Ga. A magnetic ﬁeld created inside the solenoid
is applied along the length of the sample, thereby contracting it. During the magnetic ﬁeld pulse, LDV measures the displacement of the free end of the sample
with respect to its ﬁxed part. b) Dependencies of the applied magnetic ﬁeld (red
line, right axis), and the measured displacement and strain versus time (black lines,
left axis) for three sequential measurements. Before each measurement, the sample
with the holder was placed in a transversal homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld of 0.8 T to
elongate the sample. Saturating ﬁeld level refers to a typical value of the anisotropy
ﬁeld needed to fully magnetically saturate 10M Ni-Mn-Ga. The magnetic ﬁeld was
calculated from the measured solenoid current. The strain was calculated by dividing the displacement by the length (1.65 mm) of the transformed part of the
sample.
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extracted from an additively manufactured polycrystalline 10M NiMn-Ga sample, exhibits a giant repeatable MFIS of 5.8%. The obtained MFIS is two orders of magnitude larger than the strains
of 0.01% previously reported [19,25] for additive manufactured NiMn-Ga, and is similar to that of conventionally grown single crystals exhibiting the 10M crystal structure [3]. The result demonstrates that L-PBF can produce material with MSM properties. Creation of single crystals by this or similar methods is still a challenge, but this problem has been partially solved for Ni-base single crystal superalloys [26] and therefore any principal obstacles
are not seen in this way. The reported results are an important
step towards the additive manufacturing of MSM devices and will
permit the exploration of polycrystalline-MSM-based devices with
a geometric freedom that has thus far not been possible with conventional manufacturing methods.
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